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P R E F A C E 
It Is with full consciousness of Its manifold defects 
that I am presenting to Persian scholars this work on 'Haji 
Muhammad Jan Qudsl, his life, times and works*- a field hitherto 
unexplored and towards which my attention was directed by my 
learned teacher Dr.Hadi Hasan, until very recently Head of the 
Department of Persian, T'uslitr Hniversity, Aligarh. 
A work of research on any branch of Indo-Persian 
literature is of singular importance today. Perhaps never before 
was there felt a desire so keen and so Intense, as it is being 
felt now, to develope and revive, on the basis of old cultural 
relations, fresh and stronger bonds of good vrtll, mutual 
friendship and cultural understanding between rlster-countries-
India and Iran, The present thesis is a natural consequence of 
this feeling, '-'hat it, primarily, aims at is to present an 
image of what Persian poets and scholars did under the generous 
patronage of Kuphal rulers in India. Qudsl was a very notable 
poet of Shahjahan*s court, enjoying a reputation in no wise less 
than Kalim himself, the then poet laureate of India. Qudsl has 
been fremiently nuoted by Mirza Ghalib, the f?reat classical poet 
of Urdu, in his Adabi Khutut. '^ he popularity of -^ udsl's verse 
is unquestionable and has survived even to this day. ^'irza 
Ala-ud-Daula Ashraf All ^han in his memoir of poets has 
referred to, and utilised for his own purpose, a number of such 
(vill) 
antholopies In which fairly large selections of 9udsl*s verses 
are preserved, Qudsl*s greatest achievement, as It appears to ?ne, 
is the historical mathnawi, entitled Zafar Namah, which he 
dedicated to Shahjahan, and which is a mine of information for 
the history of Shahjahan's times. It IF a unlnue v;ork-being 
the only parallel with Kalim's Shahjahan Naniah-another poetical 
history of a similar character. 
As for the sources of material, I have mainly depended 
upon Persian biographies in the form of original FSS. Some 
valuable contemporary i^ 'orks both biographical as "ffell as his-
torical have been utilised with special interest. It, however, 
required a good deal of mental labour to arrange facts in a 
connected form out of all those diverse and conflicting state-
ments which appear in most of the biographers, particularly 
in those of later times. Such works, in general, do not aim 
at giving coherent accounts. In fact, as It would appear subse-
quently, I have chiefly based particulars of ray conclusions 
upon internal evidences emerging from the writings of thS 
poet himself. 
I cannot claim that this work contains all possible 
material on Qudsi but I have made use of every source of 
information v?hich came to my knowledge. I have v;orked in 
oriental Library BanklpurCPatna); State Llbr?3ry Rampur; the 
Library of Late AlhaJ Hablb-ur-Hahfcan Khan Sherwanl at 
Hablbganj(District Allgarh) and the Muslim University Msg, 
(Ix) 
Llbraryi Al l farh . I r h a l l , hov/ever, feel myself amply 
revmrded i f t h i s work serves in i t s own humble way as a 
small cont r ibut ion to thQ understanding of Persian poetry 
of a glorious e r a . 
X am grateful to a number of scholars . Vj deepest sense 
of obl igat ion goes to my teacher and guide Professor Zia-i-Ahmad 
Badauni, Head of the Department of Pers ian, Muslim Universi ty, 
Aligarh, without whose supervision and he lp , t h i s work would 
not have come in to ex is tence . le not only drew my a t t en t ion 
to a number of inaccuracies but a l so gave me valuable 
suggestions and helped me In many ways. His single-minded 
adherence to the noble cause of knowledge and learning f i red 
in me an enthusiasm for work. I am also deeply indebted to 
Messrs. Qadi Abd-ul-Wadud of Patna, and Imtiyaz Ali Khan 
Arshi of Rampur for extending to me not only t he i r mott 
gentlemanly behaviour but also t h e i r precious suggestions 
concerning many problems connected with t h i s research work. 
I alpo owe a debt of g ra t i tude to Dr.Khaliq Ahmad Nizarol, 
Reader, Department of History, Muslim Univers i ty , Ali?7arh 
who took most a f fec t iona te i n t e r e s t in my work and whose kind 
and scholar ly advices were a source of immense help and great 
i n sp i r a t i on to me. I sha l l be f a i l i ng in my dut ies i f I do 
not express my sense of g ra t i tude to Dr.Nadhir Ahmad, Reader, 
Department of Persian and Dr.Munibur Rahman, Header, Depart-
ment of Islamic S tudies , Muslim Univers i ty , Aligarh, for 
suggesting to me various important points and making correct ions 
(x) 
where necessary. Finally, I must thank the Governraent of 
India for having av/arded ms a scholarship In Humanities 
•wrlthout which, most certainly, this \irork would not have 
been ta^ e^n up. 
To read Arabic and Persian words a transliteration 
systen has been followed for which a separate note has been 
given. 
C H A P T E R £. 
I N T R O D U C T O R Y 
Persian poetry produced during the reigning period 
and under the fostering care o^ ^ Tiraurid rulers in India 
stands out as a unique contribution not only to Indo-Perslan 
literature but also to Per<5lan literature as a '^ fhole. It is 
a source of dynsmic synthesis of the cultures of two great 
countries— India and Persia. It is an excellent production 
of the minds of poets purely Persian in origin who being 
dissatisfied with literary conditions in their own native 
land, adorned the dazzling courts of Indian rulers, sang their 
praises and left to posterity valuable achievements in the 
realsm of literature and art. 
Judging with a broader view, India has played a cons-
iderably major role in championine^ the cause of Persian 
language and literature even since those raeoorable days when 
the Ghaznawlds first established at Lahore a unique cultural 
centre-thus layinr the fnundation-stone for future prosperity 
of a language and poetry which was hitherto totally alien 
to Indian soil, Ma^ Tid-i-Sa*^ d, son of Salman, who was born 
and brought up in Lahore, in purely Indian environment, has 
contributed to Persian poetry a valuable collection of verses 
which can easily match with any similar specimen produced 
in Iran. His Habslyat (prison poeros) written during his 
lonp confinement appeal greatly to Persian and Indian mind. 
Thus, the work v^ich had started on^very narrow, yet 
stable, ground^ began to move towards maturity till it reached 
its zenith with the ascendency of Mughal rule in India. 
Mulla Abd-ul-Qadir Badauni in the third volume of his 
celebrated Muntakhab-ut-Tawarikh, which is exclusively devoted 
to the biographies of stints, learned men and poets, has 
enumerated no less than 167 Persian poets vrfio were attracted 
to Akbar's court. Likewise, Abul-Padl in his Ain-i-Akbari 
has also given a list of SdL first rate as well as minor 
poets who arrived in India from Persia and attached themselves 
to the court of the Einperor. The influx of Persian literati 
into India, especially of poets, did not cease even after the 
time of Akbar. Besides verisifiers like *Urfi, Naziri, Ghazali 
of Mashhad, Qasim-i-Kahi, Thanai-i-Fashhadi, T^ -ayli, Hayati-i-
Gilani, Talib-i-Isfahani, Qasira-i-Arsalan and numerous others, 
there also came, during and after Jahangir's retgn, poets, 
like Talib-i-Amuli, Abu Talib K-lim, Qudsi-i-Mashhadi, Mulla 
Tughra, Ali Quli Salim, Mir Ilahi of Hamdan, Salik-i-Qazwini, 
f5attar of Tabriz, Salik of Yazd and many others. Most of 
these came for settling dovm permanently in India, and, 
ultimately, di4d in India. All of these wrote in pure Persian, 
in the same idiom of thought and expression with which 
they were familiar since their birth. Despite all this, a 
very narrow view has been taken by certain Iranian biographerf, 
of modern times, of Persian poetry and literature produced 
during the Mughal period* They are averse to it to a degree 
which, on close examination, denotes nothing but the working 
1. Mirza Ghalib pays tribute to poets like Urfi, Kalim, Qudsi, 
^aib, Asir and All Hazin and considers them as masters of 
language and idiom,'About Urfi he ^ r^ritesj 
"jjl •^^y»'^0^hj'-'ij^ Li J 1^1 *ii/lji ij^^j ^jj^^j^ ^^y^jUU^ouS^' 
On another occasion Ghalib gives the follov;ing opinion about 
Saib, Kalim, Asir and Ali Hazin, whom he regards as standard 
linguists, 
Ghalib includes Qudsi also in the same category: 
*5' *i Ja^ ^ ^^^*^**^^i- * ' * * cd^ ^ ^ -^ ^^  -^^ '^cf! *^^^' *'>cr W^M=' ^ ^ ! i / * - ^ 
(Adabi Khutut-i-Ghali^'Q." Askad ^ IpOT-^j^-^'iid 4^4) ^ "^  ^  
of their prejudiced mind, Rida Quli Khan severely criticises 
both Urfi and Paydl in the following words. Regarding verses 
of the former, who may, quite rightly, be called as one of 
the greatest Persian poets of later times, he writest 
2 
About Paydi he thus states: 
" «^„. t.— 
And about the style of Saib*s poetry he thus ccnnentsj® 
Similarly Abu Tallb Kalim has also been criticized by another 
modern writer, Lutf-"Ali Khan in his Atashkadah in the follow-
' * • — • — 
ing wayJ 
" Jj\j «-• -Lit J-U *i ^jrJ^ u^J -^ '-» j-^ ("-* J^ v» 
As is quite apparent, such disapprobatory remarks are vague 
and indefinite, and lack what is known as critical explanation 
of the causes of certain drawbacks. 
Another charge which is generally levelled against 
1. Majma-ul-Fusaha (A.-.1295) Tehran ed., II, p.24 
2. Majma'-ul-Pusaha (A.n.l295) Tehran ed,, ii, p,26 
3. ibid p.24. 
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Persian poetry of later times, produced In India, is that 
it is full of far-fetched metaphors, queer expressions and 
strange phrases, but it must not be forgotten that it was 
produced, mostly, by those poets of Persian descent who had 
ccMne to India at a matured stage of their lives- thus being 
fully equipped with the knowledge of their language, idioms 
and phrases. Mughal poetry, however, is a thing of beauty. Its 
historical as well as aesthetic value cannot be denied. The 
tenth -nd the eleventh centuries of the Hijra era are prominent 
in the history of Indo-Persian language and literature mainly 
because of the Mughal poetry. During this span of time, the 
contCTiporary Persia failed to bring forward poets of high order, 
excepting only one or two* 
Haji '^uhairanad Jin, poetically named Qudsi, of Mashhad 
has been made, for the first time, a subject of study as a 
distinguished exponent of the above school of poetry and an 
attempt has been made to give a detailed and connected sketch 
of his biography and accomplishments. Late Prof.S.G.Browne 
has included him among the class of second rate poets of Persia, 
but how far the learned scholar is correct in his opinion is a 
controversial point. The subsequent pages are an att®npt to 
judge and determine the position of Qudsi's art, without the 
least application of prejudice or partiality. 
1. *A History of Persian Literature in modern tiines*. (A.D, 
1500-1924) p.251. 
C H A P T E R II 
L I F E I N P E R S I A 
Qudsi occupies a very important position among those poets 
of Persian descent who came to India from Iran during the first 
half of the 17th century. He has mode a valuable contribution 
to Persian poetry in general and to Indo-Persian literature 
in particular. Almost all the memoirs of Persian poets, written 
during his life time as well as after his death, from 17th 
century down to this day, contain notices of his life and works 
and give him a place of honour among^poets of his time. He is 
held by the authors of such memoirs in great esteem and 
distinction and is occasionally graced with the dignified title 
of Malik-ush-Shu*ara \^ich, in fact, he never acquired as will 
be discussed in a later chapter, 
N^^« Desoite the importance attached to Qudsl as a poet 
it is regrettable that the information about hirr, provided 
by most of the memoirs (and even by scsne historical works), 
is not only meagre and limited but also often conflicting. 
There exists controversy even \fith regard to otxisi's name. At 
f 
the very outset we are faced with the ouestion whether lis 
name was Muhammad Jan or Muhammad Khan. In numerous works 
« • — 
such as Kalimat-ush-Shuara,2 Yad-i-Bayda, Khilzana-l-*Arairah,'* 
1, See Cliapter I I I 
2 , Fol ,4 ia 
3 , P.162 
4 , Pol.265* 
Tadhk i r a - l -Ta ton i l a t -u sh -Shua ra , ^ ^ u l a s a t - u l - K a l a i n , ^ 
Sham-i-An;Juman and Kaa th l r -u l -Urnara ,^ Qudsf ' s n-ine has 
been mentioned as Muhammad ^han. Even a l a t ' ^ r work of r e s e a r c h 
l i k e the Encyclopaedia of Islam c a l l ^ h i n vdth the same name. 
However, the n o s t a u t h e n t i c judgement r e g a r d i n g Qudsl*s narae 
has been fu rn i shed by Abu T a l l b Kallm, t h e p o e t - l a u r e a t e of 
Shahjahan and, a p p a r e n t l y , a c l o s e a s s o c i a t e and comrade of 
Quds'i. Xn one of the l i n e s of h i s c e l e b r a t e d threnod.7, composed 
on Q u d s l ' s d e a t h , Kallra h a s , i n the f i r s t heir . is t lch, p o e t i c a l l y , 
played upon t h e vrord ' J a n ' and i f we compare t h i s *Jan' with 
•Muhammad J a n ' occu r r i ng i n t h e second hemis t ich iv-e ge t 
Quds i ' s r e a l and proper nsme. The l i n e r e f e r r e d to above runs 
a s f o l l o w s : 
This name v;hich i s obvious ly c o r r e c t , has been f u r t h e r 
1 . P.469 
2 . Vol . i l l , f o l . 1 7 2 
3 . P.390 
4 . V o l . 1 , p ,407 
5 . Vide v o l . 1 1 , p .1105 
6 . Vide K u l l i y a t - 1 - K a l l m , f o l . n i l , pe r sona l Ms. copy of _ 
Agha Sa'id ITafls l ; See a l s o Dlwan of Qagidajis, Ghaza l lya t , 
Matbnavjlyat, and l^luqa^taat of Abff T a l l b KalTm, e d i t e d by 
Bay?idai ( p r i n t e d a t the Haydari P r e s s , I r a n ) . See a l s o 
Tadhk l r a - i -Shua ra - l -Ma^ iah , In x^^hich t h i s elegy has_be©n 
r e f e r r e d to and noted down under the account of TCalim. 
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verified "by an overwhelming majority of both contemporary 
as well as later sources. Among contemporary evidences special 
mention may be made of Taqi Auhadi's "Arafat,^ '^bd-un-Nabi*s 
Maykhinah,'^ - and of Nazm-l-Guzidan,^ by Hajl Mulla Muhammad 
Sadlq, poetically named Nazim of Tabriz. Even a fairly large 
number of later sources, mention Qudsl*s nam.e as being Muhammad 
Jan.'^  In the light of these evidences it can be claimed with 
certalnl;^ that Qudsl's real namo was f^ uhammad Jan.^ 
BIRTH Due to lack of information it is difficult to give 
a precise date of Qudsi's birth, 'Towever, certain clues guide 
us in this direction. The first of these, is a Tarkib Band 
of Qudsi himself in which occurs the follov/ing couplet.^ 
J L . «L?wjl ^^ ,r*? J-.l^ "-r^^ t jL . l^ j J • -J-iJ c^ u ^ r jVJlJ JLe' Kt s'U».«i«T <.;<<ww 
I t i s evident from the above tha t a t the tirriG of 
wr i t i n r the said Tarkib Band, which he seems to have composed 
1. Vide vo l . i i , fol .F96 
2 . Fol.376g 
3 . Fol.179^ 
4 . Vide Nasrabadi: fo l .133^; as well as Tehran ed i t ion of 
the same pp.166, 22R and 287; Mirat-ul-Khayal, fol.24h5 
Sarw-i-Xzad fol .29b; Rlyad-ush-rhuara, fol .359a|Safinah, 
p.257; FSnus-i-Kjiayal, foI .76a; Kakiizan-ul-Gharaib f o l . 3 3 ; 
Hameshah Bahar, fol.TO; Khulasah, fo l .147, and other works. 
^ . See also Ibn-l-Yusuf Shirazis c a t . of the "ersian '"ss. in 
the Library of Ka j l i s - i -Shura -1 -Mi l l i , vo l . i i i , p .381. 
6 . Diwan-i-OBhi§si, Alif^arh Vg, fo l .76a . 
at the time of his departure for India, Qudsi had already 
attained a minimura age of fifty. If we assiirne that immediately 
after writing this poem he left for India, which accordln? to 
Fuhammad Silih '-^ ambu, the author of Amal-i-Silih, was in the 
fifth yesr of Shahja.han*s reif»n, viz A.H.10'1,2 ,^ 9 ^ an approxi-
mately rslsce the date of Oudsl'f? birth in the vicinity of, and 
In any case not later than, /\,'I.9S6 because fror> the follov/ing 
two quatrains of and?;! hitnself, we find t:;at he had lived at 
least for seventhy years. The first anatrain bearing this 
idea go«s In the folloi;ing manner,^ 
/ 
The "ther quat ra in runs thusj*^ 
1, There are several specif ic references In t ' l ic ooe^ vxhlch 
t e s t i f y to t h i s fact , 
2 . 7ide ^Arral-l-^alih, i i i , p,39S, inhere I t i'? f;tated as 
follows: 
3 , Vide Diwan-i-Oudsl, Harnpur Ms. Tlo.3-134 p.624 
4 . Ibid, p.602. 
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If these two statements are to be corroborated with the 
date of Qudsi's death, which has been fixed up by contemporary 
•^ '- 1 Abu Talib ICaliffi to have occurred i« the year A.:J,1056, we 
rasjr ae'ain conclusively declared ttiat Qudsi ^..^ ould have been born^ 
In A.'u935-6, or between the years A, '.983 and 986, because 
the reference of fifty years and seventy years, occurring in 
the 'I'arkib Bend and the quatra5.ns, respectively, cannot 
exactly stcnd for the age o;? fifty and seventy. It is ^ust 
probable that at the time of composing the above mentioned 
Tar^ '^ib Band and entertaining a strong liking to come to India 
(A.H.1041) he might have been even more than fifty years of 
age.^ At the sar e tine it is quite possible il at even after 
the ripe si age of seventy" he might have lived for a couple 
of years Ko^e, 
Birth Place. It is universally accepted that T.'ashh.-id was 
Qudsi's birth place. Above all, we have, in this connection 
the testi^ nony of two contemporary writers, Abd-un-?labl and 
Haji Kulla >^ uhanimad Sadiq, authors of the T'aykhanah,^ and 
riazm-i-Guzi'iah,"'^  respectively, vfbo seen to have possessed 
1. For further detnils about (^ udsl's desth see chapter H I 
2. '"s D !^ atter of fact this period can ran:?,e fron 51 to 60 
but in no case beyond it. Yet, this suoposition is not very 
strong because the term' \\j\^^ -j . 'apparently su-igests the 
period of a couple of yeWrsJ^^^ey^tv/een 51 zn^ f^ 5, 
3. As expressed by Oudsl in the ouatralns 
4. Vide Allparh T^ s. fol.376b 
5. Vide Allgarh »%. K'o.^ 20/3 fol.l79b. 
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first hand knowledge about the poet and were, therefore, 
competent to spea^ about him vrlth considerable authority, 
PAR3WTAGS« ANCEvSTRY AW EPnCATION Nothing is known about 
the poet's parentage and ancestry. It apparently seems that 
Mashhad where he was born was his ancestral home and that his 
other close relatives also lived there as one might presume 
from a statement by Tahir Kasr^badl regarding one Hulla 3!&wija 
Ali, a nephew of Qudsi, who was a Pisji-Nansaz in Mashhad and 
was celebrated for his piety and proficiency in religious 
subjects ••'• 
Even on Qudsi*s early education no inforination is, un 
fortunately, available. Further, we are absolutely ignorsuit 
of his teachers and the subjects in which he received instruc-
tion. Even an authentic authority such as that of the Maykhanah 
fails to gi3ide us in this respect.2 However, Judging frffin 
Qudsi's own poetry it may be said that the post was well-
versed in the sciences known during his time and that he had 
also made a careful study of Arabic language and literature, 
STAY AT MASHHAD Qudsi spent the major portion of his life at 
Mashhad v/here, according to Abd-un-Nabi,"^ he was occupied in 
1, Vide Nasrabadi, p,l66 . 
2, The autBor of Baan-i-Tiimlriyja (p,178) writes that Qudsi 
acquired his education at/?^ acca and Madlna and thence he 
came to India, but this vie^tias not been supported by a 
single contemporary or later authority. Further, the learned 
author has not mentioned his source of information, rendering 
his statement all the more weaker. 
3, Maykhanah, fol.376b. 
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the profession of a grocer. TaqI Auhadl-goes a little further 
to call him the head of grocers.^ It appears that be was not 
only the head of grocers,^ but was actually tie head of the 
grocers' ward, v/hich existed in Persian Muslim society in those 
days, and whose head, the most honourable and the most trust-
worthy member was known as 'Kadkhoda',^ 
Shah-*-Nawiz ^ an and Husayn Qull Khan, the authors 
of Mirat-i-Aftab NUma and ?Iishtar-i-Ishq are apparently wrong 
to have given a different interpretation of the term ' J^ i-. « 
and mentioned Qudsi as a chemist,'^ 
As f^ r the poet, he expressly mentions hi^ iself to 
be Khizanah-dar (treasurer or accounts keeper) of the shrine 
l«"Arafat, ii, fosl.596 
2. Taql ^ Auhadi has used the term sj^i^.J^-^^* v;hich literally 
means a*chief or head of grocers. 
3. Even Taqi Auhadi*s poetic remark about Qudsi beginning 
*i>^ l^jL3-jS'suggests this idea. 
4. Lambtons 'Islamic Society in Persia*, 
p.10-11 
5. The actual '^K5rd used by these two memoir-writers is 
•Attar' (see Kirat-i-Aftab !fuma, p.298 and Nishtar-i-
*Ishq, p. 1074). 
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of Imam "kli Rida, situated at f'ashhad. In one of the 
nuBiGrous panegyrics addressed to the Imam guds'i has referred 
2 / • 1 , , . . . . 
to t h i s point in the following couplet , /" 
jlSjj il^ ^ j l J.I J ^ ^ o>r ^Jj * 
The only explanntlon whicl' can be put forward about 
these two apparently diverse opinions i s t h a t , •nost probably 
s ide by s ide his Drofes-^ion of a groc??r, Qudsl was a lso attached 
to the holy shrine of Hadrat Ima^ T *Ali Hlda in the capacity 
of an honorary Ktiizanah-dar. While re fe r r ing to ?aql Auhadl's 
s ta t^nent Kfian-l-Arssu and f i r "kla-ud-Dsula AsTraf 411 ^ a n . 
1 . Hndrat Iraim All Al Hida, eighth In the order of Ir-amate 
an^ the son of the seventh ImSs, Hadrat '^uss^ was 
born, according to the author i ty of *^?nat -u l - ! ' a ja i l s , 
on 11th of Dhii-:i i3Jah, in the year A.H.1S3, or on 11th 
Habi I I of m© sane year , or In A.H«14B, a t '^adfna. On 
account of anel^under some p o l i t i c a l pressure he v;as 
inv i ted by ^'Sr^un, the Abblsid ca l iph , vl . l le the l a t t e r 
was a t Karw, to crane to ^lurasan frc»n Baghdad for being 
cons t i tu ted as he i r presumptive to the Cal iphate , t^caira© 
'he was the wisest nn' the most pious of a l l ^he descondents 
of Ijadrat 'A l l . ' ?^ a?nnn l a t e r proclaimed. Imam 'kl'i to be^ 
heir-apparent a f t e r him, adopted green unlfonn of the l l l ids 
Instead of the black_one of the /ibbasids, and car r ied his two 
daughters to Inaw *Ali and h is son T'uharntsad. After pome time, 
while Ma!?!un was a t Tus in order to spend some time by the 
tcxnb of h is f5t! ,er , ' ! !arun-al-RasMd, Iman ?ili died In the 
same c i t y on account__oJ Surfe i t of grapes, towards the end 
of Fafar, A,l»203. KSman was very niuch p:riev9d a t h is 
XuJLtii^ately and unexpected,.dectr and he war burled close to 
the tomb of Harun-al»Hashld. I t i s generally believed by 
Phl^ vnriters thnt he was poisoned a t the Inst is tat ion of the 
Caliph, '^amun (Bal'atnl's t r a n s l a t i o n of tt=e ^ar l^- . i - .TabarI , 
riawai K'ishore, ed i t i on , i v . pp»773-ag). 
2» Diwan-1-Oudsi Aligarh **s« f o l . g6a» 
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In their Majroa-un-Nafals-^ and Tadhklrat-ush-Shuara, 
respectively, also speak of this internal evidence and, 
conseauently, also establish Qudsi's association with the holy 
Raudah, The authors of Nishtar-i-Ishq and Khulasat-ul-Kalam 
have also quoted Taqi Auhadi*s version but the conclusions they 
sean to have drawn, do not aopear to be sound. The author of 
3 
Nishtar-i-IsJiq writes: 
4^ jlJi- ^ >^w ^JJ^ *jj\ ^jk) J>«=^j' •*-*'. - '-::--iJ-> iJ»jL^  u^J-^ J^J**' 
Taqi Auhadi*s statement does not carry any such reference 
that in the early part of his career Qudsi had been busy in the 
occupation of grocery and thereafter he went to perform 
pilgrimage to holy places and then he migrated to India, 
Writin? in the vicinity of A,H.1024 he simply states: 
The explanation given in this connection by the author 
of Khulasat-ul-Kalam ip eoually weak. He writes: 
It is not at all known as to when Qudsi started the said 
profession and when give it up. Similarly, no opinion can >>e 
1. Diwan-i-Qudsi Aligarh fol. 
2. vide p,313 
3. Vide Rampur Ks. p.1074 
4. Vide Bankipur Ms. fol.172 
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formed whether he actually abandoned it. 
It is, however, certain that Qudsl \ms closely associated 
with the sacred shrine of Hadrat Imam All Hida, and that this 
relationship was long in existence, perhaps from the very early 
years of his life, as is evident frcsu the undermentioned line 
of a panegyric, which Qudsi has composed in praise of the 1mmA 
Frcmi another couplet of a similar Qasidah the same truth is 
again inferred. Invoking the Imam, his spiritual guide, Qudsi 
implores:^ 
A perusal of the econiuras and those devotional poems, 
which have as their central theme© the glorification of the 
Imam will at once reveal how greatly and sincerely Qudsi was 
devoted to him. Words of praise and eulogy flow out of his pen 
not as v;ords of a caBlial pilgrim "but as that of a true and 
honest devotee. It Is, then, fully explained as to why he 
was inspired to choose for himself the dignified poetic name 
of Qudsi. He has written a number of Panegyrics with a purely 
1. See Diwan-i-Dudsi, Hampur *^s. No.3484, p.143 
2. Diwan-i-Qudsi, Aligarh Ms. fol.29a. 
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religious fervour and with a view to glorify the sacred memory 
of this saint-^ of v/hose exalted shrine he proudly professed 
to be the meanest attendent, Some of the selected verses of 
his Qasidas showing his spiritual attacheent and warmth of 
1. Jami, the great ?nystic poet of Persia haj; paid a glowing 
tribute to the venerable Imam in the following lines: 
^^ ia'jL., «|j *JL5 ; j^ ^,j^ • a»T dS jjJ-;^  «L' ,3^- j.UJ 
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devotion with venerable Imam, are quoted belows 
In another oasidah, the poet praises his liord in this 
2 
way J 
l i ^ - <ijT w L i t • ^ W '»iii'iii«.i<aJ>- I W »•>• .<OlC ^ t > —«.4^J
The follov/ing lines taken from another Qasldah express 
the same idea: 
W L L ^ a;5^^ b u ^ jsLi^i^ » v'<'-u*--^  u'*-^ •d^ J' ""r* **• f*^  
1, Dlwan-i-Qudsi Aligarh Ms. fol,8a» 
2, Ibid fol. 4a-b 
3, Ibid fol,98 
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In another panegyric, addressed to the Iniam Qudsl writess 
• " - "L i - ( j , * j j ^ • - L ; j_jLwj^j- i i S U ^ j j l «S » (jy^j* cK c^ P ^ ** '^^  i->j^ ' f ' 
Qudsi again praises his spiritual Lord in another Qasidah, 
in the following manners 
i>» « "«-j * Kj'^jP' r *^  <ji U- 1^ ^  _• -»• c,.^»£k 
U-J ^l-^Jk «j Cu« jt«. <u ey J'. *^ * (_?*" **^  4-jjU-^  "-^ Oj/'. fj^ -i-'ljl-
The following verses of another Qasidah have the same subject 
matter.^ 
J >*^  J/t t/*v ^li u<J ** '^ u>?" * i_ *^  >" I >'V* *^  O •-" > "* u L**-" 
!• Dlwan-i-Qudsi, Aligarh Ms, fol. 11^ 
2, Ibid ff,13b, 14a and 14b 
3. Bbid ff.15b,16a and 16b. 
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And the following verses of another Qasldah-"- are final 
v;ords in this connections 
In short, such references in his Qasidaiis as well as 
other poems are many which decisively prove Qudsi to have been 
one of the closest attendents of the sacred Raudah of Hadrat 
Imam All Rida, It will be discussed later, how greatly were 
Qudsi's life and character influenced by this holy association, 
QTTDSI'S SACRED PILGRIKAGS TC 'ms HOLY PLACES 
All the sources unani-rously agree upon Qudsi's pllgri-
moge to the holy places of Kacca ami Kadina,^ He probably, 
visited other sacred places also such as Najaf and Farbala, 
but for this no definite information is available except 
Qudsi's own verses express!n," iils keen desire and Intention 
to visit them. These verses arej' 
-rLi^-''*u^*->^j-'c«j'u^u'> ^  • ->-^ cl/-^ ' (--^  c» L'^  *U^Jji 
/• t 
1. Diwan-i-Qudsi, ifc Aligarh Ms. ff .48b and m"^ 
2 . I t i s also proved i n t e r n a l l y /-• > . / , , . € , ,%//„- . 
3 . Div^n-i-QudsT,Aligarh Ms. fo l . lOa . 
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Any way, Qtjdsl seems to have journeyed to M^cca and Kj^ dlna 
to perform Haj In the prime of his yonth. Apart fron the remarks 
of some of the authors such as Sher IThan Lodl, '"uhammad Qudrat-
Ullah and *A11 Ibrahim T^ ian TThalll, Qudsi has himself, (while 
speaking about his journey which he had to make for Herat for 
a short period of two nonths) made a reference about his 
pilgrimage to the holy places of Yathrab (Madina) and Batha 
(Macca), In the follov/lng couplet of a Qasldah, from which 
It may be derived that he performed the sacred pilgrimage In 
5 his youth. He writes thus: 
It is evident from the above that after returning 
from Macca an > Madina and ha'^ 'lnp performed 'Taj, Oiidnl stayed 
at Mashhad for a long periO':3 of thirty-two yep^rr^.. It may be 
further pointed out that Oudsi came to India In A.'T.1041," His 
stay of thlrty-tv;o years at his native place, after the? per-
forTiance of TTaj, would naturally 'nean that tbe sacred pilgri-
mage must have ta'cen place sfrnetl'^ e before and never .-^ fter 
A. 1.1010, It has already b-^ en discussed and proved on some 
previous occanion that In all proballlty, Oudsl was born in or 
in the vicinity of A«H,986, However, if we presume A.'''.986 
the definite year of his birth, we may say that Qudsl had 
1. Mirat-ul-K-hayal, fol .24b 
2 . NatalJ-ul^; i r^ar ,p.443 
3 . Khulagatul-Kalam fol .172 
4 . l5lv;an-l-Qudsl,Allgarh Ms. fol.SBO 
5. See also Rieui Br i t i sh Museum c a t . i i , p.684 
6 . Or in A.H, 1042, as wi l l be discussed l a t e r . 
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performed his Haj in A.?!. 1009, at the age of 23 or even 
earlier. 
An incorrect and misleading information has been associa-
ted with Qudsi's holy Journey to T^ acca and Madina by scsne 
authors who assert that the poet proceeded towards India 
after performing this religious duty,^ But in face of the 
remark of the poet himself as expressed in the above couplet 
such statements, obviously, carry no weight and it is certain 
that after performing Haj Qudsi first came back to his native 
country, stayed there for a very lonf^  period of time and thence 
he proceeded to India, *Abd-un-Nabl in his Maylchanah makes 
the follo^ /lng decisive statement in this connection:^ 
*u 0«it^ wUUU w>|>^=ji ^y^,J 0 *V^ ^[fkj "^kj-^ W J L « ^ - J | -UW - -L i 
1. Vide RJ.ier Khan Lodis - ' i r a t -u l -^haya l , fol.24T3; Ahmad All 
Ilashimt; !'akhzan-ul-GJbar^b, fol .338-9; Muhammad Oudrat-ullah, 
NatalJ-ul-Ar<ar, p.4^3? Husayn Quli Khanj Nlshtar- i - Is i iq , 
p.1074; Azad Bilgrami; Yad-i-Bayda, p»162(also ciuoted by the 
cataloguer of Bankipur Library, vo l , i l l , p,75) , ^ i i z a n a - l -
^ m i r a h , fol.265S and Sarw-i-Izad, fol,29t>; Sprenger; 
c a t , of the Library of the King? of Awadh (Persian poetry) 
D.536; Ibn-i-Yusuf Sh i raz i : c a t , of Persian Mss. in the 
Library of v a j l i s - i - R h u r a - i - M l l l l , v o l . i i i , p ,381 . 
2 , See fol ,376^; as well as Lahore ed i t ion of the sar.e p,539. 
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QTID^T*- JDFRN^ TO •I'lR/lT, ?fo r e f e r e n c e aboiat 0U'1si»s Journey 
t o Ternt i" t o be found In any of the b l o ^ r a n h l c a l \^orks, but 
on i^aklnp; ennu l ry I n t o h i s p o e t i c a l works -^e f ind ti^iat he had 
msde a t r i p to Hemt a l s o o t an advrmced s t a g e of h i s l i f e * 
Curiously enoui^h t h i p Journey (about v;hich n cnsua l r e f e r e n c e 
has Jupt been ^nde v/^ille dlscu '^slng h l« sacred pilgrl^ial^e t o 
Macca and "•^dinG) f a l l s i n cor-plete c o n t r a s t -d th ' l i s Journey 
to Yathrab and Bathe* - 'hl le t h e f o m e r was under taken i n h i s 
you th , v/ith a pu re ly r e l i g i o u s and d e v o t i o n a l enthuslas??!, the 
l a t t e r var., p p p a r e n t l y , pads whi le tlie poot was cons ide rab ly 
o l d , nd had some m a t e r i a l end t o f u l f i l l . From a Oasldah^ 
conposed on the dea th of hl<? e l d e s t son "'uharrmad Baoir I t i s 
r evea l ed t h a t Otidsl hed t o po t o l e r a t f o r a per iod of two 
2 
montfir,, "1 e t r i p was prob-'ably made on the i n v i t a t i o n of the 
<>ovcrncr of +h'-t plr 'ce In conn'-^ction v/ltli fJ-e c o n r l l a t t o n of 
•-^xrAS^^s Tiontieal ".'orks,"^ "^he fnct t h a t I t \ms no otl ier p lace 
1 . Bof:innin'»j ^ 1 * ^J -XJ <U !/• ^ . ^ U *^ o^^l L-I-^.J-^ 
( " u l l l y a t , Altr-arh -'s, f o l . n^a) 
or, ^ ^Uj^j^ Jj>»l J* J U j l > #1/1^'' J>-j>ti»jl f j ; '^ulr.J'^ 
3 . I t can b© s t a t e d on the a u t h o r i t y of ^Ou^lsl ^il"?f?elf who g i v e s , 
i n a OasTdah (Berrlnnlnp;: r-^^' ' ' i^^-^j-^j^ ' « f o l . J ^ b ) a 
d e t a i l e d acco' int of h i s neCT:lng va th t t e governor of Kashhad 
\4\Gm he add re s se s as* • , ^ ^ U * a-'^ " "'^ ^^ ! rmded over t o him 
t h e l e t t e r of the Qoverhor 'of t e r a t , asking n-,}6.pJ to subrait 
a connr?cted an i cor^piled copy of h i s p o e t i c a l works . From 
o t h e r verrei- i t eomes t o l i g h t t h a t by t i e tlr-Q of conposlng 
thi?=^ "^n^tdah, th^-' po'^t hpd ottaine«l an o l ' ar^e a - - i t was 
appa ren t l y tl.^e p e r i o ' when he was cheri-^hin?' a s t rong d e s i r e 
( Contd. 0!i next page) 
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except Herat has been verified frcan other sources such as 
the followinp verses of a Tarkib Band v.liich is an elegy on 
the death of his son, 
•flowever, this journey proved extrer-ely catastrophic for 
QudsT, because during his absence from Ma§tihad the tragic deatti 
of his twenty years old son took place," and unfortunately he 
could not get a chance even to say parting words to his dying 
son at his death-bed.^ QudsT has devoted some very fine verses 
(In continuation of the preceding page) 
to go to any foreign land, most probably India, where he could 
try his luck for better prospects in life. For instance, the 
follovdng verses clearly reveal his emdtlonsj 
The fact that the Oovernor of, Herat had written to the 
governor of Mashhaa (named K^uchilar Kban) to ask Qudsl 
to send him (i.e. Qovernqr of Herat) his diwan and that the 
latter had directed Qudsl to do that are both expressed in 
the following couplet of Qudsl, ^ 
It Is difficult to give the exact date of his travel to 
Herat but it appears from the textual source that tjie saire 
might have taken place a couple of years before his 
departure for India. 
1. Beginning^ .J jjiS'Ui^UJIJUO-.I^^J^OT--:;I-'jj^* ^y.j^j'j>^^^ 
(Dl .wan-1-Qudsi Aligarh "s. fol.7Sa, 81a) 
(Dlwan-l-rQudsi, Rampur Ms. no,3484, p.282 
3 . Cfj ^ l isfj-^J^j^ cr«—<l? *^^ * f^^cs*-^*-^- -:«:^^ o-l^^^-*?:i/ir'-
(Dlwan-1-Qudsl Aligarh Ms. f o l . .81*) 
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In h is sad memory, fu l ly exioressing the deep agony of his 
h e a r t . We sha l l discuss such e legiac poems l a t e r a t some 
greater l ength . 
QUPSrS RSLATION WITl SHAH ABBAS I . I t I s very sad that 
for poe t ' s l i f e and career in Persia l i t t l e or nothing has 
been said by biograpbers , 3vcn some very s igni f icant facts 
are Ignored and neglected, such BS poe t ' s r e l a t i o n with Shah 
*Abbas the great (A.H. 995-1038/1585-1628) in whose praise Qudsl 
has wr i t ten a fine Tarklb B^nd.^ I t i s very d i f f i c u l t to 
determine the nature and scope of t h i s r e l a t i on because the 
occasion of i t s composition and date are not knowa. I t i s 
probable tha t the poem under d iscuss ion, might have been 
ccffliposed a t the time of the v i s i t of Shnh Abbas to Khurasan^ 
as in suggested by the following couple t : 
^ ^ U J ^ I J iiSJi «-. i jU I^^ -^^ i l * a < ^ ^ * ijlfi*^j^. 1 / JU5I . j ^ ^ -H;c? 
1. Perhaps besides this no such other poem in praise of the 
aforesaid monarch exists. 
It, ho\^ 'ever, begins thus: 
The authorship of this eulosy is ascertained Ky the following 
couplet in which occurs the pen-name of the poet: 
2. Even contemporary Iskandar Munshl in his *£lam Ara-l-'Abbasl 
has made no mention of Oudsl or any kind of his relatioa with 
Sh?Sh *AbbBS. 
~'-- .- -^  ^ - - « „ 
3. According to the authority of Alam-Ara-i-Abbasi Shah Abbas 
visited Khiirasan as well as Maghhad several times. The most 
slgni^ ficant visit was when he waged a successful war against 
the tfzbeks, gained a well deserved victory and captured 
Khurasan in A.H,1006-7. Soon after this connuest, he once 
again went to Khurasan in the 13th year of his reign 
(Contd, on next page). 
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I t i s a l s o p robab le t h a t t he poet might have presen ted 
or sen t t h i s l a u d a t o r y poem to the Shah as a token of hanage 
or r eve rence d i r e c t e d t o h i s sove re ign , 
QUDSI'S RSLATION H'ITFT TITS G07RRN0RS OF MASH'TAD AWT) HIJ^AT. 
Qudsl enjoyed, i n pome way or the o t h e r , favours from 
some r u l l n e d i g n i t a r i e s of h i s day. The f i r s t of t hese was 
Qarchugh|tl (or Qarchunal) Khan, Governor of Mashhad. He was 
o r i g i n a l l y a nember of a » h r i s t l a n t r i b e of E r ivan . In h i s 
e a r l y y e a r s , i n the t u rmo i l t h a t took p lace i n t h a t coun t ry , 
( I n c o n t i n u a t i o n of the preceding page) 
(A,H,1007-8) and v i s i t e d Mag^had a l p o and paid h i s homage 
a t the sh r ine of Imam i i l l R ida . Some of the l i n e s o^ the 
panegyr ic under dlscu«;sion seem t o bear reference?? apcmt / 
some v i c t o r i o u s campaign of the Shah. They t e l l of the 
p o e t ' s f e e l i n g s of r e j o i c i n g s t h a t must have been the 
genuine r e s u l t of tha i eminent v i c t o r y . Those v e r s e s a re 
as fol lows* 
, v^- \j O j -^^ u— > O Li i i^ \^j I JuiS * Q^ <^\j.^ -i^ j ^ J -> * S ' o ^ *-.., 
(JliTc:^I 4j^»- tiiu A-; *5 « -^^jy^j^r ( y^ **-^j<^^jji:' C>-^jj ':UMJ^ 
'.C 
«__?' 
l|/«jA • t i l l J j ; ^ l - i - ' L.y>*'"'^> *-• dif*^ 
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he fell into the hands of TJbayd, one of the subordinate 
chiefs of Shah Ahbas. Later he Joined the royal service 
and, by virtue of his capabilities and meritorious services 
he accuired promotion after promotion, rose from the lowest 
Tnllltary rank to the eminent status of co-nrnander-ln-chief 
of the whole of the Iranian armies. He also received frcm the 
Shah, tbe dignified title of Arjum^nd Fhan and soon \i?as 
entrusted with the governorship of Adharbiljan. Lastly, he had 
taken charge of the government of Fashhad and some other 
districts of Khurasan, In A.'T, 1034, v;hlle in Gurjistan, he 
was assassinated at the hands of one Kurao, the treacherous 
chief of the Gurjl tribe. After his death his eldest son 
Mlnuc^lhr became the governor of Maghhad,^ 
Qudsl has composed an elegy'^  on the death of his patron 
and benefactor Qarchuqal Khan and has highly praised his 
courage, statemanship and other qualities as a first rate 
military general. 
It can be clal'ned on the basis of the follov/ing 
1. 'Alam Ara-i-Abbasl, ill, pn.iogs, 1039 and 1040 
2, This elegy, appearing; in Oiwan-1-Oudsi, Allgarh 
Ms, on fol»84a is incomplete. The couplet, however, 
r ndering the numerical value of A,H, 1034 as the 
death year of the valorous Khan, runs thusi 
s^^j^' I.A3 J Ls- -u, j ^ -Jj ^ - u« ** * b J "* 
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couplets of the same elegy that Qudsl did enjoy, in some 
measure, patronage and favour also from Qarchuqai KiisTi's 
son Minuchlhr^ whoin he refers to, as his patron in this wayj 
v,^-
* J ' '•' 
In another Qasidah*^  in which he describes his access 
to the court of Minuchihr (whcau he addresses as 'Sahib') he 
4 
praises him thus* 
^^^^jl j j j ^ i " jyj ^;;L;* ^ ^ ' J ' f - - ? - * u ^ > T J ' ^ . > ^ r * * - - > ^ - . - " ^ J ' f * -^ 
^ ^ , Ovtt-a A-^j j ' pl»L * -L - , • UJ»/*' - ^ ? - ^ * - ^ j ' p » ^ • -* - " 
^ > O ^ ^ «-, j l J *4SJL* wLt_^ « j ^ » i i^U-J. a j ^ > . ^ (*^ -*-> UJ2,-^ u>=" ^ j U - l «-
j ; jT pL i^b J u-^,/t%j' c.-*«^ • •H^ 'c«u j r . ^^^-j^ *^^^ <^ <jy 
j ^ w«^jG -Lu^ ^^ *^ - i^v t > J ^ « ^ J j / ^ ^ ^ V b p j • j ' - ' p^ -> uyr 
1. See also Rleu (Br.Museum cat.^ 1 1 , , p,6842 v^o f u r n i ^ e s 
the follo\'/ing information: "^ol .47b. ICa^idahs, only p a r t i a l l y 
arranged in a lphabet ica l order . They are mostly in praise 
of the Imams. One i s addressed to Flnuchihr, governor of 
Kashjiad , " . 
2 . Dlv;an-i-Qudsr, Aligarh Vs, fol.BSb 
3 . Beginning on f o l , 301) Diwan-i-Qudsl, Aligarh ^ s . 
4 . Vide Diwan-i-Qudsl, Aligarh Ks. f f . 3 1 ^ , 32*. 
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jy.) I -^y. "-r^ (j^.^ j l * - ^ *x.' Ij * (y j^. j-^j' *^y u^j *^j uyr jt ^ 
*^.a-.•^>.l J ^ L- J.I * 4 U 
jLu^.\j vj'-i-3- wt.*«ii^3 AjuL;I ^ j ; j i - • -^ wu.1 \}>j^*^. ey'^ w u i -*t«^>-*'>^ ^ 
J^ 11 ^ V?''*M A-*!-*** .?< ^ ^ >* I JU- 4«j *3 » ^ U ^ w j L-v^  I JS; - J u;j>" ^^..a* 
In another Oasidah-^ which he wrote a t the time 
of leavine: Mashhad for India , he again re fe r s to hts "Sahib" 
! • Beginning on fol. .^9s, Dlwari-i-Oudsi, Aliparh VB* 
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and consequently deals with his praise in the following 
llnes:^ 
From all such internal indications it is fully evident 
that Oarchuaai Khan and his son Mihuchihr v/ere his immediate 
bosses in Iran, Another dignitary from whom tl e poet seems 
— 2 
to have received favours, is Hasan Fhan, son of flusayn Fhan. ' 
After his father's death in A.H.1026 or 1^27 (equal to the 
32nd year of the reign of Shah Abbas) Hasan '<han succeeded 
his father*-" as Amir-ul-Umara (Beglarbegi) of the whole of 
1, Beginning on fol. 40a, 40b. 
2, Of the Shamlu tribe and *'Abdillu*^  clan according to 
V.Minorsky. (Tadhkirat-ul-Muluk, Gibb Fetnorial Series, 
Introductory note, p.14). 
3, Husayn Khan wa^ one of the T.ost eminent governors under S])1ih 
'Abbas. A?ter the great connuest of KhurSpan in A.11.1006-7, 
he was aDpointed as the AmTr-ul-Umara of Khurasan. After 
performing services under his sovereign for a long period 
of twenty years -vd/tti great loyalty, as the BeglarbegrCa ^ o^rd 
of Turkish oris^ in, rneanin-- the hi?:';est governor anSthe 
military chief) of Khurasan (which had Merat j^s its capital) 
A.H.1026- or A.H.1027, Hnder Shah Abb¥s» orders he died In 
he was buri^- „. _,,_^- _.. . -
Rida(Kl3-r-Sra-i-AbbSsr, iii, t>p.042,1084). 
ed at ^^shhad in the s' rine of Hadrat Imam 'All 
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Khurasan, As dlscupsed and quoted previously, QiAsi has 
refer red to Hasan Khan in th?^ following l i n e s of a Qasldah 
composed a f te r his Interview with Minuchihr Khan, while Hasan 
Hian had sent a l e t t e r to Vinuc^lhr KhianCv/hom QudsT c-ills 
*Bahib') sn^'l Fad exriressed his des i re orobably to have an 
interview vrith the poet and get a coTnplled copy of his works. 
Consequently, I t was in th ie context tha t '"he poet Journeyed 
2 to Herat, probably to pay a personal respect: to hip patron. 
The l i n e in ouestion runs thus:*^ 
The word Khusrau used for 'lasan Khan looks somewhat 
improper but i t appears tha t the poet has used i t only in 
an exaggerated sense, and i t i s almost ce r ta in tha t from th i s 
4 expression no one other than Hasan Khan i s meant. 
1, "^ he headinp; of th i s Qasidsii aoDearlng In the Divran-i-Qudsi, 
Hampur Ms. No. 348'=^  goes ' thus : 
^ • r * m s " •^'rsteH'''s"e-^iso"b^t-fnft-Qu'dsI )i l l-a 'rh '^/s.f^T^^^ 
2 , His journey t o Herat has already b'^en discussed. 
3 , Vide Di'/an-i-Qudsi, Allgarh Vs. fo l .32a . 
4 , Cf, Rieu (Br.Museum c a t . i , p.684) who speaks of a OasTdah 
wr i t ten in Hasan Khan's pra ise in the following manner: 
"FoLi^?!^. K&sidahs, only p a r t i a l l y arranged_in a lphabet ie i l 
order . Tley are mortly In pra ise of ! h- If^a^ns, One is 
addressed to "inuchihr govf^rnor of Kashhad, another to 
Hasan Khan, Governor of Hera t . " . 
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8^PAI^ '^ IR5 FOR INDIA. Qudsi was one of those innumerable 
Persian poets who, though born In Iran, were destined to make 
their rnark in life in India and their poetical aptitudes were 
exhibited and displayed to the full in a foreign soil. It is 
a well established fact that Qudsl, curiously enough, left 
Persia at a very advanced stage of his life. He was even more 
than fifty years of age, v/hen this belated migration was under-
taken. There are refarences in his poems which speak of his 
intense desire to visit such a land where he could go to try 
his fortune, but causes internal and external deferred it so 
much that such an enterprise could be undertaken and a long 
cherished desire be fulfilled only after the ripe age of fifty. 
The Rain preventi%'e force which held up trie poet's earlier 
.lourney to India was, undoubtedly, his long spiritual associat 
tion with the shrine of Hadrat Imam All Rida. '^o this effect 
he gives several explanations. In a Oasidah addressed to 
the Imam he writes? 
l-i=> JL. OU-T^>:^I ^J>=r (y- * >-v-. ^J-^ -^ ^^ ^ l^>c-,j^j 
On other occasion he deals with the same idea: 
1, Vide Dlwan-i-Qudsi, AliFarh Ms. fol.4a 
2. Ibid, fol.7^ 
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In the following l i n e of another Qasldah the poet 
again s t a t e s very emphatical ly. 
^-ry^j< - t ^ i ^ l j '^^-^ (>^Lu, ^ * -Ui4 kij Li- A^ , -£ L . j ^ j ^ _ « a ; i i i 
Another factor was Qudsl 's oi-m temperament. He did not 
appreciate the idea of making any attempt to quitje his dear 
/ 
/ 
motherland for the sake of material advantages. In this 
connection he writes:^ 
^,UI ^ j ^ Joi, .-.-Jl .U 
Yet, despi te a l l such impedipients he c^uld not , f i n a l l y , 
r e s i s t the tepiptation of saying good-bye to h is country. From 
thore poems which were, obviously, wr i t ten a t the time of 
settinf- out for India , the t rue s t a t e of poets mind i s ful ly 
expressed. In a Tarkib Band he w r i t e s . 
J U L 1^  « ^ t > j ^ Ai'^  L j j OJ ! >^ • OJV b cf^y^ ' "i^ *^ u U ' c S J j L i 
Jlj» J-Tj^ AJ , j ^ j.a;A s-j;^-*-J<-uki 0<' * (];^ •*'*^  •*'« "!>'. j ^ ' - * * ^ - ' c « J > ^ ^ 
J^ -t?- * J j L w««jj \j S >:u»,.»3 L. oLj « v:^w„l.j--/i j j ^ > I ^ j>^ j li- Li- j > ^ -s^ 
1. Vide DlwTn-j.Qudsi, Allparh MF. fol.7b 
2. Ibid, fol. 12^ 
3. Ibid, fol./'St' 
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And then he explains In the same cont inuat ion . 
The following l i n e s of the Qasidajr'-composed on the 
occasion of the poet^s departure for India , are extremely 
s ign i f i can t as they not only present a very fa i th fu l and 
vivid p ic ture of tho?^e circumstances in which he bade farewell 
to his home-land, but giro depict his flrni determination for 
an e n t e r p r i s e . He thus isTltes: 
^1^^ 4jL* w^LS w>«,a- pja OJI- (>» • / i j ^ '^•Jrj^j *^J J ^ *'•?-% 
But before leaving h i s home-land, the poet considers 
! • Beginning: 
(f^ee Dlwan-l-Qudsl, A,llgarh Ms. f o l , 3 9 a ) . 
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i t h is primary riuty to seek permiifelon from his Lard, sayingj 
^iSj t j L j jcj\ jy- i^^j^ ^ l j ^ J.L- » jj^ •^.j-r*". -"fiT (-^  u>r *3*> -»'< 
j\yu^\ J - ^ (>:' J - *-=-^ ^ - J U ^ J^~ * ^ - " ' ( ^ > c:^^ *-^ ' - ' ^ 
Thus, with such feelings of devotion in his heart and 
probably under same pressing necessities, OudsT severed his 
life-long associations not only \;ith the shrine but also with 
his family and hir^  native place ami left '^ 'asjibad never to return. 
In the forthconing linep. it is proposed to cast a surveying 
f 
eye over his life and career in his native country, 
A R3irig^ r 01^  ^)I7n'^ «B LIFi3 ITT PBR'^ IA. Taken as a v/hole, Qudsi 
did not pass a happy life in Persia, A careful study of his 
poetical compositions will at once tell its reader that poet's 
life there was the story of a soul haunted by misfortune, misery 
and affliction and that the most conspicuous factor vras the 
absence of ^ adequate means of subsistence and ,.a proper material 
support for his livelihood, Tlie key-note of the majority of 
his Qasidas is the tragic and distressing outburst of his feel-
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Ings vith regard to liis poverty. It apparently seems tFiat 
he could not procure for himself a safe means of living 
because temporamentally he was opposed to run after material 
success. It also Indicates the fact that, In all probability, 
he did not receive much support from his Iranian patrons. 
Gontrarily and curiously enourh, wrltin?; in the vicinity 
of A.H.1028, '^ Abd-un-Wabl, gives an altogether different 
picture about his life and career at T'ashhad. He vrrites as 
follov;sx 
(*t) iuie, all'J •i?^^ c? ty'^ -v**j' c!-"^  c-S--., K^-j *i J>i ^^^  ^ •^-^  ^^V 
The above statement stands for the period \.jhen oudsl 
had already come back after performing l^aj. It may be possible 
that during the period following his return the poet might 
have lived a well to do life, but, as he often speaks in his 
poems, (and BS we are bound to believe in such repeated sayings), 
he led, on the wb,ole, a miserable life. It may mean, probably, 
that the period of material prosperity and economic security 
was ??hort lived. The following verses of the ooet hi'nself throw 
1. Vide Maykhanah, fol.376 (f^ ee also Lahore edition of 
the same p.539), 
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d i r e c t l i g h t on a d v e r s i t i e s in his l i f e and s t r ingent f inancia l 
condi t ions . He w r i t e s : 
•jgU -^-^-^ O ***!;/; ' " ' " ^ c« ' *^. t y Jv *^ *^ • * "^-^^'i **. O* '_" '^ ~*' * - ^ j U "^  < J j ^ j ^ t ^ J ^ J 
fr'V 
' ^v^-J (^ L."»- w^b «*js I *.•• j^3- uii « j ^ , l_ji»» JW^ '^1^'*" "-'"*?*-. ^*ij"^ 
o r . 
o r , 
j ^ j j bat JLS ^ L*, * ^ j ^ u5 <L< « t^JU «3 j j i-;i,^«-j »_«Ju> » J L J L^<t 
But th1.P was not a l l . The mo?t dl?^trefsing fac tor 
was t h a t , in general , oppor tuni t ies \</ere l e a s t for the 
poets to f lourish and receive t he i r due share of r ecoen l t ion , 
Oudsl too wa? not spared snc? his poet ica l t a l e n t s v/ere not 
duly re'.>rarded, a fac t to which he has hln^self va^e numerous 
references in h i s tjoetiris. The followinf! verses , for ins tance , 
1. See Dlwan-i-Qudsi, Aligarh ?'s. ff . 10^,13^, 14", and 22^, 
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deserve mention because they strike at the root of that 
apathy vfhich was meted out to the poets in general, and to 
Qudsi in particular. In a complaining tone he bursts out. 
On an another occasslon he expresses similar feelings,^ 
J.L.*^ jljU«-L^ . ^IJAS" <U^J^^- * ^\j^ ci^ i j'!/^  --^ ^^  Cr-j-^ ft* <J:* 
The same idea has been presented in the following lines alsos 
It Cannot be denied that dwring the period of SafawT 
dynasty poetry was the key to a non-existing door and in 
those days Iranian soil h^ d not been able to produce really 
first rank poets, not because of lack of talents but certainly 
f 
because of lack of proper encouragement and patronage. Late 
4 / 
Professor Browne in his History of Perr:lan LiteratutiQ.with 
his usual acumen and lnsl;^ht hr.s thoroughly dea l t with t h i s 
subject and has siibmltted follovlng remark? whic' are of great 
1. Vide Dlwan-i-Qudsl, Ali?arh Ms. fol ,3b 
2. Ibid fol.llb 
3. Ibid fol.l2^ 
4. ?ee vol, iv, pp,24-28. 
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interest and value because they have a direct bearing on 
tliat gloomy literary phen'«^ enon of the age In which Qudsl 
lived. He writes: 
"One of the most curious and, at first sight inexplicable 
phenomena of the Safawi period is the extraordinary dearth 
of notable poets in Persia durin"^  the tv/o centuries of Its 
duration. ArcMtecture, miniature painting and other arts 
flourished exceedingly, the public buildings v/ith v.tich Shah 
Abbas adorned his realms, and rpecially his capital Isfahan, 
have not ceased to comnand the admiration of all v/ho beheld 
th«n from his time until the present day; and Dihzad and other 
artists who flourished at Timurid court of 'Terat found viorthy 
suceej-sors in Rida-yi-Abbasi and his colleagues. Yet, though 
poets innumerable are mentioned In the Tuhfa-i-Sa'ni and other 
contemporary blograpi ' es and histories, dnrins; tlie two hundred 
and twenty years of Safawi rule there was in Persia hardly 
one of conspicuous merit or originality,for a brilliant group 
of poets fron Persia adorned the Court of the great T'ughals in 
Inoia and these were in many esses not settlers or the sons 
of emigrants, but men w'.o went from Persia to Indta tn make 
their fortunes and returned honie when their fortunes v/ere 
made. This shows fact it was not so much lac'' of talent as 
lack of patronage which itiakes the list of distinctively Safawi 
poets so meagre." 
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FolJ the sake of elucidating his view-points on this 
topic and discussing the reasons for this dearth of poets, 
Professor Browne in the same continuation has also quoted the 
views of late Mirssa Fuhammad Qazwini \-jho agrees v/ith his 
theory asserting that Safawl period remained totally in-
conspicuous in the field of poetry and fully explains those 
causes v;hich were responsible for bringing down the standard 
of Persian poetry to such a low level. 
Another unfavourable phencwnenon for the progress and 
encouragement of poetry was, in the words of Professor Browne, 
(while he refers to Bida Oull Khan, the author of the celebrated 
antholo'!:7 of poets namely Majina-ul-Pu§aha) that the Safawl 
kings, especially Tahmasp and Abbas the great, expressed a wish 
that laudatory poems should be addressed to the Imams rather 
than to themselves. ^ r 
The statement of Rida ^li K'han that Safawl kings reserved 
Qasidas and praises poems only for the Imams and did not like 
such poems in their own praise has been taken by Prof.Browne 
as " a more creditable cause for the diminution of poets in 
their realBS." 
Thus, there should be no cause for wonder if Qudsi 
did not receive any benefit out of his poetical talent, and 
1. It must be borne in mind that the ma,1orlty of^the laudatory 
poems written by QudsT are in pFaise of Irram^ 'Air Rida, in 
praise of the fourth Baliph of Islam iladrat AlT gjMjn and 
in praise of Imam Husayn. How could, quite naturally, such 
poOTis materially pay him if not addressed to noblemen, other 
dignitaries of his time, governors and monardis? 
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that he is certainly Justified in condemning that un-
profitable literary scene vrhloh was devoid of life, vigour and 
charm, for want of material support to the po<?ts from the 
side of their benefactors in recognition of their literary 
merits. 
It also appears from several references in the poe^s 
of Qiidsi himself that his wide renown and rapid progress as a 
distinguished and gifted poet foT*med a group of his fellow-
countrymen (most probably other minor poets of his native 
place) to become Jealous of him and his poetical accomplish-
ments. Some verses are ouoted below vAereln the poet has made 
slashing remarks against those v;ho envied him. He says: 
« 
or , 
L* *j\^ "^-UKJ J J S ^ * ; J L ^ V _ * « * - « fj^^ K, jijj ^jjt *s ju.\j>- j j j \ >Z.JJJS 
or, 
or. 
^ I J 
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Yet, despi te a l l such sources of t rouble to him i t 
appear?; t h a t the poet a lso en.1oyed the frenuent company of 
and contact with hiph o f f i c i a l s of Kasjihad in his own day, 
and tha t he did not f a i l in constant ly keeping himself in 
touch with l i t e r a r y a c t i v i t i e s , taking par t in poet ica l 
contes ts and having contacts with other compatriot poets of 
his t ime. The biographical note of Abd-un-Nabi about one 
Mir Arlf Musawl r e f e r s to t h i s point in the following manner:^' 
r.'^-^ _} t-r--^ J ^ ^-^ ^>-*^' L j a;U ij^^ '•i^% <jU-«T JT jj J L , kiL 
4iir l ^ j i . J *^t I J U cu-.>t^ p J ^ yL J J 
It apparently, seems that gudsl had started composing 
verses since early days of his youth and during his stay in 
Persia he had no doubt enjoyed a fair amount of reputation 
on account of his undeniable poetic ability and that by, 
conmon consent, be was regarded as a noted and original 
1. See Kaykhnnah (fol,376^) wherein Abd-un-?fabi \>rrites as follows 
2, Vide Mavkhanah, fol,395 . " Otj^lr^J '^ > ^-
4 2 
v e r s i f i e r . Here are quoted \'lews of three authentic 
contemporary memoir-writers sbout his poetry and the f i r s t 
of these i s tha t of Taqi Auhadl who s t a t e s as follows: 
« 
m 
Abd-un-NaM ^^^^ites to the following e f fec t : 
« 
And thus goes the opinion of Nazim of Tabriz in his memoir 
Nazm-i-Guzidahj 
^J_>->VJ^ j j I JU* J ^ j j Li^  [^  »• -::-s >^ J -> J j / * I *5 -ji^ -^ . I o J ^ ^•^ j^,^ J 5 ; j L^ J«.>«« 
In short, life and stay at Mashhad, despite Oudsi's 
well-grounded and vjell established fame ar a good poet, did 
not prove for him eventual or extraordinary conspicuous. On the 
contrary, he remained mostly perturbed and mentally worried. 
The sole consolation for him was association v;lth a holy service 
but even this could not fill up that gap which v/as caused by 
1. Vide ^Arafat, i i , fol.'^^6 
2 . Vide HayVchahah, f o l . 376^ (see alfo Lahore ed i t ion p.539) 
3 . Vide All gar h Ws. no.9L •/23, folj.179''. 
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adverse clrcuTnstances In h i s l i f e , '^here wa? then, no 
tsptlon except saying good-bye to thnt beloved land which 
had fa i l ed to provide him with p rosper i ty , har)plness, and due 
acknowledgement of his c a p a b i l i t i e s . 
C H A P T E R I I I 
T H E C 0 TT R T 0 F S H A H J A H A N 
Literary and cultural atmosphere at the Mug^ hal Court: 
It was the good fortune of Qudsl to have flourished 
during the times of a Mughal '^onarch whose golden period of 
reign shines very singularly in the history of Kughal rule 
in India, particularly for the remarkable progress and advance-
ment of all kinds of arts, architecture, literature, learning 
and cultur. As a matter of fact the v/hole i^dlgree of Tlmurids 
did a mammoth task in this direction. Babar, the founder of this 
glorious dynasty, himself a poet and a man of letters laid the 
^he foundation-stone not only of a mighty empire but also of a 
unioue centre of art, literature and learning which out-classed 
the literary and cultural atmosphere of the contemporary Safawis 
in Persia. 
Shahjahan's reign was conspicuous for the development 
of cultural activity in India. Although he himself was not a 
man of any literary calibre or merit, as were his predecessors, 
yet the heritage of cultural achievements of his father and 
grand father was displayed at his hands too, and he did not lag 
behind in acccmiplishing what had already been started by his 
ancestors.^ 
1. Prof.'Abd-ul-Ghani, in the three volumes of his "A History of 
Persian language and literature at the Mughal court", has made 
an effort to survey the literary and cultural enterprises of 
the courts of Habar, Humayun and Akbar. 
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In f a c t , the g rea tes t Incent ive and sures t cause In 
creatln*^ favourable condit ions for the development of a r t 
and l i t e r a t u r e was tha t sense of secur i ty ^jhlch coT??ionly 
prevailed in India during Shahjahan's r e ign . Prosperi ty and 
p e ^ e reigned every x^ere . The finances of the Government were 
in a very sound posi t ion and oopor tuni t ies for es tabl ishing 
and s t a b i l i s i n g c u l t u r a l ateriosphere in India were inrr-Gnse. 
Kuharanad Salih Karabu of Lahore, gives an account of royal 
income and expenditure durini» iSmperor Shih.jahin's reign as 
belov;: 
^.^ - U J L ^ I J>-o?bj 6U> J U ^ j *l.> ,^ w u , ^ j *5 ^ I ; ^ *^ / l » 
; ' *>-'l-"r * - i ^ 6 ^ (^ ^ J-. -*-^- -»-t^  g?^*-'"' ^ *^  '^  V^l^ wUU; l j 
I t i s general ly believed tha t the c u l t u r a l i n s t i n c t 
of Shah,1ahan found exnressli*^^ chief ly in h is love for 
archi tec t t i re and the busied h i s se l f mostly, in get t ing monumen-
t a l bui ldings e rec ted . But t h i s i s only one-sided view of a 
personal i ty vd.th varied d i s p o s i t i o n s . If on the one hand he 
1. ^nial- i -Sal lh 1 1 , p.5S7 
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l e f t t o p o s t e r i t y Immortal e d i f i c e s l i k e t h e T a j , t he Juma^ 
mosque of Delhi and the Peacock t h r o n e , h i s g r e a t e s t achievement, 
on the o t h e r hand, was t h a t he showed @lrt5und i n t e r e s t to^mras 
c u l t u r a l a c t i v i t i e s and c r e a t e d such c o n d i t i o n s which were 
favourab le fo r the growth of a r t and l i t e r a t u r e a l i k e , TTnder 
h i s mun i f i cen t c a r e r e c e i v e d encouragement no t only s k i l l e d 
a r t i s t s and workmen l i k e S a i d a - i - t » i l a n i , TIstad Ahmari and Ustad 
Hamid but a l s o c a l l i g r a p h i s t s l i k e Kuhammad Murad Sj i l r in Raqam 
and Mir T'uhaninnd S i l i h Misjikin Raaam; s c h o l a r s and theo log ians 
l i k e T-ulli Shuk r -u l l ah of S h i r a z , ^^ulla Abd-ul-'jakim of 
SjfiValkot, S^aykh 'Abd-ul-'iaq of D e l h i , Qadi nihanwad Zahid of 
Kabul, Qadl Kuhammad Asian, F u l l a l^^rak vShalpkh, Qadi fuhammad 
Said and r ' i r -''uhammad 'Tashim: ohys ic ions l i k e lakim Badra, 
Hakim AliiD-uddln, t h e r epu ted physl<"ian-cum-poet 'laklrr! Rukna- i -
Ka§hij ;aklm f-^umlni- i -Shir iz i , 'Jakiro Abd-ul-Qasiin and the 
renowned Hakim F a t h - u l l a h of S h i r a z ; r^ystic?? and Shaykhs l i k e 
Sayyid Fuharnmad Hldav/i, T'iyan K i r , Sayyld J a l a l , T'!ulla Shah 
Badakhshl , ShayWi B i l a w a l , Shaykh Nazi r , Shaylch Abul-^ 'aa l l ; 
poe t s and l i t e r a t u r e s l i k e Abu T a l i b Kallin, Sa"lda-i-Gila"nl, 
>'ulla Shayda, Mulla Tughra of Kas_hhad, Abul "Barkat, p o e t i c a l l y 
1 , For a more d e t a i l e d in format ion on ITstad Ahnad and Ustad 
Harnid, t h e i r i l l u s t r i o u s family and. t h e i r achleve'^enfes see 
•Lai Ql la -ke -" l rna r ' by the l a t e Sy^ S*^  Sula'^nan TTadvT, publ ished 
in Ma%rlf, Feb. T4arch and A p r i l , 1936, and a l s o Dr.Nadhir 
A!;mad's a r t i c l e s e n t i t l e d • * 
pub l i shed in I s l amic C u l t u r e x ia i .0c t .»56 ana957. 
and J u l y , 1957, 
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styled as Mimir of Lahore, *'Ali Quli Sal'im of Tehran^and 
and a score of other minor poets.^ The ©nperor took personal 
Interest and encouraged poets and other literary figures by 
granting them salaries and stipends. After detaching himself 
from the service of Prince Murad, ?^ ulla Tughra of Mashhad 
settled down at TCashmTr where he regularly received from the 
3 
royal treasury an allotted sum of money as his stipend. This 
favour was open to every literary figure especially a court 
poet who sought the Emperor's patronage. The kin? took special 
care in appointing literary and talented persons pri various 
responsible administrative posts. Yahya, a native of Kashah, who 
was a poet and came to India during the reign of Emperor 
Shahjahan, was appointed by his sovereign as the person in-
1. This list is mainly derived from XAraal-1-Sallh, iii, pp. 
similar lists of saints, learned men, physicians and poets 
flourishing during Shahjahan's illustratious reign have also 
been furnished_by AmTna QazwinI and Lahauri in their Badshah 
Namas, by Khafi Khan in Kuntakhab-ul-Lubab and by other 
later historians. 
2. Some of these celebrities were either directly attached 
to the royal court or received favour^ under other pttnces 
OP f^ obiewen of th© cowpt. Mulla Tughra of Mashhad was, acccMrd-
Inf: ,/ to the version ©f the author of Khulasat-ul-K"alam «^  
(iii,fol.l) for sometime patronized by prince Murad BujiTahd 
then enjoyed the favours of the Snperor himself, Abul Barkpt, 
poetically n^med 'Munir', wbo was san^f Maulana Abdul MajTa 
was, according to the author of KhulafahCfol.lOl^ favoured 
by the descendents of QU^yath Beg, entitled I'tlmadud-Daula, 
similar was the case with 'All Quli Salira of Tehran who. 
according to the verditt of AbQ Talib (Thulasah fol,86) 
came ^ o India during the reign of Shahjahan, but, because 
of Abu Talib TCallro, could not enjoy royal notice and _ 
consequently he attached himself to Islam Khan, the Wazir. 
3. Khulasat-ul-Kalan, iii, fol.l 
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charge of Qalam-dah Khanah, and was a compatriot of Qudsi and 
Kallm, The Emperor had also ordered various public schools 
to be opened at several places especially at principal cities 
like Delhi I Agra and Lahore and appointed able and learned 
p 
persons as teachers and instructors," The practice of hand-
scxnely rewarding poets and other skilled persons, adopted by 
the king: and his princes, noblemen and other dignitaries of the 
court, attracted a large number of foreigners (especially from 
Persia) to India with an intent desire to benefit themselves 
from this country of gold."^  In the following lines Shir Khan 
Lodi in his ^Mira't-ul-Khayal* (completed A,H. 1102) depicts the 
picture of alround prosperity and peace which was so character-
istic a feature of Sh'shjahan's rule. He statesj 
Jjt *Ji^ J ts^j^ '-l^j ^JJ/-, ^^^-^J J ijf]^*^ J t -i*J —jUf^ iJ^\/=^J <J»J^ **^ -i«J 
4{i«*i-' J "* *^ - ^ ' T-i '--' *^ j ' J^ ' — '••""-<-»'" * -^ fr*" >; O-^ ^^ "*® '"^ 0 ^ J< JI <J 5 
Muhammad '^ashim, cfxnaonly known as 'Khafl Khan' in his 
h i s to ry Mnntakhab-ul-Lubab' endorses the opinion of ShSr Khan 
1. Mirat- i-Aftab Numi, Aligarh Ms. p.309 
2 . Tabaqat-1-Shahjahani, Hablb Ganj Vs* v o l . p . 
tfor b e t t e r information on educational systan during 
Shahjahan's re ign see Dr.Yusuf HusaJ.n Khan*s a r t i c l e 
e n t i t l e d , "The Educational Systan in Medieval I n d i a , ' pub-
l i shed in Islamic Cul ture , Apr i l , 1956. 
3 . See Brownes 'L i t e ra ry History of Pe r s ia ' v o l . , i v , pp. 
4 . Vide fo l .24^ 
5» Vide p.757 
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in the following wayi 
t:::jL jl.^ «Ujl *-^Ll «U;j <L^ tr'-'^ ^^ J *^ ^j'^ -^ '^ J^ *-''>'" 
* • t- * 
J «i 
4>jt; I^J-^  ^  ju^ ; f^j '"^ j^A ^"^ -^  ^-* J - -ix *-^U "^^ *< c*^' u' jLlK 
» • t • lj l^i-
Dr.Banarsi Prasad Saxena in his 'History of Shahjahan 
of Delhi,^ has also touched this subject, statingt 
"Shahjahan's court represented the height of kingly 
splendour. In his reign the Mughal Empire attained to the 
zenith of its prosperity and affluence. The fame of the wealth 
of India attracted a stream of foreign visitors from across 
the same, who were dazzled by the magnificent grandeur of the 
ESmperor and his surroundings. Tie gorgeousness of his court 
surpassed their imagination, and drew from them unstinted ad-
miration......... The central figure in this r.agnificent array 
of pomp and splendour was the Emperor." 
In this way a considerably fair idea can be gained 
about the general prosperous conditions of the reign of Shahjahan, 
1. Vide p.237. 
so 
with special reference to f inancia l s t a b i l i t y of the s t a t e , 
^ n s e q u e n t l y , the court of the king became a centre of varied 
cu l tu ra l a c t i v i t i e s under h i s personal patronage. That he 
cherished a keen des i re to encourage serious l i t e r a t u r e too, 
i s well t e s t i f i e d by his I n t e r e s t he took in ge t t ing composed 
sOTie valuable h i s t o r i c a l works during and about his r e ign . 
Fuhaminad Amin,^ son of Abul Hasan, fami l ia r ly known as Aniina-i-
Qazv;inl, was the f i r s t man whom he had entrusted with the task 
of composing the h i s t o r i c a l records of forty-seven yea r s , i . e . 
since h is b i r t h t i l l 10th year of h is re ign (A.H. 1047-8). 
Apart from the case of Amina-i-Oazwlnl, whom he engaged 
for such an important work, he had also invi ted Hulla Abd-ul-
Hamid Lahauri , to ^.^rrite another his tory s imilar in s ty l e and 
1 . Muhammad Amln, as I s proved by his o\4n statement in the 
preface of h i s Badshah-TJamah, came and Joined royal service 
in the f i f t h year of the Qnperor's r e ign , ( the same year 
in which Qudsl a lso received the same dis t inguished favour) 
and wrote a valuable h i s to ry of his sovereign, ks i s Indicated 
from h i s wr i t ing , Shahjahan had formerly ordered some other 
anna l i s t s of the court a lso to \^rite a s imilar h i s to ry , but 
most probably the;^ fa i led t do so, or even i f they did some-
thing t h a t was not^ perh^ips, according to his l ik ing or upto 
the mark. (Prefacetf-Badshah-NamSih Rampur Ms.No.S091, p .15) , 
Other sources t e l l us t b i t t h i s able and ta lented h i s t o r i o -
grapher of the Court of Shahjahan v;as l a t e r t ransferred to the 
In t e l l i gence Department 6? the s t a t e adminis t ra t ion . Referen-
ces for fur ther information about him and h i s h i s t o r i c a l work 
are found in B i l l o t ' s 'History of I n d i a , ' v l l , p . l and in 
C.A.Storey's 'Persian L i t e r a t u r e , Section 11 , p.568, and 
these a r e , in turn , derived fron h i s own autobiographical 
note in his work BStdshdh-Wamah. 
2 . In the preface of the seventh volume of Sir Henry E l l i o t ' s 
•'history of Ind ia ' we flndj "The 'Tlstory of the reign of 
Sh|[hjahan i s derived from the Badshah NamS^ .,of Xbdul Hamid and 
from other Badshahnamas and Rhahjahan W -^mas." Abd-ul-Hamid 
LahaurT died in A.H. 1065. This irr?portant l i t e r a r y f igure 
and h i s to r i an of Shahjahan's times has been praised In high 
terms by Muhammad Sailh in his 'Amal- i -Sa l ih( i l i ,p .438) . 
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treatanent to that of Akbar-WaTnih of "Abul-Fadl,^ Such events 
show Shahjahin's deep interest In history* 
To be brief, the ©nperor's elevated court was adorned 
by a galaxy of learned men, scholars, poets a.nd all kinds of 
artists and skilled physicians, 
QUDSI'S ARRIVAL A^ FD STAY IN IWniA. Thus Qudsl passed through 
a glorious and eventful phase of his life after he cairie to 
India and joined such a magnificent court. It is, however, 
sad that the exact date of his departure from Kashhad as well 
as the date of his arrival in India cannot be determined. His 
biographers and historians agree that he came to India in the 
fifth year of the reign of Shahjahan. Amini Oazwini mentions 
that he (Oudsi) took up his journey to India in the fifth year 
of the reign of the Emperor and also joined royal service the 
2 
same year. This view has been correctly supported by Muhammad 
3 Salih Kambu' so far as Oudsi's departure is concerned, but he 
is probably wrong in affirmlns' that Oudsi arrived in the year 
A,H,1041, In all probsblllty, he camo tovrard? the end of the 
fifth year (I.e. Jumada II, A.H. 1041-1042), and, as |.t has 
• y 
been expressly suggested by Azad Bilframl,^ in the month of 
1 . Preface to Badshih Kamah, vo l . 1, par t i . A,S,Republication, 
pp. 9 - 1 0 . 
2 , Vide the Bad^Jiah-Namah, Rampur Ms. No,2091 (Appendix) 
3 , Vide Arnal-i-Salih, i i i , p.397 
4 . Vide h i s Sarw-i-Azad and Khizana-i-Amlrah.It i s very 
strange t h a t Azad in h is another work, Yad-1-Bayda, has 
given A.n.1041, the year of Qudsl 's a r r i v a l in Ind ia , The 
reason of t h i s se l f - con t rad ic t ion i s probably due to tiie 
fac t t ha t Yad-1-Bayda was an e a r l i e r work completed in A,H, 
1141, while Sarv/-i-Szad and Khizana-i-Amlrah were completed 
in A,H. 1165 and 1176 r e spec t ive ly . 
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Rabi I I , A«H.1042. This view i s qu i te be l i evab le . Even 
*Abd-ul-Hamid Lahauri and Kuhammad Salih-^ have both given 
Qudsl 's account of a r r i v a l tov/ards the end of the chronoloe:ical 
na r ra t ion of events of the emperor's f i f th caronatlon year 
(A.H. 1041-42) .2 Fadl4^1i Khan in his B u s t a n - i - b e - m ^ n and 
Ali Ibrahim Khan Khali l in his Khulasat-ul-Kala"T^ have also 
supported the above view» The statements , however, giving A.IU 
1041 as the year \Aen Dudsi arr ived in India are apparently 
5 
wrong. 
Prom the statements of Amlna Qazwlni, Abd-ul-Ha^nld Lahauri 
1. Vide the BadsJiSh Namah ( v o i . l , par t 1, T)«444-5) and Amal-l-
^a l ih (vol.l, '^ P.TO8). 
2 , See a lso nbahjahan-Nnmah by Ihayat '-Chan K^tm, vrlose version 
has been quoted by Prof.Phafi in his^%ykh5nah, (Lahore Hldition, 
appendix, p,'^2) in the followin?: way: 
3^ 7Ue -^ .^4 ^ " ^ l / l 7 2 ^ r e s p e c t i v e l y , "^^ "^  ^ ^ J; 
4 , See also Rthej I.O?L, Cat, vo l . 1, p .845, and itocTllIan^ 
Library c a t , par t 1 p .686. 
5 . Vide §ayf-uddln: 'Panus-i-Khayal ' ; and 'Hameshah Bahar ' , 
as referred to in Sprenger 's c a t . , p.128; in Rieu, (Br. 
Museum c a t . i i , p.684) in Buhar Library c a t . vo l .1 p.286 
and in G.A.Storyj 'Pe rs ian L i t e ra tu re* , Section I I , p.568. 
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and Muhammad S a l l h K"OTI^, i t i s ev iden t t h a t the poet came 
In c o n t a c t d i r e c t l y v;ith h i s s o v e r e i g n , '•fhenhe was granted 
the f i r s t audience by t h e Icing, Oudsl read out the panegyi'lc 
he had composed for t h e purpore of being p resen ted t o him. The 
k ing being much p l ea sed wi th him eiwployed him as ^ c o u r t poe t , 
Qaz\/ini t h u s vr r i tes i n t h i s connectfton: 
j j * ; ^ L ; i - l MA JXJU. ^ l - j (J^J*' *j *-• c * ^ u l / ^ ^-r-^^ w^^;^^- j j j - * - ^ i^ yj-L 
Abd-ul-'Tamid Lahaurl d i s c l o s e s c e r t a i n a t h e r unknown f a c t s 
a l s o and w r i t e s t o the fo l lowing e f f e c t , 
c j j - ^J^l^JTc^Jt <_, xllip.^- i ^ j w ^ l J J Oiti' u l / J c.'"---" ^ i - O^.j^j^j^ 
Muhammad Ral lh Kanbu, while vrritin?^ about the a r r i v a l of 
1 , Vide t h e Bad§hah-Namah appendix, Hampur ?^s. No,2091, 
2 , Vide the BgidsB^h Namah, v o l , 1 p a r t 1 , pp ,444 -5 , 
3 , The identi-Cy of t h i s reputed h i s t o r i a n of Sj iahjahan's r e i g n 
has b?en v/rongly confused by S i r 'Tenry s j i i i o t , ( ' i s t o r y of 
I n d i a , v o l . v l i , p .123) v/ith Mfr Muhammad § a l i h »^^is^hkln Haqam' 
t h e c e l e b r a t e d c a l l i g r a p h i s t of ShB^ijahln's t i m e s . MauiSiiSi 
GhulFm FuhafTimad »flaft Qalamt' i n His work 'T3d|ikira-1-Khu§h-
riawisan, p .101 has given the b i o g r a p h i c a l note on MTr Muljammad 
i j a l i h , 'Te s t a t e s t h a t he was the son ofy famous Mir 'Abdullah, 
the 'MishkTn Qalara, and was both a P e r ^ a n and Hindi poet 
having r e s p e c t i v e l y t h e poe t i c names, Kashfl and Subhanl.He 
was a l s o the a u t h o r of 'Kajmu^a-i-Haz', PJlz- i -MustafawT' 
and o t h e r works . He d ied i n A,H,1'^61. ?4oreover, ^'uhananad 
§ali l3 Kamlju has a l s o piven a n o t i c e of t h i s master c s l l l g r a 
in b i s h i s t o r i c a l work ' » ^ a l » l - S a l l h i l i , p , 4 4 4 . 
^r j)^^ 
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1 
Qudsi, mentions as followss-
j* •J'^ cr""^' ^ I ^ , - i - J. JJ j - ) l . ^j-i^ j^^ j -L I i^j^~ j - i j 
__^  ^ jv_ « J^' • ' 
^Abdul 'Tarald I.ahauri and wuharimad Salih hcve a lso auoted in 
t h i s connecti-^n, f i f t een and tv/elve verses respec t ive ly of 
2 
the prinegyrtc (referred to above) meant to be presented before 
ShShjahan, by oudsl.'*^  It is proper if these verses are 
1. i m a l - i - S a l i h , v o l . i , p . m a 
2 . Also referred to by Azld Bllprami in h i s Sqrw-1-Azad and 
^ i z a n a h - 1 - ^ I r a h , but only the opening l i n e has been ouoted, 
3 . This panegyric, probably In i t j en t i r e ty i s to be? found 
on p.194 in a ^-^s. copy of Qudsi 's diwan In the Rampur 
Library under rTo,3434, but only 11 verses t a l l y sfftfe v;ith 
'Abd-ul-HaTTitd's vers ion, nn'l only 8 with tha t of T'uhamKdd 
r.alih C^am'tm, The following four var ies \*icfi are coninon in 
both*are not Included in the Rampur Ms. 
j l ^ U j ! a a, J,T JU' - -^ J^-^ • ^ ' ^' - ^ ^^J -^ J. - ^ " J/-
1 ^,jt. ^ . ^ , . ^ ^ » ^ - ^ a-^ U - y- ->,^  Jjs-^uTw^.^, 
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reproduced here as well* 
j^Uj (>;» l^  OLA;-"'^' "—^ -^- 6**jJ' * CiJ^ ^ Q.J J4/ *J jj*" i.^ T^ c«' ^ ^^  
The second, seventh and eighth verses of this selection 
are omitted In Amal-l-Sallh. Towever, fro^ n all such discussion 
what co?res to light Is, that soon after his arrival In India 
oudsl was ablf> to h-sve direct access to the royal court which 
naturally, afterwards resulted In his selection as a court 
euloirlst. But In a number of mernolrs there Is an Indirect 
reference to this effect that Q).idsl was In the heglnnlnf^ 
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p a t r o n i z e d by Ivbd-u l l ih Kjian F l r o z - J a n ^ , ^ a l though no such 
informat ion i s supp l i ed by any conternporary h i s t o r i a n . In the 
fol lowing l i n o s an e s t i m a t e has been made of Xbd-ullah Khan 
F l r o z - J a n g , who i s g e n e r a l l y be l i eved to be the f i r s t bene-
f a c t o r of Qudsl i n I n d i a . 
He was one of the most d i s t i n g u i s h e d AmTrs of the 
c o u r t of ShShjahan. His r e a l name was K^hwaja Abdullah and he 
x-jas one of the descendents of ^hwaja TTbayd-ullsh TIaslr-uddTn 
Ahrar , and was n^^phew ( S i s t e r ' s son) t o Thwaja H-san 
, 4 
Haqshbandl , During the concluding y e a r s of A.l<:bnr's 
1 , In ^ j i u l a s a h ( f o l , 1 4 7 ) , i t i s c l e a r l y mentioned t h a t *Abd-.ullah 
Khan FlrCTz-Jang was Quds l ' s p a t r o n , 
2 , 'I'he au tho r? of ^ i r a t - u l - K h a y a l ( fo l .24t>) , T a d h k l r a - i -
IJusaynT, (p,2S8) and t h a t of Ba23n-i-Ti'"urlya (p ,178-9) 
have %%'ronf?ly f^iven h i s name as "Abd-ullah Khan Zakhml, The 
author of K?5l.thlr-ul-TTmara ( see i ndex , A.S.B, pufJl lcat ion) 
I t ives seve ra l namesakes of 'Abd-ullah Khah, ou t of whom 
'Abd-ullSh Khan Zakhml and "Abd-ullSh Khjm Bahadur__FTro2 Jang 
were two d i f f e r e n t p e r s o n s , Abd-ulllih KhSn Zakhmi has a l s o 
been r e f e r r e d t o on p p , 7 l 8 , 729, i n vftX.l of Kaat^iir-ul-Umara, 
3 , About the l ineas:e of Kbwaja Abd-u l lah , "''irzS Had! i n h i s 
p re face to T u z u k - i - J a h a n g i r l ( p ,6 ) thu?? w r i t e s : 
4 , According t o Mirza ' l ad l , i t v;ss the sane 'IhwaJS" Hasan to 
vrhom Bfeperor Akbar had given h t s s i s t e r Na,1ib-un"-'^iaa BeRam 
i n m a r r i a g e . In t h e p re face to Tuzuk (p .6 -7 ) ladl vn*! t es t 
* • m 
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reign he came from lissar, along with W o of his brothers, 
IChwSja Yadgar and Khwaja Barkhurdar, and entered Akbar's 
service.' rniring early days, after his arrival in India, Abd-
ullah ^an stayed for some ti-ne in the Oeccan with Sh§r Khwa,ia 
and "whenever occasion demanded he exhibited his courage and 
ond military skill,• Apparently he did not stay long in the 
1. !^ irza Had! states that just after prince K'hurra'Ti (later 
destined to be known to posterity as Shshjahln) was born 
on the first day of Babi I, A.H,lono, Khwa.la *Abd-ullah 
came and joined royal service. Tie whole nuotatlon runs 
as follows: 
> 4 l . ^ 'iv*-J '"''Ji J< * "A* —i^ -^L.*. . •^3' *-?'"J *<-"'vii <;•«.«-" (^_ia» 1 I —is* J •»• y^^Ct>-\ 
Dr.Banarsi Prasad Raxena in his ' ' f ls tory of phahjahan' 
cont rad ic t s the opinion of Kirza Hadi, as ^ r^ell as tha t 
of Jahanglr himself, t'r.at prince ''^hurran \^as born in the 
yerfsr A.1,1000; c o n t r a r i l y , he bel ieves tha t Rhahj'^han 
' was born in A#M,1002 , the ye-'r in which ^iwnja Ibd-ul lah 
ac tua l ly entered the royal se rv ice , 
S. Mirz§ HadI: preface to Tu?xik: Dr,Beni Prasad: 'History of 
Jahans^lr* (p,23?>, foot-notes) infor'^r- thnt Hissnr i s in 
Transoxlana, 
3 , ^'irza Hadi, preface to Tuzuk, x^^G 
4 , Mirza' Hadi, preface to Tuzuk, p ,6 ; !^aathir-ul-TJmara, i i i , 
Pli,777, 
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Deccan^returned and joined service of the royal court in the 
year A«H.1003»^ After h i s re turn from the Deccan 'Abd-ullah 
Khan spent h is ear ly days in tlie company of prince Salirn, 
Eraduelly rose to prominence, became one of the tnt imate 
assoc ia tes of the prince and received from him the rank of 
IFJOO and the t i t l e of ' ^ a n ' , v;hen the prince was in revol t 
against h is fa ther and was granting t i t l e s and ja?!lrs to his 
supporters in Allahabad,^ But in the 4Sth year of the reign 
3 IT — 
of Akbar' (A,D.1504) AbdullSh ^ a n deserted prince Salim and 
4 5 
joined A^^bar's court snd received fresh t i t l e from hin , 
1. Klrza Tladi, preface to Tuzuk, p.7 
2 . Kaathir-ul-Uiriara, i l l , p.777, History of Jr^hangir by 
Dr.Beni Prasad, p«48, 
3 . Maathir-ul-TJinara, i i i , p.777 
4» ^'irza" Had! ( p . 12-3) and the author of Maathir-ul-Umra 
( i i i , p«777) s t a t e tha t the caupe of Abdullah Khan's 
deser t ion w'-iS the r i v a l r y which occurred, oiling to 
ce r t a in reasons, between him and <lharif Khgh, the 
pr incipal off icer under r ebe l l ious Sallm, 
5, Tuzuk-i-Jahangir l , p » l l - 2 ; Mirza Hadl (preface, p,12-3) 
vrrltesj 
J J *-^i^ji^,j^j "^^J^j^i^ *-. o^**-*^'-*^ w-^* -I'-. »~; a.<JI ji>2 ii^^ -^*s>.*-
J ^ I ' J ^ ^ I T J L *.>-I^- ciJU^ * - ! ^ / ^ - - * / c * iA^**>- e^l-^^'-- ^-^-'-
j l ^:^l>^j ciJL: 1^ .> ^^K^ u^ j - -uuL^- -»l ^- *l- J L «l!^J *-
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After the death of Akbar, J ahahg l r ascended the t h r o n e . 
Though he v;ap not p leased with Abd-ullah •^ Jis'n b'c-iiiJse the l a t t e r 
had d e s e r t e d hiiti witt iout h i s T)emiission, he did not reduce h i s 
rank or ^ag l r gr?inted t o him by Akbar ancl kep t up Abd-ullah 
|ChS"n'«; d i g n i t y and honour because 'v -^r i ly fee war a 3;allent 
youth and i f he had not committed thf^it irroneful a c t he was a 
young rT!an wi thou t any blernisn.* 
Undoubtedly, Abd-ul lah ^•[hah i^a? a m i l i t a r y ?'3nersl 
of t h e f i r s t o r d e r . ?oon a f t e r Jehln^ir*?! a c c e s s i o n , Abd-ull"ah 
Khan's rank vr.s r a i s e d to 2,?^'^ dhat and Tin r^uvrsr. When he 
defea ted rnd cap tu red Harnchnnd Bundelr;, «on of ^^ -^ .nd Kunwar, h i s 
FtGtus -;aG f u r t h e r r a i s e d to 3,000 dhnt and ?>,Onn pnwar.*' 
I n the fourt!: year of t he r e i ^ n of Jahsn,?tir (1013/1609) 
l i b d - u l l a h Khan r ep l aced K&iabat Khan as the ch i? f of t h e im-
perialjS fo rces for h i s m i l i t a r y campaign a g c i n s t " i^sna Amar 
Singh' ' , a t t a c k e d f-ilirpur and f i n a l l y i n f l i c t e d a hepivy de fea t 
on the Hajouts and thur? earned Rood name and r e p u t a t i o n . This 
remar^cable f e a t brought for aim the l o f t y t i t l e --f "^iroze-Jang."*^ 
1 . Tuzuk, T) . l i -2 
2, Tuzuk, p .34 
n , '^'uzuk, 0.39 
4 , K a a t h l r - u l - n m a r a , i i i , p . 7 7 3 . , s i e o - ^ m k , p .74 
5 . J-ihangir (Tuawk, i^.74) i .Ti tes thr?t he h-id conf r r e d the 
s a i ^ t i t l e on ''Kbd-ullab O'^ -'^ n even before despa tch ing him 
to t?ike up the co'^paign a g a i n s t t he Tana. The author of 
^ 'apthir-ulrUmara i s a p p a r e n t l y Mvons. to a s s e r t th-^ t the 
t i t l e of Ffcroz-Jang, along with the rank of 6,000^ 
was confe r red on him -.-^en he '--ad defe-^ted -nn » r r : i l ca ted 
'^han Jr;han and Darya "£han. 
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In the s ix th year of Jahans^lr's reign (insO/1611) 
Abd-ullah Vhan Firoz-Jang ^-ms apt)ointad Governor of Gujrat. 
Shortly af te r h i s at)polntriont, i.'hen a olan was forced to at tack 
Kalik Ambar of the Deccan, Abd-ullah ''h^ '^n Fir6*z-Jang did not 
cooperate with other of f icers of the royal forces (which 
•were organised to make a combined assau l t frov'^  the north) and 
under the passion of vani ty , preed and smbltion too!? no notice 
of the fellow armies and entered the land of the eneny. The 
unwise step brought ev i l conseniiences. On account of the s tern 
opposit ion, he hnd to r e t r e a t ; his sirmies were defeated and he 
had to face u t t e r hnmiliat ion and disgrace . JahangTr .^v'as great ly 
annoyed a t t h i s fool ish act of Abd-ullali '2?^^ FTroz-Jimg, X'.fho 
had to undergo s 'serious cas t lpn t ion bi5t through the in tercess ion 
of prince ;<Tiurran who came to his rescue, ho i-n," o-^r-ioned. 
After prince "hur ran ' s peaceful settlen^f-^nt of the Deccan 
probleiTi, 'Abd-ullah '^Sn^ xv'ho v:as one of the l i eu tenan t s of 
the prince v;as grea t ly lionoured and rev.'ardsd, 
Abd-f!ll"^,h •'fhrai FiuoH-Jun!? '.•ms nnt a m-jn of high 
charac te r . His career was, throughout, t in ted -,'ith acts of 
t reachery, and some \^rriter has )^rightly cal led hin t'.e wind 
cock of his day. T^urinp t;rince "'"hurram's rebe l l ion (16P2) he 
resor ted to treachery a t the b a t t l e of Blluchpnr, wbere he had 
to meet witr a comrond of ten thousand s o l i i e r s , the -armies 
o"" the rebe''l1cuf^ pr ince . He, acco'Tipaaif>d by •.if^ * f-^llov; cons-
1. TupTUk, p,107, and ?'aathlr-ul-TIwara, i i i , p,7'?0. 
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pirators deserted the impr^rialists 9nd joined prince ^hurram. 
On the charge of consplrinR v.dth I'alik Amhar he was interned 
in the f-^ rt of AsTr, 
Despite his faults and undesirable behaviour he was 
fortunate to enjoy favours at the hands of Shahjahan, when the 
latter became king, because he v;as a direct descendent of the 
Nansjibandlya order. During nhahjahan's days too, he rendered 
many com"'endablo military services and ultimately received 
the rank of 6,000#^ In the fifth year of the reign of Shahjah'an 
he i?as atsDointed Governor of Bihar. He died on l7th of Shav/wal, 
3 
A.'-.lOfVI at about the ape of "^evonty years.' 
Contrary to the comirion belief, 5lbd-ullah '£han's 
guardianship of Qud?;i is doubtful on t're ^rounds enumerated 
below: 
w' i r s t ly , toe have not been a b l e t o di 'rcover or t r a c e 
out i n any div/an of oudsl any such l a s i d a h ^ ' l ich might have 
been composed by the poet i n h i s p r a i s e . Secondly, t i e s i n g l e 
„ 4 _ 
nathnavri c o u p l e t of Oudsl which has been so uoua l ly quoted 
1 . Kaat j i i r -ul -Umara, l i i , p.7S?> 
2 . The a u t h o r s of K i r a t - u l - K h a y s l , ( f o l . 2 4 ^ ) Tadhkira-Husaynl 
(p .226) and Bazsn-i-Tlmuriya ( p , l 7 8 - 9 ) a re a p p a r e n t l y 
mis taken to c a l l him a c o u r t i e r of t he rank of 7 ,000.Abd-ul-
HaTnld Eahaurl and T^uhanimad f S l l h Kar.bli BadsJiSh Na^B, i i , 7 l g 
and V\jnal-i-Sallh, i i f , p .449 i ave rnentioned him to be an 
Amir of 60^6 d]iat and s n w a r . I t a o p a r e n t l y seems t h a t the 
au tho r s of Tadhkl ra - i -Husayni and Bazm-i-Tl-nurya have borrowec^ 
t h i s p iece of " informat ion from ^• i ra t -u l - ' ^hayal of Sher Khan 
Lod i , "" 
3 . L a h a u r i ' s Badshah riarri'a, i i . , p .402 
4 , 71?.i 
f>t- c J ^ ^ j ^ j - - . ^. -^^ ^ * r*^^' ^'^j^*^<^^ 
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by the biographers with reference to 'Abd-ullah Khan, does 
not necessarily make him to be the ooet's benefactor. The 
couplet^in which there is just a casual reference about 
'Abd-ullah Khan Firoz-Jung are a©t only in the context of 
the description of some military cor?iD.?ign in which 'Abd-ullah 
Khan Pir6z;-Jang was one of the three military generals. Those 
lines run as follows:-
"i^  
^.>-^ 
rL-
d-jL (j^  U.^T , j-K-^ > j ' *^  
j j k *- JS.:^^ -j^S *-
i ' •*i ' j i ^ J J"^M * ^ •AP%.*3 A.* 
v^ii.a- i<3ir<^ «'!•-*• i ' j i J 
*- * 
T , ' ' It .' ' 
< _ . „ ' 
In fac t , th is eulof;izlng mood continues v^en oudsi 
g l o r i f i e s , in thoc-t;^few l i n e s of the ca;ie riiathnavl, another 
valorous chief, Khan J:ihan, exerc ls ine no discri^i ination 
betv;een hi*i and "Abd-ullah Khan ? l roz-Jang . Thirdly, the story 
which has been widely v/rit ten by memoir-writers, and wliich 
sneaks in high terms of Abd-ullah Khan's l av ish act of 
generosi-y towarc^s Qudsi, apparently looks fa l se and 
1. Zafar-Rama-i-Qudsl, Aligarh Fs . p,352 
See under the t i t l e , • «J--U5jU^..^ u-*«—^ J^ *<Ol:L«,i-)» 
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f i c t i t i o u s . However, those statements are reproduced below 
in which some kind of a f f in i ty between 'Abdullah FThan and 
Qudsi i s establi«?hed. Iffir Afdal Surkhush wr i t e s : ^ 
T J ^ U J ci-ftX.j cu^Lfti j^-> *\y- J j j «->-j C*-"-^  ^. L> u'tr?" *^- * * L ; ^ i ' 
g 
"her Khan Lodi states as followsi 
More or less the same story has been copied and repeated 
by -'AiTr^yn Dost, Ylr Ala-ud-Daula, Kishan Ghand Ikhlqs, 
Husayn Qull Khan, and Sabah-uddin Abd-ur Rahman. Scane 
1, Vide Kalimat-ush-Shuara, Aligarh Ms. fol.4ia. See also 
Saflns-i-Bekhabar by f.j!^ at-ullah, ?^ arw*-i-7i^ ad by Azad 
Bilpra?i'il and Makhzan-ul-Gharaib by Ahmad 'All Hashlml, and 
Ihu|al*-ul-Afkar by Abu |5lib. ' , 
2, \*ia*e rirst-ul-Thsyal, Allrarh Fs. fol.24'' 
3, Vide Tadhkira-i-^usayni, Tadhkirat-ush-Shuara, Hameshah 
Bahar, Nishtar-i-Ighq and Bazm-i-TTrnuria, respectively. See 
also 'Banklpur cat; lii (Persian poetry) p.75. 
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judicious authors l i k e i |hah- i -Xr^ in h i s MaJtna-un-Nafais, 
Azad Bilgriml in h i s Sarv7-i-"zad, Sayf-uddin Wuhamraad In 
h is Fanus-i-Fhayal and Haydar '|u?!ayn of Delhi in bis Tadhkira-
i-Shuara-l-Madiah hsve not made any reference to t h i s un-
authent icated s t o ry . Another point which makes i t a l l the more 
unsound i s thnt not a s ingle l i n e of the Qasldah that brought 
so much of reward and honour for Qudsi has been quoted by any 
of such a u t h o r i t i e s . All these fac t s put together deny Abd-ullah 
Khan Piroz-Jang the place which has been ^iven to him by 
various authors . As for Qudsi 's beinp; introduced to Shahjahin 
through Abd-ullah Kjian Firoz-Jang, we hr;ve no def in i te in te rna l 
or external testimony. I t may or may not be a r e a l i t y . 
STAY AT THB ROYAL COURT OF SHA^ 'JAHATT. By v i r tue of being a 
royal panegyrist and court poet , Qudsi rriostly l ived under the 
benevolent care of the emperor. He seems to have v i s i t ed other 
places also such as Lahore, Delhi , Agra, Burhanpur, the Oeccan 
snd Kashmir, but the d e t a i l s of his v i s i t to these places i s 
not known. I t i s , however, c e r t a in tha t he had v i s i t ed Kashmir 
v/ith the king, in A. 1.1043 and vers i f ied several poems while 
on the way to TTashmlr and a lso during hi? stay there for 
three rconthsl From h i s ovn verses in p ra i re of A.gra i t appears 
1. Rieuj B r i t i s h Fuseum c a t . l i , p.684, Abdul Fuqtadiri 
Bankipur c a t . H i , p.75 Qasi'^ i lasirj; Buhar Library ca t , 
p.286 C.A. s torey 'Pers ian L i t e r a t u r e ' , sect ion i i , p.568. 
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tha t he had gone there a l s o . In pra ise of the fa i r -ones of 
Agra he tMras sings,-^ 
« J */< j * ^ "-t" '^ *-! ' -4-^  "* ji * ""?* y -^ * ^ f^ -" ^ j *^J^ 
u'^'-'-^^ u^ U J ^ J-5-U, (J >u* * ^^ -j-^^ (J !;->-*• — l ; '^ J-:-', jv ^ 
From sofTQ other sources it also appears thst during his 
stay in India he had settled down at Lahore, This clue has 
been furnished directly by Sy^d Haydnr Musayn of Delhi, and 
Indirectly by two other authorities whose opinions we shall 
discuss subsequently, Haydar Husayn states as under: 
As for his visit to Burhanour, the same has been 
referred to by Oudsi hiisself, in the follo>?ing fragment," 
w ^ l jj.^ u'^'V-: --h^' *^-J^J *^ * U^J-'. (.,''^>'~J-^ Jb-''j ^A^Cw-* 
1. Vide the mathnawi e n t i t l e d 'Zafar Wgiia-i-QudsljAli^arh Wp, 
Wo,P.A,31, p,395 
2 . Vide Ta^kira-i-Shuara-i-Madlavv 
3 . Vide Diwan-i-Qudsl, Banklpur Ms. No,684 fo l ,282 . 
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LIBERAL AWARDS 'ffllCH OUDsT RBCBIVED ON ?nJKEROUv^  OCvCA'^ IOWS 
FROM HIS PATRON. 
Apart fron his fixed salary or allowance the poet was 
handsomely rewarded on several occasions by v'^ hahjohan. On 
presenting his first panegyric in praise of the emperor of 
India he was awarded, a horse, a robe of honour and Rs.2,000/-
P — 
in cash.' After the festival of Nanroz had been celebrated on 
Igth of Shawwal, A.H.1045, the most memorable day in Oudsi's 
life was 16th of the same month when he v;as x^ feighed against 
3 , . 4 
silver for cornpeeing a Qasldah in honour of the king. The 
honour of the king^ The vulue of that silver amounting to 
Hs.6,500/- waf; given to him." Azad Bilgraml in his Sarw-i-lzad 
and Khlzana-i-Amlrah writes that Qudsl was glso awarded in 
the middle of Rabi,I, A.H,1049 one hundred niuhurs for a single 
couplet, and that in the beginning; of Shavrwal, A.'f.l054, on 
the convalescence of Shahjahin's eldest daughter Jahan-Ara 
Begam (commonly known as Begam Sahib) froTi the serious injuries 
1, Already referred to previously on wage •*>'=;. 
P., Lahauris Badshah Nar^ a, 1, part 1, pp.444-B; Sarw-i-Szad,p,61 
3. wopt of the v/riter?! have written it as gold, but Sayyid 
Haydar Husayn in his Tadhkira-i-Shuara-i-'^adlah has authori-
tatively i^ entioned that it was 'Zsr-i-Sufaya', and it is 
apparently correct. Dr.Had! FJasan in his 'Kughal Poetry* 
(p.49) has also refuted those viex^ /awhich hold that 'Zar' 
stands for gold. Proving on the basis of the authoritative 
opinion of Abd-ul-HamId Lahauri he believes that'Zar' in 
those days ordinarily meant Silver, the word for gold being 
Zar-i-Surkh. 
4. This Qsgldgh or verses thereof have not been referred to by 
any writer. 
5. Lahauris Badshah Namah, vol. 1, part 11 p.142. 
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caused by the burnlnp-flre, Oud«!l crmiposed a Rubal to feli-
citate the happy occasion and v;as awarded a robe of honour 
and a cash reward of Rs.Sj'^OO/-, The ohly second couplet 
of this Rubal quoted by Kir Afdal Sar^chush, Azad Bllgraral 
and ''adl-1-All Hian runs as follows: 
The authors of TIifihtar-1-Ishg and Bazm-l-'^l'Turlya have asserted 
that It was a Qasidah and not a Rubal which Qudsl had composed 
on the occasion. But Abd-ul-'iamld Lahauri and ''UKhainmad Sillh 
» « • 
have not pointed out whether i t was a Oasldah or a Rubal. The 
author of Ba27n-1-Tirnurlya has s t r i c t l y followed the remark 
of Mtr Afdal Sarkhush; and in t h i s connection has made a very 
confuting s ts tement . He says tha t gudsl composed the said 
Rubifi when Jahan-Arii was ser iously Injured by the b^rning-f l re . 
3 -^ •^ -' 
Hi? statement runs as follows: 
Describing Jahan Ara*s convalescence under the account of 
1. 7ide pp.61 and 377 respec t ive ly ^ ., *«, ^ 
2 . Vide Kalimat-ugh-^huara; Farw-i-Azad nnd K'hizana-l-Ainirah 
and Taahkira-1-Bustan-l-Be-^hlzan. 
3 . See Bazm-i-TliRuriya, p. 178-9, 
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^ 1 
A.ff. 1054, Abd-ul-^ lamid Lahsurt states as follows? 
Even ^ u^hammad <^ alih has mentioned that it was on the 
occasion of Jaha'n Ari's convalescence (opening days of 
Sha-';wal» A..H.10fi4) when Qudsl was awarded the above guerdon. 
Some authors like Sher Khan Lodi, Husayn Dost, Mir 
Ala-ud-Oaula Ashraf All Khan, Husayn Q\J11 Khan, Kishan Chand 
Ikhlas and sense other modern writers like Sabah-uddin 
*Abd-ur-Rahinan and Shaykh Kohammad Ikram relate an apparently 
unauthenticated anecdote of Shahjahan*s liberality towards 
Qudsi, They affirm that on one occasion for coTsposing a 
fine Qasidah in his sovereign's D*ai«5e poet's mouth was filled, 
3 
seven times with precious jewels. The remar'^  of Sher Khan, 
who seems to have been the earliest source of this information, 
is, however, quoted below: 
^^  ^ 1 jl , J la j^L ^^^ b J^^j -W-^ c^.^> b j-t-Sl Ul - Jl J 
1 . Vide Badshah-WaTTia, v o l . i i , o.4'X) 
2 . 'Amal-i-nglih i i , p.413 
3 . See a lso Sprenger 's c a t , , chap, i i , Persian poetry p,536 
4 . Vide T'irat-ul-Khayal fol.S4» 
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On account of absence of contemporary evidence, Azad Bilgramr 
in h i s Sarv-l-Azad has r l ph t ly refused to admit the va l id i ty 
of t h i s unauthorized statement, l e wr i t e s : 
F i r Afdal Sar'<:hush in his KallTnat-tir-b-nhuara s t a t e s tha t 
on an occasion vjhen a '.ihite elenh'-nt was presented to the 
emperor and yihen he mounted upon i t Ourisi vers i f ied impromptu 
2 the folloxirlng qua t ra in , and received handsome awards, but 
t h i s has been denied by Khafl Khfm in his Funtakhab-ul-Lubab,^ 
v;ho r i p h t l y a t t r i b u t e s i t to Abu Talib Kalim • Narrating 
chronological ly the account of the th i rd year of emperor's 
relgn{.A,:1,1039-401; by*-.1.s t:l°?3e Qu-lsl had not arrived in 
India) ^hafi '^h'^m ' .rrltesj *-. !; ^ <>-*^  'r"- c^!/' *^^ f^v>'' 6 ' 
\ 
1 
2 
.> jU. . - ^ j - * - . 
. Vide 
. C f , 
f o l . 
->>=- u 
-
.41 
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-U-
u;X 
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3 . Vide p.411 
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0TTD5I aiD NOT BSCOMS ^ IWG OF POETS It is generally, yet 
wrongly, held that rjudsl enjoyed the lofty status of Mallk-ush 
Shuara, The reason of this misunderstanding has been aptly 
explained by the cataloguer of Bankipur Library In the following 
lines: 
"The fact that Qudsl and Kalim, both enjoying almost 
equal reputation, lived at the same time in the court of 
Shahjahan, has led several biographers e.g. the authors of 
2 
Riyad-ush-Shuara, Majma-un-Nafais, Nlshtar-i-Ishq etc. to come 
to a false conclusion that Qudsi received the above title 
of ?4alik-ush-Shuar"a from Shahjahan." As a matter of fact he 
never became the poet-laureate. Even reliable contemporary 
writers like Amina Qazwini and Abd-ul-Hamid Lahauri have made 
no reference about the poet's said title. The most convincing 
explanation, in this connection, has been furnished by Kuhammad 
Salih in his Amal-l-Salih in which he writes as follows, under 
the account of Abu Talib Kalim.' j^j--- r) ^  "J*^ i"-J^'~J^ -*-*:j 
C-' 
1. Vide Descr|)ptive c a t . i i i , Persian poetry, p.74 
2 . Including those of Kaliraat-us,h-Shuara, ^ ' i rat-ul-Khayal , 
Muntakhab-ul-Lubab, Mirat- i -Aftab Nuroa, Tadhklra- i -
l^usaynl, Makhzan-ul-Gharaib, Natai j-ul-Afkar, Khula^ah, 
Takmilat-ush-Shuara, fadhkirat-usli-SJbuari, K^ulisat-ul-Kalim, 
Tadhkirah, Bazm-l-TimtSriya, Armughan-i-Pak and T.W.Beale's 
•AnOrienta l biographical d ic t ionary* . 
3 . 7ide Amal-i-Salih, i l l , p.402 
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The parallel statwnents on Qudsi and Kalim occuring in 
Muhaumad Sadlq's Subh-l-Sadiq also prove that it was 
Kalim who "became king of poets, and not Qudsi, Writing in 
A.H,1047 Muhairaiuid Sadiq clearly states about Qudsi, 
And about fCalim, the poet l?:iureate, he writes: 
The authors of Rlyad-ush-Shuara (fol.359), Taknllat-ush-'r" 
Shuara (p.488 under the account of Kalin) and Armughan-1-Pak 
(p»58) erroneously '.jTite that after the death of Qudsi Kalim 
beca^ Tie the poet-laureate. The fact Is that K^ alim was made 
poet-laureate in the life time of qudsi and not after his death, 
Mirza Ikla-ud-Daula Ashraf Ali Khan has gone too f,?.r to des-
cribe a very funny and incorrect episode about the conferment 
of the title of Malik-ush-Shuara on Qudsi. '-/hat he says is 
to the effect that at the time of conferment of this title 
Kalim requested Shahjahan to send for Qudsi from Iran as it 
was he (Qxadsi) who was the deserving fellow and not hiraself. 
2 
He writes* 
4-: \j -JS v-jLs tijijL C/^ir"" *Lt #L ^-> *L J L <5 ^ ^ j ^ ^ w U i j I * 
H 
1. Tide Aligarh Ms. fol .507 
2 , See Tadhkirat-ush-Shuara, Rampur Ms, p .313 . 
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The author of Natal3-ul-Afkar corrmltts another error by 
saying that both Qudsl and Kalim sirmiltaneously enjoyed the 
said title. 
Character of Qudsl. There can possibly be no controversy 
about Qudsl*s very high character as a man. He ccwimanded resjB-
ect of every one with whom he came in contact, not because of 
his literary attainments only but also because of his noble 
disposition. He has been highly praised by the authors of 
Amal-1-Sallh, and the Badshah-Namas, equally for nobility 
of his character and prominence as a pood poet. In contanporary 
2 
sources of information' vhere there are parallel accounts 
of Qudsl and Kallra, qudsl enjoys fore-raost place in descrip-
tion even over Kalim, the Icing of poets at the Imperial court. 
F,ven Abu Tallb Kalim (who was his compatriot poet at the court, 
and who seems to have been closely attached to Qudsl) has given 
a hiphly favourable, admiring and regardful estimation of Qudsl 
in his elegy written on the latter's death. It would be no 
exaggeration to say that among all the poets of Shahjahan's 
time the respectful position and honour which Qudsl held was 
unique. He was noted for his refined Planners, vertuoupness, 
godliness and piety. When these noble Qualities be combined 
with his literary merits and achlev^ients fee presents himself 
as an ideal man. In fact, all that was good and loveable in 
his character v/as the result of his long association with a 
1. See accounts of both Qudsl and Kalim 
2. Special mention may be made of Amlna Qazwlnl and Lahaurl's 
Badshati-Namah, Amal-l-Sallh and Subh-i-SIdiq. 
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purely religious and holy environment. His sense of duty 
towards morals, his religious and spiritual tendencies helped 
him to inculcate in himself amiable features of human character* 
While in the midst of advers'ties and misfortunes, afflictions 
and miseries, he always showed a keen sense of contentment, 
and his poems bound in such allusions v/here Qudsi is found 
reposing in the happy reflection that the spiritual affinity 
with the Imam is the greatest source of gratification to his 
soui against all adverftltles. 
However, Qudsi has been mianlmously praised for his 
good character by contemporary as well as later auttiorities. 
Some selected views are adduced below to give some idea about 
Qudsi's character. Amina Oazwini states: 
2 
Abd-ul-Hamid Lahaur i commends him as below: 
Muhammad S a l i h Kambu, whi le g iv ing a very high e s t i m a t e of 
Qudsi»s poe t ry a l s o h i g h l y speaks about h i s c h a r a c t e r i n the 
fol lowing way:"^ 
1 . Badshah-Namah, (Appendix) Rampur Ms, Wo#2091 
2 . Badshah-NamSh, i i , p .351 
3 . Amal -1-Sa l ih , i i , p . 3 9 7 . 
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For sweetness of his temi^r, greatness of character, 
amiability of disposition, piety and courtesy in manners he 
has been Justly conimended by Taql Auhadi in his Arafat, who 
1 
writes as belovu 
""""-^ o* "if* J "~*** "^  
Tahlr Fasrabadi makes the fo l lovin? statement* 
Agha Ahmad Xli \irtiile quoting the views of Tahir Nasrabadf 
about Mulla Shayda (another poet of Shahjahan's reign^) se t s 
for th a high est imate of Qudsi*s noble character in the 
3 followinp l inesJ 
RELIGION There e x i s t s no c l ea r a l lus ion about -ttie r e l ig ious 
be l i e f s of Qudsl» There are ce r t a in presumptions ^ i c h t e l l us 
4 
that he was a member of^Athna Ashariya sect. There exists 
i \ 
1, See Arafat, v o l . 11 , £ol,596» 
2 . He has been dea l t with under Chapter IV, •Contemporary 
p o e t s ' , 
3*. Vide Haft Asman p,138 
4 . Ibn-i-Yusuf Shirazi ( c a t . of the perslan MSP. in the 
Library of Ma3 l l s - i -Sh%ra - l -Mi l l i , Tehran) holds with 
conviction tha t Qudsl belonged to Shia fact ion because 
he has shown supernumerary sense of devotion to Ha(|rat Imam 
i l l Rida by repeatedly glorifying him in his eulogiums. 
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a story (although not very well grounded) which shows him 
to have been a staunch shia. This story finds expression in 
the words of Kishan Chand Ikhlas as belows 
Fadl-Ali Khan has also written the same story. There is yet 
another clue which, although not a final verdict, goes to 
strengthen, in some measure, ttie presumption under iiscussion. 
In a line of a Qasldah addressed to his spiritual guide 
Qudsl makes the following retnarlc: 
It can be deduced from this line that like every other 
other Shla he also believed that Hadrat Imam All Rlda was 
s 
poisoned. 
Apart from these , no other express testimony can 
possibly be traced to give a decis ive judgement regarding 
p o e t ' s f a i t h , 
DEATH, There are numerous versions about the year and place 
of Qudsl*s deatti but c e r t a i n l y none i s as r e l i a b l e aad authentic 
1, Tide Haroeshah-Bahar, f o l . 70 
2 , Vide Bustan-i-Be-Khlzan, p,314 
3 , Ylde Dlwan-l-Qudsi, Allgarh Ms. Fol ,38* 
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as t h a t of AlJu T i l i b Kalim according to vfiimn fudsi died a t 
Lahore, A.:^«1056. The death year A. .105r. given "by Aim T i l i b 
Isfahan! In h i s memoir Khulasat-ul-Afkar^' i s vrpong»' Abd«ul» 
Ismid Lahaur l ' s Infor^nation In t h i s connection, I s a b i t 
more d e t a i l e d . He suf^Rests not only tl e year and place bat 
a l so the month ani cause of 3udsi*s dea'Ui* Writing down the 
4 
events of 1s t of Habi IT he mentions as follo\Js: 
Li^LJl^l->j J ^ ^ l ^ - " ! A-^lt *- w o < i l - i j L u l ^ UT «x; , j i ^\J\ i^ijjjl^.j^ o»j!P 
As I t appears fro'^ the above state«ient, t! e poet ac tua l ly 
died a t Lahore in the month of Habi I , A. F,1056, Kost 
probably towards the end, on account of d iar rhoea . 
Oudsi not only died a t Lahore but was a lso buried tt^re 
1 . '5^his has been in^turn refer red to and accepted by several 
w r i t e r s such as A^d Bilgrami, Al'a-ud«T)aura, Fadl-'All 10.an, 
•lusayn null ^ g n , )^ll Ibrahim "Khan r h t l l l , '^ utianmad 
nud ro t -u l l l h , Igha Ateod ' l i , P.ieu, ";the, a-id /uSprenger. 
2 . Vide fo l .147 , 
3 . !:theiI.O»L. c a t . i . pp.8a&?3.'iO) i s gravely mistaken to 
have accused fjier ^jmn Lodl, the author of ^'irat-ul-KhayiuL, 
to speak of Qudsl 's deatti a f t e r A.if.1069. The stateTsont of 
Shdr ^h'an beginning j , T . • i • i • 
• • • • j -»Li ^ "^bcf *- u '>«-.^ L<= hj -* r< LA u - i * -
and endingj odi iuJTjs*^ ^ j^ stands for Sjjmijjfhmr and not 
for cwdsl* This a s t e haff'^eeVi \JTongly adhered to by the 
cataloguer of the Library of '*aj l is- l -Shufra- l -T^l l l i .p .379) 
4. Vide Badshah-rahah, ii, p..*504 
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as is quite evident from the two following couplets of Aim 
Talib Kalimi 
and, 
M4I^ Ala-ud-Daula wrongly believes that Qudsi died at 
Kashmir. 
Apart from •Wie date, there are several conflicting 
opinions also about the burial place of the poet v/hich n ed 
4 thorough discussion. Ala»ud-Daula opines that the poet not 
only died in Kashmir but was also buried there and that 
later on his remains were ta'ten away to Mashhad* ?he writer 
has, probably, put together the views of poet Qhani of Kashmir 
1, Vide the elegy on Qudsi*s death, in the form of a Tarkib-
Band, in Tadhkira-i-Shuarl-i-Madiah, account of fCalIra; see 
also Diwan-i-Kallm, personal Ms, copy of /gha Said Naf'isI 
fol.nil, and also recently published diwan of Qagldas,,, 
Giiazaliyat, Mathnawiyat, and Kuqataat of Abu ^alib Kalim, 
edited by Baydal (Haydarl press, Tehran), 
2. Vide Tadhkirat-ush-Shuara, p.313 
3* Rieu (Br.Museum cat, ii, p,634), while referring to and 
accepting the view of Siraj, (Awadh cat, p.lSl) holds that 
Qudsl spent the last years of his life in Kashmir X'/here he 
died A,H.1056: Further, he states that Sher Kh§n LiSdl in 
his Kirat-ul-Khayal has given A,H,1055 as the year of Qudsi*s 
dea"tti. But the Ms, copy of the same (Mirat-ul«Khayal) which 
has been under my study at the Aligarh University Fss,Ll"teary 
does not speak about Qudsi*s death at all, 
4, Vide Tadhkirat-ushShuara, p,313. 
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and Tahlr of Nasrabad» In a fragment written on the death 
of A"bu Talib 'Kalim the former has pointed out tiiat he (Kalira) 
was buried close to the grave of Qudsl, situated at Srlnagar, 
Kashmir, Mirza Tahir Nasrabadi states that oudsi*s r^natns 
!• It is an authenticated fact that Kalim spent the last 
days of his life in Kashmir, while engaged in wi-itlng 
the poetical record of Shahjahan, and ho finally died ttiere. 
In this connection, Hulla Tahir Ghanl of Kashmir vn^ ltes 
as follows: 
The last hemistich gives, however, A.H.1061 as the date 
of Kalim's death. It is, probably, this fragment of Ghanl 
\7hich has led several later authorities to adhere to the 
fact that oudsi Is buried at Srlnagar, Kashmir, Two dis-
tinguished scholars and v/riters of today namely Ali Agg^ar 
Hiknat, forner Irar^ ian Ambassador in India, in his article 
entitled^\^,.j^|^_^L La c/^i'* (Indo-Iranlca), June, 1957, 
Persian sectfoirp.lf^), and Shaykh ^ ^hammad, Bcr^ (Arrnul|han-' 
i-Pak, p.59) have respectively given the following descrip-
tions about the grave-yard known as *Mazar-ush-Shuara*where 
as they believe, Qudsl is laid to eternal rest. The former 
writes J ^ „ ^ .,' i * i i- « 
^^^j, * ^ - ^ ^ . ( j b ; j i J ^jij^ *^i.j^ojJUjjf. ^--^ ^'•'^-^-hj^Sj J 
J, J ^ i . ^^j«, OS C r ) ^ J.^i4 jj^  l/-i^ ( f ) 
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were transferred to Kasbhad^ -'- In fact, certainty cannot 
be attached to any of these t\iio views. If we assume that 
Qudsi is buried in Kashmir we will have to admit the probab-
ility of Qudsi *s renains being carried away to Kasiirair after-
2 
wards , because, in view of ?ralim*s sound testimony, Qudsi*s 
death and burial at Lahore is certain. However, Qudsi»s 
internment in Kashmir is a verjr remote possibility. As for 
( In continuation of the preceding? page) 
(The htffiible writer of these lines has also idpited the place. 
There is no clear indication about Qudsi»s grave being 
situated there. It appears that the learned writer of the 
above quoted article has drawn the conclusion frcn certain 
traditional beliefs or from Ghani*s fragment which he has citec 
under Kalim's account in that very article. 
Having a similar opinion the author of Armughan-i-Pa^t 
writes* ., 
m 
.^i »_» l i i - jj>B« /-'•=»'. r l ^ -A«*Lu, J ijf KJ~^''^* Jj C7*" 
1. Vide h i s Tadhkirah, (Tehran ed i t i on , p.225) 
2 . Azad Bilgrami in h is Sarw-i-Azad has Judiciously suiranarised 
a l l the p o s s i b i l i t i e s and he vrrites as belows 
a;l>. ^ j <>.l j a;l j y ^ L - i - j J o.y.a AS «:i-v^ l u^s^"^ -^j^r Jj^»i*j^^ 
* a; 
3 . Apart from the two couplets of Kalira already quoted, the 
following, i n t h i s connection, i s equally important and 
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Tahir Nasrabiadi's viev/ of Qudsi's remains being transferred 
to Kashhad, we have no definite ground to believe, as he has 
committed other chronolok^lcal and factual blunder by holding 
Qudsi as a contemporary and rival Doet with Talib-i-Amuli 
2 
a t the ^fughal cour t . Ful l statement of Tahir i s quoted belowi 
t • « > « 
The above statement has been categorically aftsc^d^d"^ '"'*' ' 
3 
Khan-i-Ar2U and Ali Ibrahim Khan Kha l i l . 
LAST DAYS 0? QUDSI 
Through i n t e rna l source we cc«ne to know tha t the 
closing phase of Qudsi»s l i f e was very d i s t r e s s ing for him. 
He had becwne old and feeb le . The grovjlng gsnersl inf i rmi ty , 
consenuent upon old age and a strong yearning for going back 
to his liome hsd completedly overpowered hira» About his old age 
1- I t appears tha t au i t e l a t e r authors li'^e Lu t t - i -Al i Beg 
Adhar (Atishkadah, Alirarh ?^s. p .73) , 51ddlo Hasan IThan 
(Sham-i-AnTjuman, p .390) , and Ibn-i-Ytfsuf PhfrazlCcat. of 
the Persian Mss. i n the Library of K a j l i s - i - S h u r a - l - K i l l i , 
Tehran, pp,379«30) have taken for granted nasrabadf*s 
view \d.thout s c ru t in i s ing f a c t s . 
2 , ^ a l i b of iUnul \jho became the poe t - laurea te of Jahangir af ter 
Ghazlli of Fashhad died A,H,1036, according to the contem-
porary version of Ha^ i^m of Tabri^,, who in h i s Nafm-l-CJuzSdah 
furnishes the follov^lng Inforniatlon about Tjslib and his 
death, 
wjp JUS J U - J ^ W - ^ I J * , ^l^^_«-i"Jl ''ii-i* w l j i - «-. /.--U, *L- o^-»-^^«»J 
3 . Vide Majraa-un-Wafais and ^hulasat-ul-Kalam,respect ively . 
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he expresses thus in the follox'/lng quatrains s 
As for his earnest desire to return to his native land 
2 
he refers to it in the following quatrains* 
And, 
u">^ Mi>' - ^ ^ T f i - * ^ * c>"-^ '-^'-^ - i j^^ J-* (-r-? f - ^ - ^ j - * 
And, in the follov/ing quatrain which reveals a. true state 
of his mind and feelings, he once again seeks help from 
3 
his lordi 
Lry^ 3 j y j J j j -Jj-t pfc>>il '-r^ » i^.^^ *-. J^ i j p - pv* O-^-^j-i 
Unfortunately the desire v/as never fulfilled. Cherishing 
an everlasting love for his dear mother country in his 
heart, he died in a foreign land which gave hin every thing-
fair renown, honour, wealth and riches, but- peace of mind, 
trj)nquility of heart, and gratification of soul. For a long 
span of more than fifty years of his life in Persia, he was, 
1, Vide Diwan-i-Qudsi, Rampur l-'s. 'To,3484, p.693 
2, IMd PP.R97 and 648 
3, Ibid, p,643 
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unli lcvily, dest ined to have l ived a d i s s a t i s f i e d l i f e and 
iiThen he v i s i t e d an a l ien country anr' succeeded In making 
pood for what he bad not been able to get In h i s oim home-
land, old age, s ickness , and above a l l , i r r e r l j ^ t lb l e love 
for his mother-land, made h i s l a s t days cumbursome. I t was 
nothing but irony of fa te and circumstances, 
D-ilSGIuWPEWTS. 
Of the descenden ts of Qudsi , we knov/ about h i s two 
sons xAth c e r t a i n t y , namely Mohammad Baqi r and Abd-ul-Wasl. 
The former about xirhom \^e have a l r e a d y h a d ^ s s i n g r e f e r ence 
on some p rev ious occas ion had d ied a premature death a t the 
age of twenty y e a r s , a t Kashhad, He was p robab ly , Qudsi*s 
e l d e s t son and, as has been expressed by the poe t himself 
in a Qasidah and other e leg ies wr i t ten on his death, Qudsi's 
love for him and gr ief over his t r ag i c piss ing ai'ay knew no 
bounds. Kuha'nmad Baqir v/as already married and also had 
l e f t chi ldren to l i v e a f t e r him, Frcwn other in t e rna l 
(Vide elegy wr i t t en on KubaTtnnad Bao i r ' s death,Diwin-i-
Oudsl,Aligarh Ms. fo l .SS" 
2 . Gf* jiiJjl^ -^-^ Jt^^r*^ •*•• *^/^ * r>-^ '^.--iJJ >:;-^ . *ft/^ w ^ 
(Vide the same elegy fol .36^) ., . . . 
\^ j%f _- ji' 
(Vide elegy on Muhammad Baqir's death, Diwah-i-Qudsi, 
AliPBrh "s. fol.80^. 
^ 
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references made by Qudsi himself I t can be inferred tha t he 
was a lso a t a l en ted poet, snd a keen eulogl??t of Hadrat 
Imam "kli Rida-^, l i k e his f a the r . 
AB for 'Abd-ul-Wasi'» Qud?i»s younger son, we know '.d.th 
c e r t a i n t y tha t he came to India during the reign of enperor 
Aurangzeb and was in the service of Zeb-un-Misa T^ dfjam, 
Auranpzeb's daughter, as tb.e superintendent of Zargar-Khanah. 
Also being a poet he had the t i t l e *Aqdas* as h i s penname. He 
died towards the end of Aurangzeb's reign.*^ 
The author of Tad-i-Bayda has quoted the following 
l i n e of a s'hort mathnawi, co!nposed by A.qdas« 
^JJJs\ 4 jj^. ^JjJ w«Jj Jb J • u>^^ 4« ^U^- O-^ 6 0 - * 
The author of Bagh-i-Maani has a lso referred to t h i s Mathnawl 
of Aqdas and has adduced the same l i n e as above. 
The fac t t h a t he was Qudsi 's son has been nentioned 
by Aqdas himself, with a note of p r ide , in the following 
quatrainJ 
-Uj4^  -^-G *- -i.«- ^Jf^ ^c-..^^ jS * -UL ^U ^>--« .^---^ (^ ;-J^  t > J ' 
Other verses coirsposed by Aqdas and referred to by the 
authors of Bagh-i-KaSnl, Safln.-5h» Suhuf-l-Ibrahiw, Talaailat-ush-
Shuara and Bustan-i-Bekhizan are as follows: 
^ > . a;^  ^ ^ J L L - J i l . Ji; 6>- ^.j^. » r - ^ ' ' ^'^^ ^ " ^ - ^ ^ - * ' - ' ' ^ ^ 
\ . ^ 
(Dii^tj^ii^trds¥; i a i i a r h Ks. fol lse^) 
2« Yad-i-Bayda, Suhuf-l-IbrShim, Bustan-i-Be-Kbizan,Bagh'-l-
Mdini, Saflnali and Ta'tmilat-ush-Shuara* 
3 . Vide Takmilat->us]i-Shuara, Bagh-i«Maani, and Safinah» 
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In addition to these the author of SafInah has quoted an 
another single line which is given belowt 
Abu Talib in his ^ hulasat-ul-Afkar has quoted three 
single verses of three different ghazals and those are: 
JjtijOi^j^"-^ -^"'=r O^ "^"^ J^J * ^ J^- J^ y ^J -^^ ^  ^ ^'J^ 
The style of the poetry of Aqdas, as can he gathered 
from the pattern just presented, resembles that of his father 
and it ajpears that he takes special delight in dealing with 
Kithaliyah a poetical device of comparing and providing a 
fact by other visible and external objects. 
About Qudsi's descendents, Tahir Nasrabiadl has also 
spoken of his two sons and other relations. He states: 
A!5 he does not mention the names, It cannot be said whether 
ho Is referring to Muhammad Baqii- and Abdul '/asi or to any 
other of Oudsf'G son or sonf? besides thape two. 
« 
1. Fol. 254 
2. Vide his Tadhkirah. 
C H A P T E R 17 
C O N T B K P O R A B Y P O E T S 0 F Q U D S I 
A d i s c o u r s e on Qudsi would n o t be complete i f mention 
i s not made about Qudsi *s contet?)porary poe t s who l i v e d i n 
t h e Court of Shahjahan, There a r e many of t h e n . But for our 
purposes i t would s u f f i c e i f , ou t of thein a l l , only t h e s e 
a r e ta^cen up he re v;ho, on account of t h e i r p o e t i c a l a c h i e v e -
ments and t h e i r a s s o c i a t i o n t n c e r t a i n r e s p e c t s wi th OTid-'i 
have been d e a l t wi th i n some memoirs along wi th Qudsi . These 
poe t s a r e : 
Abu T a l l b Kalira 
Abul B a r k a t , p o e t i c a l l y naned Mimlr of Lahore 
Ku l l a Shayda^ and 
Kul l a Tughra of Kashhad, 
ABU TALIB KALIM Foremost p lace i s to be gl'/on to Tal im, 
the poet l a u r e a t e . He was a n a t i v e of lamdan, but bscause 
he had l i v e d a t Kashan for a lonfl; time he liad become famous 
as ' ' a s h « n i . His da t e of b i r t h i s not 'tnown but he had l i v e d 
a t l e a s t fo r seventy y e a r s as i s ev iden t from the fol lowing 
l i n e : 
1 . '' > iC - • I Cl :.- • -- * ^ J , J *-• ,'5 J V t J e * i - i A i ' * ^ ^ ^k jL fe 
I t i s c e r t a i n t h a t he d ied A.'I. 1061 . He niust, t h e r e f o r e , 
/ . 
have been born near about A.'^.992, ''e spent his early 
youth at Shiraz in acquiring education. From there he seems 
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to have come to India for the f i r s t time during Jahangi r ' s 
r e ign , Haji Mulla Kuhammad Sadiq, poe t i ca l ly named Nazim 
of Tabriz in h i s moBolr Nassn-i-Ouzidah introduces Kalim as a 
Kashani, He a l so speaks of h i s ear ly stay a t Shlraz , of 
his journey from Shiraz to Ind ia , of his access to the court 
of Shah Wav/az Khan ths Safa'^ji (son of T^irza Huston Safaid.) 
and of h i s jo in t ing (a f t e r Shah TJawaz Ithan's death) the 
court of Mirza ^*uha'^ ]^ad Shahrlstani \-jh.o u'as then a t Gcllmnda# 
Ilazlni a lso speaks about Kalira's re turn to Iraq in A,H.in28 
and h i s meeting with him a t Isfahan, TTalini proceeded towards 
India and he moved to Macca. Pull statement of :^azim runs 
2 
as follows: 
C^\ ^ ^ \ju^ ^i^j.jl.^jjtM-^ u^'^j^y ' ^ —yj^ -*-^. ^^' ^JJ^ u^*-
! • This whole information i s based on Dr.Airir "lasan Abidi*s 
a r t i c l e e n t i t l e d 'Abu Talib ICalim oi' Kashan*, Indo-Iranica, 
September, I'^S?. 
2 . 7ide JTaan-i-^uzidah, Aligarh ^ s . To.920/23 fo l ,186 . 
* * i j -A^ {^ 
AMLAM 
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On his arrival in India, Kalim had at first joined 
Jahangir*s armies on some very low rank but because he 
was quite inexperienced and simply a "beginner both in 
practical affairs of life as well as In poetry, he could 
not prosper and, consequently, the oeriod of his youth had 
been unhappy* About this he writes: 
While on his way to Joining the court of Shah Mawaz Khan 
at Bijapur, he was arrested on the suspicion of being a 
spy and was for sometime imprisoned in the fort of Shahadrak. 
While he v;as returning to Iraq he was of a honvy heart arid 
his reluctgoice to leave India is i/ell oxprersed in the 
folloTfing fainous lines which he had coniposed at the time 
of departiure: 
\j J*.^.^ c'L'-iht 0-^^j -^b^ ^ * f^^*^ ^^ .^ uH> Oijj j»^A^^I 
As already pointed out In the words of Nazi-: of Tabriz, 
Kalim could not resist the temptation of cor.ing back to 
India once again. He joined Shahjshsn's court after the 
1, See Dr.Abidl»s article, Indo-Iranica, Sept. 1957. 
2. The author of ^ hulasat-ul-Afkar is mistaken to have 
'.ribttten that he ca'ne hack to India during Shahjahan's 
reign. In fact, when he had returned fron Iran in 
A.;!.1^ 30 it was still Jahangir*s reign. 
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latter*s coronation in A.H,1037, probably between the 
period of A.H, 1037 and 10^. As for the preceding period 
he was x^ lth Mir Jtonla at the Deccan and it was, probably 
through him that he could have access to the Snperor's court. 
Shortly afterwards, he was made the poet-laureate. Khafl Khan 
2 
vrrites in h i s Kuntakhab-ul-Lubab tha t when a white elephant 
was sent to the emperor as a token of p resen ta t ion , he was 
much pleased to see i t and named i t as ^^ajpat, 'Jhen the 
Emperor mounted tha t white elephant as a joj'^  r ide Kalim the 
poe t - laurea te composed and read out impromptu the following 
Rubai* on tha t occasion and '..'as rewarded by tho 5«ing. The 
Rubai in auest ion i s quoted belowi 
On the occasion when the king of Turkey reproachingly 
auestioned the lifeperor for adopting the t i t l a of Sliahjahan, 
(king of the vjorld) v.'hile he was only 'king OL I n d i a ' . Kallm 
put hin in cheer by arguing tijsrt oince the nu.iorical values 
of the viorris Hind (Tn;iia) and Jahan (the world) vere qual 
(59 and 5f->) the "^peror was j u s t i f i e d iti call intr him ' t he 
king of the world.* The l i n e composed by Kallm i s as followsj 
•^J^^ cr-'l-v-- *L; wLx;- 1^  sj: * .:^ l i ;^j,- •> >^ ^j u'<^^-^^ 
1. Amal-l-Salih, iii, p.402 
8. Vide p.4ll(accounts of the third year of Shahjahan's reign) 
3. This has been wrongly attributed to Qudsi by Kir Afdal 
Sarkhosh in his Kalimat-ush-Shuara, 
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The ESiperor sent the same line^ in reply to the king of 
Turkey and weighed the poet laureate against silver.^ On 
numerous festive occasions, such as Nauroz, weirding ceremony 
of the king, and his coronation on the peacock throne, Kalim 
wrote laudatory poems and was handsomely rewarded. On the happy 
occasion when Id and Nauroz had luckily coincided and the 
Emperor had returned from Kashmir to celebrate his coronation 
on the peacock throne he was weighed against silver for 
composing a Qasidah, in A. U1044, and the value thereof 
3 
amounting to Rs«5,500/- was <^ iven to him,* He again received 
Rs.1,000/- and 200 gold muhurs in A.H,1049, and 200 gold 
4 
muhurs in A.H.1055, Later he was entrusted by the ^peror 
with the task of writing poetical Badshah-HaTiah,^ Writing 
g 
in or in the vicinity of A,!T.1047 Qazwini in his Badshah-Nama^ 
states as followsi 
" jj^. OAI^*- *1C.J (.1*- J>j*» /•U;! 
1. This line has been written thus in Nlgaristan-l-Pars 
(p.186)I 
2. Natalj-ul-Afkar, by Qudrat-ullah. 
3. Mshtar-l-Ishq, p.1151 
4. lahauri's Badshah Namah, vol.1, part 11, pp.83-4,and i/O'l.ii, 
pp.420 and 468. 
5. Amal-1-Sallh ill, p.402 
6. Rarapur Ms. No.2091, Appendix p.375, 
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It means that by this tlme( i.e. A.H,1047) both Qudsl and 
Kali'Ti were simultaneously engaged In composing poetical 
records of Shahjahan's reign and that the work v;as still 
in progress, and had not been completed when Kalim took 
permission from his sovereign to go and settle down at Kashmir 
and complete the Badshah-Nainah there. The inforraation furnished 
in thiP connection by Muhammad Salih goes in the following 
1 
way I 
^ T I; j^_ **L'-a.L* J L j,iu v^ :-^ - «- ^-i«">- , ,--i5l .^.>UI v^-^ .^^-
As is obvious from the above he died in Kashmir, The 
chronogram which gives A#H.1061 as the year of his deatii is 
written by poet Ghani of Kashmir,* According to the state-
3 
ments of Ghani and the authors of Natai j-ul-Afkar, N i sh t a r - i -
Ishq and Sham-i-AnJuman, he was buried in Kashmir close to the 
1 . Vide Amal-i-Sallh, i l l , p.402; See a lso Farais-i-Khayal, 
Tadhkirat-ush-Shaura and Nish ta r - i - I shq , 
2 . The author of Mirat-ul-Khayal x^rongly s t a t e s t ha t he died 
in A.H.1062. 
3 . Cf, the following l i n e s of his fragment wr i t ten on Kalim's 
deaths 
Dr.Abidi In h is a r t i c l e on Kalim(Indo-Iranica, SeptrL957) 
prec i se ly wr i tes tha t Kalim*s death took place on 15th 
Dhil Hi j jah , A.H.1061. 
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grave of All Quit Sallm of Tehran.^ 
While In Kashmir Kallra received regular allowance from 
his king. There he also enjoyed the benevolent as well as 
literary and Intellectual company of Zafar Khan Ahsan, the 
then governor of Kashmir. 
Kallm enjoyed love and favour of the king as well as 
that of other contanporary poets, excepting some like Shayda 
who envied him because of his high status and poetical 
accomplishments. About those who maliciously criticised his 
2 
poetry, he thus writes in a poetic way. 
As usual, Kallm has l^en highly praised by the author of 
iteial-1-Salih in the following words: 
CK^J f.-.'~i—**J •—*'-«^  :^  SjLf- J 4j/i.i-' vJJj 0**« 
The author of Khulasat-ul-Afkar gives the following estimates 
1. The luthor of Nl§htar-i-Ishq correctly repudiates the 
opinion of Sher Khan Lodl who writes in his Mlrat-ul-Khayal 
that Kallm*s grave is situated in one of the villapes of 
Lahore. 
2. All these statements are based on and derived from Dr. 
Ibidi's article, Indo-Iranlca, September 1957. 
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The author of Rlyad-ush«Shuara writes: 
Shibli in his Shir-ul-Ajam^^ has made a critical and compreh^i-
sive study of his poetry, and has separately dealt vrith every 
form vrfiich Kalim has picked up, namely Qasidah, ghazal, and 
Mathnavd.. According to him, Kalim's style resembles Qudsi*s 
in Oasidah-writing, Shibli explains his argument in this wayt 
The above view of Shibli is, in fact, very sound and balanced 
and aannot be nuestioned in any way. The poetic form known as 
Qasidah was on decline. It was the age of the supr^nacy of tbe 
p-hazal. The traditional as well as technical beauties of a 
Qasidah were so completely rendered by Urfi and Paydi that 
there was left very little scope for any further improvement 
on that. 
1. Vol. iii pp.190-208 
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The main achiev^nent of Kalim's poetry In 'originality 
of concept* and it is found in panegjrrics, odes and couplet 
po&ns equally. Under this head Dr»Hadi Hasan has ouoted 
following lines as specimeng 
J * . ^ *.; 
Undoubtedly, Kalim's main f i e ld i s Ghazal. Shibl i bel ieves 
t h a t ghazal -wri ters who preceded him such as Ur f i , Naz i r i , 
1 . See *Mughal poetry• pp.27-28* 
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Talib-.i-2ffiuli, Wahsi and Mayli had enriched their ghazals 
with different peciillarlties of their own such as philosophy 
pure lyricism, and beauty of metaphors, but Kallm's ghazals 
possess all these beauties COTibined together, but the most 
dominating feature in which he has specialised is the same 
•originality and novelty of concept* which has Just been 
referred to above. Shibli further rtanarks that another salient 
feature of his poetry is Mlthallyah which tfas, in fact, orl-
2 glnated by him and no body else. 
There is a marked display of local colour in his 
poetry. He has used many Hindi words i^ itch bespeak of his 
interest in Indian culture as well as indicate the inter-
mixture of the two languages. It also proves the influence 
of Hindi Language over Persian and the susceptibility and 
flexibility of the latter to welcome and digest foreign 
element. Shibli has quoted eight verses in each of ^ Ich a 
Hindi Hord has been used. These words are: 
Shibli does not approve of his Mathnawis. He is of the 
opinion that it had since long gone into a state of 
degeneration, and, therefore, Kallm too has not been able to 
make any distinctive mark in that field. He rather calls 
his mathnawis of a low standard. But Muhammad Husayn Azad 
1. Although, as Shibli thinks, those lack lyricism, and this 
Is correct.' 
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in his Nigiarlstan-l-Fars^ wr i tes tha t Kalim has composed 
scane very f ine mathnawis on several topics such as pra ise 
of Akhar-Abad (Agra), famine of the Deccan, Kashmir e t c . Kalim 
has a lso given a f ine and fa i th fu l desc r ip t ion , in a mathnawi, 
of prince Aurangzeb*s ccmbat v/ith a furious elephajkt when he 
wa^ only twelve years of age . In t h i s connection he wri tes* 
The chief mathnawl-work on which prea t ly r e s t s Kalim*s 
fame and which i s a valuable h i s t o r i c a l record of poetry of 
the reign of Shahjahan, i s h i s Badshah-ITamah which ccn ta ins , 
according to the author of Bazm-i-Tirouryah,*' chronological 
accounts upto A»H.1046.^ Kalim has a l so wr i t ten various 
fragments and nuatra ins on cotnnon topics such as r i n g , inkpot, 
boat , gun e t c . etc."* I t simply shows his minuteness of observa-
t ion and urge for dealing witii objects of every day l i f e . In 
t h i s respec t he may be ca l l ed to be a revolut ionary poet v;ho 
has , as Shibl i observes, used various commercial terms, 
nanes of several Indian vocat ions , f lowers, and f r u i t s airainst 
1. Vide p.186 
2 . Vide p.183 
3 . The author of Bazm-i-Timuriyah s t a t e s t h a t Kalim cesnposed 
the said Mathnawi in imi ta t ion to Qudsi 's Zafar Nama-1-
Shahjahan which contains accounts upto A.H.1047. But from 
Amina oazwini*s remark i t appears tha t both Qudsi and Kalim 
were simultaneously engaged in vn:'iting two independent works, 
and qu i te apparently both the poets were cotmitted to th i s 
task under Shahjahan»s orders simultaneously. Moreover, i t 
i s meet to point out t h a t Kalim joined the Court e a r l i e r than 
Qudsi. 
4 . Shlrul-Ajam, i i i , p.190* 
u 
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the traditional practice of other Iranian poets who flourished 
in India. 
Every authority on Kallro has spoken of him as being 
a man of good nature and noble character, Dr.Abidi in his 
2 
article on Kalim statesi 
f . 1 - u I -iof, <U "i ' - i , " ' X i »^-:;-=»- /-J I I 
Qazwini vrr l tes i ' " ^4-- *-* 6 ^.y^-^^-^ ^ c-^ «-: *^v>i/^ "' t>i 
n 
In fact he very much resembled Qudsi in character and it was 
probably due to this similarity and harmony of natures that 
both of them seem to have been not only acquainted but also 
on very good friendly terms, with each other. It also appaars 
that both Qudsi and Kalim enjoyed each other's company very 
frequently, and both of them recited their poems as a good 
pastime. To give a true picture of the relations ^ *rtlich existed 
between the two, of respect and sense of admiration which Kalim 
had for Qudsi and his elevated poetry, and finally, of his 
5 
h e a r t - f e l t gr ief over Qudsi 's death the e n t i r e t ex t of the elegy 
1. Shlrul-Ajam p.190 
2 . Indo-Iranica Sept.1957 
3 . f ide Badshah-Namah, Rampur Ms.No.2091(appendix p.875) 
4 . The author of T^akhzan-ul-Gharaib i s mistaken to have ca l led 
Kalim a pupil of Qudsi. The misunderstanding i s probably 
due to the fac t thot In h is elegy Kalim has, more than once 
termed Oudsi as ,^ _^  jli«,l simply out of r e spec t . 
5 . For t h i s elegy, syeaccoun t of Kalim in Tadhkira- i-Shuara-i-
MadiahCHabibganj Ms) and recent ly published dlwan of Qafidas, 
Ghazaliyat, MathnawlySt, and Muqattaasit of Abti Tsl ib KalJffl 
(Contd. on next page) . 
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written by Kallm is reproduced below* 
Cr*--*^  obi"*" *«-<5.=^ j^^  »*Sl^^j c:^ « * l ^ C-'^ T f-*^  w> "*• -*>^ *^  J^i^-^"* 
u^-^ O Us/J *>» ^  J' /^  U ^  J Ai^J « vij^ .*.^  fV"^ J' * ^ '^  r^ ' '^  L* j - * ^ 
j^^,^ jjLto.>-^U;i J-;'»i; 4^iL * ^ J ' * C^—^ tf^-u. :^j-j -J5 '£i\~.^ A^.^ 
- J / I J S - O ^ ' ^ J - " ^ " '^ ^:u^.j^^ tjh * ^ j - u ^1 ^ ^ j ^ , > : J ; u-J f^ f*V t A r -
J ^ \jLi\ UiL ^,-Jti: t j 1 - ^ «-: o-y^ *^ ' ' * *^ J^ eA^"*" >3><' ^ ' t>-*•— y*** " ^ 
(In cont inuat ion of ttee preceding page) 
Kalim(edlted by Baydai and pr inted a t the laydar i Press , I ran) 
I have had the p r iv i lege of making a study of t h i s important 
elegy in a Ms.diwan of Kaliro, belonging to Prof.Agha Safl.d Nafisi 
This long elegy \Aich i s In the form of a TarTcib Band i s 
divided in to nine par ts (Bands) . That which i s wri t ten in 
TacLbl^ira-i-Sfcniara-i-Madiah i s incomplete and contains only 8 
pa r t s and ce r t a in s l i n e s - even in those e ight are missing.There 
are several s c r ip tua l erifors a l s o . The elegy wr i t ten in A^ha 
S^d Naflsi»s Ms. diwan i s , apparent ly , complete and i s divfded 
in to nine p a r t s , each pa r t containing twelve l i n e s . 
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4,^ .^0- xL"jt4i.L- j^.->- j - i j L s - j l • c/v' 0=-^  - i ; ^ *rj-'^^ -i?-. * ^ ^ *«''^ 
1 
-!;>"" I; u-*--"' '-T'k;' c«-^ -/* t,"- .^ ; 
J J j ^ l ^-yr -;iv.?-i:l c-H^^ oL"- *-• f 
•J 
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-r '^ ^ - u AJ> U 4 . ^ I j tl^ir* >- J 
C !/SJ *^ '—4-.,*- j j . ^H^ jj«-»jr» •»>.w * ubLf l (^ La-vjl J t--' " ^ i ^ ^ ^ ** ( J ^ . 
J bJ I i j U L* 2^ y u "^-^  iJ^ ' * ^ ^ * - * i ' <j» Cr".-^ tf J Ui i ^ U- ^ i^i;; *^ 
O i ^ j'iL^ «JiU j j l j l ^ T ^ l i j I * 4iXL* >:-. 
JL^^J j L j t . f l jj^u«^ u*"-*- O k / ^ ^ J * c'-** '-'J^ J ' ^ c T ^ P**^  
.xjS ^ b ^ - J s i - i , ^ I j.^, ( j j ) ; j - ^ i ^ »c:«-^la; j^*>-uU»j ^JU.^I ^f .^i^^I J 4jjy-* 
U j ^ jU^-»y j « J ^ j l i^j->* U o ^ « U * - j ' " i ^ u ' - f 4 _ ^ j ' O*-* - J A L ' 
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j ; ^ »^:> Juj - ^ y j ) * A i j i T ^ J ^ • -tl> *^ V .,;**-^ j L j l (^-i-« J * ^ j ' 
;3 vj «j>-y, j >«< >W I -U *3 - I y ^wu. 4^- * ^^^: I JJ-J- _ -» ju ^j^...i«_^ * - * j l^-i L ^ j ^ I 
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^^_^^•JMt t -^JJA, ._2J j ' " i * ^ " i»* «i>* > ^ /kJ^ 
•L^ j j L?^ u»j>»« _^ (J I j I t^ t* U ^ U.M J * "^ «j? J> > _ / - *^ ( ^ *< ijf—^ (j • 
I t I s very cmrious ttiat the three l i n e s which occur in the 
beginning of the fourth Band of t h i s elegy have been also 
quoted, with slif^ht modificat ion, by Muhammad Salih whll© 
he deals with and mourns the sad demise of h is sovereign, 
Shahjahan, These l i n e s , atanding for Shahjahan, arej 
^j^ ^, jx^ ) pftLt *i ' j j^ o^ji^ • j j / ^ ji" « J J U ^ 1 c«i]^ j j j J 
->J> y<'j-f 
J j j ^ . 
rs»'1 i^ji ' *-; 
dl? * ^ m^f'^ 
*5 
«J 
/ .^ 
>ir-. 
- l 
> ' 
1. Vide Amal-i-Salih, i l l , p,356 
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ABUL BARAK AT, POSTICALLY fTAMSD ?^ TNIR OF LAHORE. 
Another distinguished poet was Abul Barakat, Kunlr, 
He was son of Maulana Abd-tjl-Hajld of ?^ltan, and was born 
at Lahore, Muhammad Salih, with his usual floridlty of style 
and verbosity of x^ ords has spoken in high and commendable 
terms about Munir's poetry. This he O'uhammad Salih) did not 
do only because of his intimacy *ii?lth Abul Barakat since 
p 
boyhood, but surely because Abul Barakat really deserved 
such commendation, Munir was, beyond doubt, one of the most 
talented and -ifted literary fiejures of his day. Although he 
hailed from Lahore, he was superior to and could surtmss, 
through his literary gifts, mar^ Iranian poets and men of 
letters. He was equally unique in prose and poetry. For some-
time he was in Bengal in the service of Sayf Khan (the 
governor) i^fith his brother Abul-Fa th, Durln?^  his stay there 
he wrote a mathnawi, in praise of Bengal, and a prose work 
entitled 'Karistan*. His other prose works are the Ruqqaat, 
commentary on the Qasidas of TJrfi; and a roenoir of Indian 
poets," 
1, Vide Amal-i-Salih, i i i , p,355 
2 , Ib id , i l l , p.409-410. 
3 , Annughan-i-Pak p,57 
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Munlr died at Agra, unfortunately, very young on 
Monday the 7th of Rajab, A.H.1054, His body was takan away 
to Lahore, 
His fame chiefly rests on his poetry, He has written 
Qasidas, Ghazals, as well as Tiathnawis, His style of poetry 
is unique, vigorous, and charming, Te has novelty of ideas 
and expression and mostly uses poetical aetiology in his 
verses. 
p 
Some representative verses are quoted belowj 
wli jjL^^ *jL^ T^ jJi^ ^ JL_-JI • ^ U ^ ^^^J J><ji t>»^^J t>'«^  *i—( 
or the following! 
u^ l^ ^ > : - -i->- ^ ' u^y- . -^ --"^  'r^^ «^_- l^- - . ^ J ( . - > -^l-^ -if* -»-./ '-^^ 
or the follo^«ing l i n e s : 
1, Amal-i-Salih l i i , p,410 
2 . This whole se lec t ion 1H made from Ainal- i -Sal ih , i i i ,pp .410-41 
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or , 
o r , 
w..«tf; j,j-«L: i-JLj J.UijU, j».*;>-^^ * ^ * 6 " ^ c;>*" ^ ^ ' i ^ l -^j^j " ^ U c ^ > 
w...-4-jj.;^ j>-r- '*>^-^ •JL**-' (;;^ b ^ ' * jt^ • i ' ' - ' CJ^^- U-^X^ J - * ^ - CT*^- V * ^ 
or the following: 
or , ' 
or the following quatrains 
Munir has a lso w i t t e n a poem as Vuhakimah^(a Judgement 
1, The author of Fanus-l-Khayal w r i t e s : 
j^j^ P * j i - -L-; ^ j p ^ I ' ^ i i " i J u - j J J L T ^ I ^ J W ^ ^ ^ ' J * ^ ^ l ^ l ^ ^ ' •^** 
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poem) *^alla Shaya's poervr in which the latter has criticised 
2 
a panegyric of Qudsl "beglnnlngt "'y 
This controversy between Qudsl and T^ ulla Shayda in which Munir 
was also involved to the extent of v/rlting a Kul-ialcima,"' (a 
judgement poem) has been referred to by several authors." 
1. HuhamT5iad Husayn Azad in his Nigarlstan-i-l''ars(p,151) writtwi 
writes that t!)e nasidah which Mulla Shayda >rrote as a crlti-
cisr?i on Qudsl'f? qasldah was named by him as: *^ 3LJLll «k5" •: « 
S. Oadi AbcJ-ul-Wadud in h i s a r t i c l e j .-i. .i . IK •« ^*| i t 
wri tes as follows: ^ ' « ,, 
3 . Qadi Abd-ul-Wadud in the same a r t i c l e (Kuasir, par t 5,p.170) 
wr i tes t ha t besides I'Ainlr there v;ere o thers also such as 
Mir Abd-ul-Baqi §ahbai as well as Ja la la - i -Tabataba i who had 
t r i e d to refu te the charges brought by Shayda. Referring to , 
and quoting, the statement of Khan-i-laKU in his Majma-un-
Nafais about ?^ir-Abd-ul-Baqi Sahbai, he s t a t e s : 
• ( i- ^ k- ' * * * •-«»-; ...JU _^*^ 
Abou"t'J^ikta' Ire- ^.ftT * l f e ^ : -? tb t^ : ' ^ . i s s f ' " ^ " ^ 
c U . ^iU;^l^>i;«>-l-^:^ 1-^ .»-^Jj .L^i \^ l / ^ X u ^\JV^\ ^^^^: J'i---" 
^\^^J ^b:>i ^ u^-^b^j'^^.jj^ :j^-^'b^^ "^-r A^'^^ -"-'^ u-* ~^LH^ 
4 . SU^rt-^irT.^ut^ci1i'*!'Sallh,'-^hlr Nasrabacfl, >flr Afdal SarichuBh, 
Sher Khan Lodl, Ahwad All Hashlml and o the r s . 
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Such views shall be discussed subsequently in connection with 
comments on yulla Shayda's poetry. At present, we are concerned 
only what has been remarked by ^'unir about the poetical strife 
between Qudsi and Shayda, the nature and scope of his judeefiient, 
and the final decision taken pp by (iim. 
f'^ unir's qasldah which is identical \d.th Qydsi's in 
rhyme and refrain has been reproduced by Sayfuddin in his Fanus-
i-Khayal, Soirie verses thereof are being quoted harej 
I p j 5>4 • jjVi—•» A-ki.1.' -> ^^ I J^ i^ *- • >J "^  >.ii-;.-u/ -^  J ' _ ^ C/i J O""** ^ wvxoA 
U-^j« K/»^' u ^ . r-^ ^ J WV-. * '•'^ jj -»i -i?; c- -^ -" u-*"-*-' ' ' '-*^-*'>* Ojr 
u ^ . 
bj * 
• 1 
Oi J i 
• * » — ^ - t * ' 
J^>-
- > U ' . ' 
i^b L / ^ 
0 ' 
a;! 
"n-to j J 
1 ^ 
1, See Aligarh Ms.:To.920/S5, A? it i« badly damaged by worms and 
ic also water stained, it is very difficult to make out the 
whole of its text. This Qajidah probably in its entirety, is 
/ to be found in Hampur Kss. Librnry, under IJo.3483. It is 
stretched in about ten pages, and has been, perhaps, copied 
from soTje Dlwan of ?^nlr. It is not dated. According to the 
catalogue information it was transcribed by some Fahdi All 
Khan Tahwll-Dar, but there is no mention of the copyist 
anywhere in the Ms. Itself. 
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As i s qi?ite evident , Munir has in the beginning of t h i s Qasidah 
1 
praised Shayda and his poetic sensibility, but as he proceeds 
1. Munir has Included Shayda a^ong those four poets of his day 
who were the greatest and most distinguished. He writes about 
them and Qudsl thusj 
•i*--*'i.A*f 
Thus equal is ing Qudsi with ffir©,Kalim with a i r , and Ilahl 
v/ith water he compares Shayda with T)ust and f^lves the 
following est imate about hiiDS 
(Gontd, on next page). 
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with his arguments he appears to have supported Qudsi, It 
apparently seems thst ^ u^nlr has not done justice to Shayda, 
and has unduly shielded Qudsi. Later he seeros to have writtan 
some quatrains also in which he criticised Shayda and his poetry, 
(Xn contlmiatlnn of the preceding page) 
and again I j ^^\^^^^->i ^jjm , -w^ .. J^IJ -^  i - -J.. <i ^^\ 
""'^IA- crj^-b-^r' -^ -**->^ *t** > "^-^j ^ '^  —'^'' -^Uji pit « ^ ^ j f''-iK **n--
(Preface to Majmu-i^ ^^ athnav/iyat-i-l'unlr, snd his Tulliyat, as 
referred to and quoted in Muaslr part v, pp,170'P.) 
I, It can be due to certain reasons. Oadi Abd-ul-Wadud in his 
article fully ascertains that close relation v/hlch existed 
between T'unir and Jslala-i-Jabatabai, In this connection his 
statement deserves mention: 
-,lj 'if 1^1 j j^j •!/-; i>il « p:jlj -il^  Ji-j -t-- jv^j-- C-r- ^  
It is auite probable that ''u^ ir might hr^vedefended Qudsi on 
account of his close relationship with Jalala, who in turn had 
himself been friendly with Qudsi, and whose Intimacy v/lth hln* 
is well established by his preface which he has written on Qudsi': 
Diwan. We shsll discuss Jalala and his pref'^ ce in the subsequent 
chapter. 
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These aoatralns are: 
and, 
and the following: 
The^e nuatrains which vere probably written after the strife 
had begun s.How >^ unir*s rivalry i-fith Rhayda, and in this con-
text it v;ould be unfair to accept Khan-l-Arzu's vlew^ who holds 
th-st ^ 'unir's judganient is discreet and impartial. Similarly, 
it v/ould be a mistake to take for granted Ahmad All Hashlmi's 
3 
view who writes that in one line of his judgement-poem Munir 
has praised Qudsi, while in the other he has supported Shayda. 
As a matter of fact and after a keen perusal firstly of his 
Muhakiinah and secondly of his quatrains, his partiality is 
fully proved. 
We do not know whether Munir was personally known to 
Qudsi or not but froiD his statement in whicn he hns accorded 
l.Muasir, part v, p.72'" 
2. See •T'ajma-un-r'fafais. 
3. Vide his Kakhzan-ul-^Tharaib, 
4. Already referred to. 
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Qudsi the loftiest position among contemporary poets, It is 
revealed that ho held him in '. igh esteem and distinction. 
FtTLLA SHAVPA 
Te was born at Fatehpur Blkrl, The author of Mlrat-u-
^hayal has i/rongly called him son of one of the Shaykhs of 
Fatehpur, "^f ayda hinself used to say that he descended from 
and vjas a member of Taklu tribe of Iran and t-iat his father, 
a native of ''ashhad, had cone from there but he (Shayda) 
himself wa? born in India. 
Taqi Auhadi in M s Arafat has rr-iptakingly mentioned 
that he was born at Qandhar,'- He flourlr/aod durin? the later 
period of Jahanglr's reign and approximately, upto the middle 
of St:.?:hJDhan's reign. In the beginning he v/as in the service 
of Abd-ur-Rahim Khan-i-Khanan' and thereafter he .joined the 
of Sultan Shahrlyar, one of the sons of Ttoperor Jahanglr.Lastly, 
1, '*a'athir-i-Rahirni, and KhiF.ana-i-A'Tiirah. 
2 , I t i s very curiou? tha t Taqi Auhadi v;ho, according to the 
author of Suhuf-i-Ibrahim, had met Shayda a t A.jmer in A,H, 
10S5 niak;es such a statement, 
3 , The author of Suhuf-1-Ibra Im expressly Tsention tha t Shayda 
joined Khan-l-Khanan's service pt the age of 10, About h is 
ear ly career he w r i t e s : 
I l l 
he became a court poet under Emperor Shahjahan. 
According to the author of Amal-i-Sallh he spent his 
l a s t days a t Kashmir vihere he died tov/ards the middle of h is 
g 
sovereign 's r e i g n . Before dealing with h is poetry reworks of 
ce r t a in wr i t e r s about his character and poet ica l s t r i f e with 
Qudsi are ouoted below: 
The author of Amal-i-Salih wri tes* 
. AjiS t7t~^'-«'•• > ^ ^ - ^ "* '- '«-^' Ais»lj» 
1. Amal-i-Salih, i i i , p.406; ?.uliuf-i-Ibrahim, l i , fol ,466 
8. Tide Suhuf-i-Ibraiira, l i , fo l .466 . The authors of Khulasat-
ul-Afkar and Nish ta r - i - I sho are ce r t a in ly xvTonr to place 
his death in A.'r.1080, Oadl Abd-ul-Wadud(?^ua$lr m r t v,p.l6R) 
cor rec t ly \ ^ l t e s tn^ t he died before the death of Sallrn 
which too'<- place In A.'^.lOP?, 
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Defending Sha lda , the au tho r of Mi ra t -u l -Fhaya l v / r i t e s : 
J ! / # j L j ^j^ »^^-, *l^l ^y^^ ' \jii^\j ,^_^.M^ u^ ^^1*5'ww-ZT j ^ " 
Tahir Nasrabadl L^rltes: 
w^l -s-i^  c-JL?^ <;,U- J»^ *» ^ _-=-L3- *5^  J'-^lj '^^^^J^ c ^ y t/"** **• *^^-^ 
^ _ ^ _., , . ^. . ^ . . ^ * # j j J *;f 
The author of K h u r r 
«JI • * • 'j^y Sj •* J« ^•*>^. L> *«.i/-t** ~ **^ c r ~ ^ •^  *-* ci_* " 
h u l a s a t - u l - A f k a r %rrites: 
1 . From t h i s s t a t ement of the ru tho r of I^irat-Khayal i t I s 
r e v e a l e d t h a t as Shaycia was s u o a r i o r i n p o e t i c t a l e n t 
t o a l l the contemporary poe t s of ohah j shon ' s Court hence 
non-^ had s b l l l t y or courage t o face or to f^ive a proper 
r e p l y t o h i s c r i t i c a l comiDents, Qadl Abd-ul-'.-Jadud har 
refeuted t h i s view and has passed the fo l lowing sound 
(Contd, on next page) 
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The author of Suhuf-i-Ibrahlra \^ r i tes : 
4a;U *; J L . ,_ I < - u ^ Oh)J^ -L»-I _j --u I « «>j< <ia; j J J I * U ^ ^ 
j i ^ . \ c^\^j\ *Jt^ 
Laclhrni Harain Rhafiq in h i s Grul-1-Hana s ta tes : '^ 
-t^ ^ C? • •*/ 
The author of Makhzan-ul-Gharalb, in t h i s connQction writes* 
" w J ^ <JLycJ (Jk/^' CW*^ * - . > * • 
(In continuation of the preceding wage) 
judgement in this connection: 
(Muaslr, part v, np, lF^-7) 
2« Koasir, v, p,153-9, 
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Frora a l l these statements a t l e a s t one thing i s qui te obviously 
d i sce rn ib le . I t i s tha t Shnyda did ce r t a in ly h-^ ve a ctuarrelsoroe 
and pugnacious! na ture , and t h a t he was tewperar^entally incl ined 
to find f au l t v/ith o the r s . Apart frorn Qudsi (about wbose poe-
t i c a l s t r i f e we sha l l discus? subsequently) and K r . I l a h i , he 
had not sT5ared others also such as Ty l lb - i -Aru l i , Amr-ullah 
Tnp.n (son of Hahabat Khan, ^hrin-l-TThan^n), Hakim Hadhia and 
Shaykh Flroz , ^^ ho was Secretary to ?ad-ullah TChati, the wazir 
2 
of hiTiperor Shahjahan • The r e s u l t v;as tha t qu i te na tu ra l ly , he 
was .-^Iso c r i t i c i s e d and condemned in turn by others such as 
r i r IlahiV Jihaykh Firoz''^3nd '»ulla Tughra of f^ashhad.^ 
! • Abou"*: whom ^^ e vrrl tes: 
"'hese verses were not wr i t t en for Abu Talib Kalim as i s 
wrongly ass-^rted by the -author of ^''hi^l-sat-ul-Af^?ar, 
3 , Suhuf-i-Ibrahim, l i , fol ,466 
3 , Amal-i-Salih, i i , p p , ^ 5 - 6 , >^asl r , p?3rt v, DD, 1.56-7, 
(Suhuf-i-Ibrahim, i t , f o l . 466 ) . 
r<« Vide his following frag-^ent in wMch "hayd--: h'-s been 
charged '.rl.th the offence of borrowinp -n'^  stealing 
(':!ontd, on. next p-ige) 
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Shaida was, no doubt, a gifted and prcxsinent po#t of the 
day* He has been praised by the authors of Amal»i-Salih, Suhuf»i« 
Ibrahim and others* The former states: 
L.J *^.x-l *5' ,>-j«j ->j^  c?j>J^l!*^ *-• -'^  *-i^^ ^^ '^^^ -^^ 
<d^ <L. ->>, u;l^ *j>; 1^  Lj-* j.-'-^* *^  |> '-^^ cA>^ ^ ^ ^ ui,^ j *3 o^ t^l «sL 
,ILM,J O-^^ r<^ »S j\j ^ u-.]/i'i d^-^j^ \jjL*.t\ tj^j -^ -^-'-iA c*j*-*-i «-i>-*^  
The author Suhuf-i-Ibrediini gives the following estimatej 
( In continuation of the preceding page) 
ideas from Khurrafti^ y U <k ^ l y ^ I *^^ » o;^ uU, j -> ^ U I Us-i J>. 
^ j «4^. J=^' ->«='^ . L -t-L- * I; j .k; t j i i ^ j xUC.^it—1>^ 
^ j ^ j ; ^ j j> i - ^ j ; -> •J / * ' * f f r ^ t i ' ' ^ '^^'"^^^"^ r ^ (See Kuasir part v , pp.166-6) Qadi Abd-ul-Wadud (Ibid p.l56) 
c l a r i f i e s that in that s t r i f e which had taken place bet%reen 
S^aykh Firoz and Shayda9 the fonner a l so , l i k e Kulla "Pu^ra, 
l eve l l ed the saice charge against hia . 
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Despite his originality and genius in the field of poetry he 
has been criticised by the author of Amal-l-Salih for his 
deficiency in knowledge and learning* There are various versions 
about the total number of his verses* The author of Subh-i-
2 
Sadlq, mentions ttiem to be about a hundred thousand* Taqi Auhadl 
who met him in the year A»H*1025, mentions them to be more than 
f i f t y thousand. Apart frcm Qasidas and Ghasals Shayda had a lso 
wr i t t en a matiinawi in imi ta t ion of and s imi lar in s ty le witti 
Ka3chzan-ul-Asrar of Nizami of Oanja. I t ccMBprises twelve thousand 
4 
verses* 
From the following statanent of Muhammad Sallh it appears 
that Shayda had adopted and appreciated the old classical ityle 
of Persian poetry, discarded new trends, denounced and badly 
crticised ttiose poets i»*io tended to modernity* 
- Jj^ ^  r|/^' o ^ ^^^*«j5i^jl Ai--;l-> rj|l^  c/^-* ^^Iv' *-U-Uj' I - ^ U ^ 
• ( ^_^-lj ) C ^ I J 
1. Cf* • j^. *;li« ^ ^[/•j' " 
2* As re fer red to t^ All Ibrahim Khan Khali l in h i s Suhuf-i-
Ibrahim* 
3* ^ ^ a jma-un-Nafai s• 
4* Amal-i-Salih, i l l , p ,405 | Suhuf-i-Ibrahim, 1 1 , vol*466. 
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It is nuite probable that he would have censured or found 
fault v/ith Qudsl*s Qasidah on tMs very ground. Whether he 
cherished a personal grudge against him is not known* This 
historic and famous strife, in which f?iany were involved, obviously 
started when Shayda criticised certain verses of a Qasidah 
1 
composed by Qudsi, We have not been able to come across the 
2 
whole of Shayda's Qasidah • Therefore only ten lines are being 
3 
quoted below. The first seven lines deal with tie following 
* • • U 
line of Qudsi's Qasidah: 
The eighth line deals with the second line of Qudsl which runs 
as follows: 
The ninth and the tenth lines of Shayda have, hox^ e^ver, been 
written for the fourth line of Qudsi* 
1. As already indicated previously with reference to Muasir's 
version, it begins as: 
ana not as ^ 
This Qasidah i s in pra ise of Hadrat Imam All Rida, 
(Vide niwan-i-Oudsi, Aligarh Ms. fol,13^) 
2 . The author of Gul-i-Ranaiaf referred to in Muaslr, par t v, 
p.160) cur iously and contrary to cornmon version ca l l s i t a 
long Qitaa fragment, 
3 . Kuasir, par t v, pp,l.'33-60. 
J.XO 
The lines under discussion aret 
* 
Contrary to the general belief that Shayda criticised the whole 
Qafidah from the beginning to the end, lChan»l-Arzu»s view appears 
fair and acceptable that Shayda has tried to disclose poetical 
errors in most of the verses*^ This point is quite clear also 
from the above lines. Shafiq in his Gul-i-Rana correctly believes 
that i^ints of criticism are both right and wrong. This fact too 
is proved from the above. 
1. Muasir, part v, p.160 
2. Ibid. 
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Whether Qudsl replied or reacted to these critical 
comictnts in any vsy^ is not at all known* Saae verses of ^hayda 
are, however, cpaoted below to give an idea about the style of 
his poetry. J 
or, 
or, 
^j>^^^ yiA« t>L.j; c?^,>A« i> ujT *^ * «-'t-> *^  p*Jj ^  *-• c> JL.^ *-• c Jj-» i> **' 
or, 
_^^  Lj^ j'L? J -»>.^i;>:^^ Ojr * -J-^J ! ' v ^ O ' cl^-> c ^ - l ' j ' 
or the following raathnawi couplets in pra ise of God: 
^.^-^. 1; u k i J 6k;L» 6^— » u ^ J j -> > -»s-^ > j>jJ -^-^ 
J C J J J ^ , J -x.^ *'bjj-i *'^ * j l l ; J-u- _^  -u^j i j j *^ t>i--«. 
Shayda was also a prose wr i t e r but about his w»rks in t h i s 
f i e ld we have no Inforinatlon, His prose (as i s told by the autlior 
of Amal-i-Salih) was, however. In fe r io r to h i s poetry. He 
1, All these have been ext rac ted frors Amal-i-Salih, 
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concentrated more on r h e t o r i c s and tiius, not caring for beauty 
and jsimpllclty of expression, rendered his ideas ambiguously 
hidden under the garb of r h e t o r i c a l devices . About !'fulla Shayda*s 
prose s ty l e the author of Amal-1-Sallh remarks as follows! 
• -^-Ui l^ .'wl ii-lij! ; -jJ^TjIj «-:>-l ij^^yL«»^ tjU- e^i/" '>>r* *-• Oj*- •*' ^~t^ ''^ " 
>( ,^;-«.* u •^ '*^ " w ^ L ui-U u;>^r»« i^^ J c r ^ J ^Oji^jj ijr''*'^' -y • p^ "^ * 
^_*» J Jail wl^ T j l j -risj^j AS _^;L"-^  ^ T «'i .^ ^^ , l^ ^^ il 0-=*-*" -r%>'^. - -^'* 
^mLLA TUGHRJ^ > 
2 
He was a native of Mashhad, He came to India in the early 
3 
par t of Shahjahan»s r#igii» For sometliBe he vrais with Prince Murad 
Bakhsh, went to the Deccan and v i s i t e d ot^er c i t i e s of India in 
h i s ccanpany. Later he Joined royal s e rv i ce . Like ICalira and 
Shayda he a lso spent the l a s t days of his l i f e in Kashmir, died 
4 
and was burled there c lose to Kalim*s grave* He had a very wtt ty 
amusing, humorous and s a r c a s t i c nature* He has c r i t i c i s e d and 
slandered both Qudsi and Kalia in the following way: 
1. Amal-l-Sallh, ill, p.442 
2* Tahlr Na9rabadl has wrongly mentioned him as a native of 
Qazwinl. 
3* Suhuf-i•Ibrahim by Ail Ibrahim Khan Khalil, 11, fol,555; and 
Khulasat-ul-Afkar by Abu Tallb, fol^lOO* In his another work 
Khulasat-ul-Kalasr, All Ibrahim Khan writes that Mulla Tughra 
came to India during Jahanglr*s reign. The cause of this dis-
parity cannot be explained, 
4, ^ tjuf-i-Ibrahim, 11, fol»55. It means that he must have died 
after A,H,1061, the year of Kallm*s death. 
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Such remarks £?how that because both Qudsl and Kalin occupied 
prominent positions in the royal Darbar, were on various occasions 
a^ Ttply re\«;arded for their Qa^idas by the king, and were men of 
recognised ability, >,were, therefore, envied by contemporary poets. 
But Mulla Tughra seems to have possessed a biting and satirizing 
temperanent for all. He hns not spared even others such as Saib 
and Sallm,-^  He has mocked at several characters and personalities 
2 
ofLthe society. 
Tuf^ hra was a poet as well as a prose-writeri According to 
the author of Suhuf-i-Ibrahim he wrote 32 treatises in prose, 
4 His Diwan contnlns about ten thousand venses. He also wrote a 
roathnawl in praise of Kashmir, and a Saqi Namah in the style of 
Zuhuri. 
1 . Khulasat-ul-Kalam, i i l , f o l . l 
2« The author Khulasat-ul-Kalam has given a l i s t of such mathnawis 
in vjhlcl] he has s a t i r i s e d d i f fe ren t people. The headings for 
ins tance a r e : 
3., Three of such are accessible in Aliearh ^ 'uslim University 
MSS.Library under TTos.Sulay^an S39/72, 346/79 and 387/120. 
4. Suhuf-i-Ibrahim, ii, fol.555» 
CHAPTER V 
W O R K S OP Q U D S I 
Before concluding the present work on Qudsl it Is 
necessary to deal with his poetry in a coraprehensive 
manner and to discuss thoroughly the general salient 
features of his art which has survived to immortalize 
his name. His sole contribution is in the field of poetry^ 
o 
and he has left several Ms, copies of his diwans, of 
panegyrics,ghazalSjTarkih and Tarji Bands, Fragments and 
quatrains. His another chief work is the historical matiinawi 
1, Thomas William Beale in his 'Oriental Biographical 
Dictionary* (plSl) writes that Qudsi is also the author 
of an Insha, but we have not been able to come across 
any such prose work of his, 
2, Mss, of Qudsi*s poetical works are coTmnonly accessible. 
They are found in Khuda Bakhsh Oriental Library Bankipur 
(Patna)j State Library, Rampurf the University Library, 
Aligarh; Habibganj(Aligarh) Library; Buhar Library, 
Calcutta? Asifya Library, f^ yderabad; the Library of the 
Asiatic Society of Bengal, Calcutta, and in other Mss, 
collections of India. There are several Ms. copies of 
Qudsi's works in the British Museum, India Office and 
Bodleian Libraries also, Bven in Iran some good and old 
Ms, copies of his works exist today. We have been able 
to consult and avail of three Ms. copies of his diwans 
at Bankipur Library (nos.607,684 and 685). three at the 
State Library, Rampur (nos.3484,34S5,3486), one Ms, copy 
of the same at Hablbganj Library (no.13-47/149) and two 
at the University Library, Aligarh (Nos.A.S,849/86 and 
Lytton F.I,34). A brief description of these Mss,follows. 
(Continued on next page). 
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in the style of Shshnamah, which mainly describes the war 
exploits of Shahjahan and other contemporary events. It is 
entitled Badshah-Wamah or Zafarnamah. It is either accessible 
( In continuation of the preceding page) 
The Bankipur T'^ p.CTIo.eo?) opens v/ith a Oasidah In praise of 
the prophet and begins ast 
This riaat is followed by pane^rics. Then there are Tarkib 
and Tarjl Bands, ghazals and owatralas respectively. It is not 
dated. Another diwan (!To.684) is also undated but was probably 
tran!5cribed in iBth century. It opens x/ith Qudsl^s Kathnawl 
beginning ass 
Other contents (of the Xil\mn tie,684) are frap^ents, Tuo-^ tly 
written as chronograms on conteiiporsry events in India(fol.282) 
beginning: 
ghaaals and quatrains, (ff.237-330)respectively arranged. Another 
copy (no,685) is also undated. It contains panef^ yrics (not 
alphabetically arranged) in praise of the I^ nan^ s and ^ oeror 
Shahjahan, beginning: 
the naat (fol,90) beginning: 
The Tarkib and Tar.U Bands (including elegies on ^ 'uhanrrjad Baqir) 
and ghazals be?,inningt 
1^ u ; ^ e-*^ e ^ S - - r'->i' r' ""^^ * '-^ " ^ ^ -^ *^  ^^ .uL p i ^ - . U 
the aua t r a ln s , sne the ffiathna\d. beginnin?^: ^ 
Tbore ex i s t s a fine and very neat ly vrritten copy of Qudsl 's 
diwan 0'o.3484) in the H';mpur ^^s. Library, I t i s dated A,H.1162 
and v/as prepared by t'> e c a l l i g r a p h i s t Shaykh -^^ uhawmad Azam, The 
l l lu-^lnat ions are exce l l en t . Ito has in a l l 368 f o l i o s . I t 
(Continued on next pape) 
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In a separate form, or together with other poe'^s In Qudsl*s 
(In cont inuat ion of the preceding page) 
respec t ive ly contains pane=n;rlcs, Tarklb B<5nds, the epical 
mathnawl (In p ra i se of Shahjahan Including a mathnawi In pra ise 
of ^aslTinlr on p ,314) , ghazals , and oua t ra lns . Another ms,(no,3486) 
opens vjith a very onnate preface wr i t ten by Jalaluddln KuhaF.mad 
Tabatabai, in A.H.1048 a t Agra. This Dix a^n begins with the epical 
mathnawi beglnningt 
The pane.^srrics begin \vlth the following l i n e : 
Then there I s a Saql Nsjnah in the form of a Tarj l Band beginning; , 
In the end there are the ghazals and the qua t r a ins . Another Ms. 
dlwan (no.348P) seems to be an abridged one. I t has in a l l IJ^ 
pages. I t contains the naat beginning* 
and se lec t ions respect ive ly of the mathnav/i, the panegyrics,ghazal« 
and Tarkib Bands. The Habibganj T's. apparently seems to be an 
old copy of Qudsl 's worses and i s undated. I t contains a lphabet i -
ca l l y arranged ghazals , the nuatra lns and fragments the panegytlcs 
the e legies mostly on ' i s son Muhammad Baqlr , Tar 'db and Tarjl 
Bands and again s t ry pieces of some fragments. In between panegy-
r i c s , here and the re , one occasionally finds ghazals, Tarklb 
and Tarj i Bands. The Vis. i s qu i te damaged, worm-eaten and water-
s ta ined, but on the whole the t ex t mostly seems to have been 
cor rec t ly t r ansc r ibed . The Allparh Ms. (TTo.A.S. 849/^6) i s f a i r ly 
wr i t ten copy and contains a Naat beginning: 
rJI ^j * I *-. , i 
panGg3rrics, Tarklb and Tarjl Bands, Ghazals and a large number 
of Rubals. It does not have fragmentary poems or a single 
panegyric in praise of Shahjahan. In all probability it was copied 
from that Dlwan of Qudsl which appears to have been compiled in 
Iran. Another Aligarh Ms.(Mo.F,A.34) is merely a selection of the 
epical mathnawi and the ghazals. 
1. Vide the two Allearh Fss. Nos.'^.A.Sl and Sulayman 
776/51 
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dlwans. About the t i t l e of t h i s mathnawl varying opinions e x l t t , 
Affilna Qazwinl terms i t as Badshah-Wamah but Qudsl has himself 
s tyled i t as Zafar-Namah. I t i s not known as to when t h i s work 
was begun but i t i s c e r t a in tha t in the year A.H,1047 Qudsl was 
engaged in Vrlting i t , as i s evident from Amlna Qazwinl's 
remark. This mathnawl was l e f t unfinished. I t i s divided in to 
^ (vide^llR-^rh ^^s. T?o,P,A.Sl, p.3B2) 
The authors of Kalimat-ush-Shuara, Yad-i-Bayda, K'hulasat-ul-
Kalam, Tadhkirat-ush-Shuara and Bazm-i-TiEJuriya a lso ca l l i t 
the •Zafar-Waroah,' Rieu ( 1 1 , p.684)Bthe (India Office Library 
Cat, v o l . 1 p,845-6 and Bodlian Library c a t . par t 1, p,686) 
and the cataloguer of the Bankipur Library (vo l , i l l , p , 74 -80 ) 
a lso give i t the nair'e of Zafar Naroa-i-ShahJahanl and Zafar-
MaTah-l-Shah^ahan Padishah, Some l a t e r biographers ( l i ke 
Khan-i-Ar25u) have named i t as Shahjahan-ITamah, Some other 
wr i t e r s have styled i t as Shah Nai^ ah or Shah-l^lamah-i-Shahjahan 
Padishah. 
2 . Badshah-riamah (appendix) 
r?. See Khulasat-ul-Afkar ( fo l ,147) , Khulasat»ul-Kala!n(fol,l72) 
and Tadhklrah ( o . l 0 7 ) . The authors of Makhzan-ul-Gharaib and 
Rlyad-BBh-Shuara declare t ha t i t was l a t e r completed by Abu 
Talib Kalian but t h i s statement has no t r u t h . In t h i s connection 
see a l so R i e u ( i i , p ,684) , Azad Bllgrami in his Yad-1-Bayda 
and Ala-ud-Daula in h i s Tadhkirat-ush-Shuara have s ta ted that 
for t h i s Kathnawl Qudsl was weighed against s i l v e r , but t h i s 
has not been supported by contemporary evidence. 
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two p a r t s . ^ The f i r s t par t t r e a t s general topics and discusses 
events from the b i r t h of Shahjahan upto his coronation, as well 
as h i s ea r ly career and e x p l o i t s . The second par t , in the <^ ame 
rhyme and cont inuat ion, begins with Shahjahan's coronation and 
the opening l i n e i s : " 
1» I t i s according to the Aligarh *'ss, (Nos.P.A.Bl, and Sulayman 
776/51). The f i r s t par t however, begins asj 
-i?--J - -ij.^ J J'i j - ^ - ' ^ ^ -t? *^ * -i^-^ f-k; ^'"*'~ -^"^ *"' 
I t t a l l i e s with Ks. Wo.1552, vjhlch a lso begins asj 
on fo l . 5? and preceding t h i s mathnawi i s Jalal-uffdln 
Tabatabai*s preface ( f o l . l " ) . I t a l so corresponds with an 
another India Office Library Ms.No.lSSS, on ff .174' ' and 
177a-279", and i t i s a lso the same as in Bodlian Library 
Ks.No,1102 ( fo l .73^ ) , and Bankipur Library Ms.Wo.684 f o l . l 
and Rampur Ms.?Jo.4260. I t a l so corresponds \rith a de ta i led 
se lec t ion of Qudsi 's mathnawi which the author of Khula§at-
ul-Kalam has given (see Bankipur Ms . fo l . l 72 ) . In scsne Mss. as 
in Rieu (Br i t i sh Museum no.323. fol.294a) in Ethe (I .O.L. 
Wo. 1553 fol.Si^ and no. 1554 fol.9® and Bodlian Library no. 1106 
f o l . l ) and Rampur Ms.No.3485 i t opens with a d i f ferent i n i t i a l 
ve rse . I t i s s 
u '-'<-' 
*^  ^.^l*^L ^ 1 ^ : . * ^ 1 ^ / jl ^IJ *^1:»-^ r'^ 
It 1? in fact the part and continuation of the apical mathnawi 
and not a nev; beginning itself. The poem in auestlon (Zafar-
Wamah) actually opens as: 
N 
and not as *^  ^-
„ . . 1 . .1 .1 . ^^  • I . I. . « 
^1 u*^- j' ->' -^  *^  ^ -^^ C^ *-• 
2. Vide Aliparh Ms.No.F.A.81 p.190. This opening line does 
not, curiously, fall in with the following initial line wtilch 
is found in some Mss. and which is: 
U '-T 
I -u 
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It mostly deals with contemporary events. The contents are as 
follows: 
1, PaKe#l * -w^ 
beg inn ing : j ^ ^ , ^ JJ, . .^-)^,^^*^* 4-i A5 • J J - ^ /-^4i ^J-*-*' -*•-* *< 
beg inn ing : ^ _j^ w.« ^ v:^ ^ <; I a; I; ^ ^ - ^ i " » , \ . j ^^_ . i : j ^.jjr*>.Uj>-
3 . Page- in « ^ ^ - ^j^b^lj " 
beg inn ing : .^^ .^^  j , ,j_;w-*- ^i^* o ^ - ' - ^ ' * ^ - - ^ " ^ if j»'-i w-«-'j t> 
4 . Page-12 « , 1 ^ ^ yl;L„,lj * 
beg inn ing : ^ ^ ^ j ^ -^^ j ^ ^-^ • r &'^^ "-''^- ^ ^ ^ 
5. Page-15 « ^-b ^l^^iu^L:. jJy jLu . !^ " 
bep inn inp : jU j>^> i -b^ J ^ u^^ I ^---^ * J [ ^ J *• jj« J-.• ^ f - l r 
6. Page-19 « ^ , ^ , ^ ^ ^U^IJ" 
beginning: ^,_^, ^^^ ^\^^\^j « ^US^^ -o;^ ^  Jl^ 
7 . Page-27 " w^.;»^ c^» *«*l^  ^ ^ - ' u^—••^*' 
beg inn ing : ^^^I^^U *.b ^^ oj^ fj * O ' r - I / J L / M L -
8 . Paf^e«42 « ^ jU * l - ^ ^ o l > ^ - -^ - u l - -^ - -^^--=" -**/-^v-»* 
beg inn ing , ^ ^^_^f. ^ ^ ^ . ^ ^ , ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - 1 ^ . 
9# Page-53 " ^^ j^Js t^^ jj^ j ^ \ ^l^>-Lo A«b" 
beg inn ing : u ^ ^^^ ^ 4 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ « u ^ ^ j a £ ^ ^ * - u | l j ^ 
10. Page-61 
beginning: 
11. Page-71 
beginnlnp: 
j^-
A ' 
a 
-'-''•"-« 0*^' 
H 
>^ ., -.>- ;l 
P 
- J..' 
JJC^^ *-. U 
: ^ _ . 
--^-^•^ J^s.1 
-^>-. • ItT A 
L-. 
1 ! / * - . -
* 
« 
. 4 . 
> - • - " J ^^^ 
» -;^*.\<| 
A 
4^ t . 0 * ' 
^ U i j ^ 
^ I - J ' 
...U; 
J -
^ J S " 
1 
*a, j i l ; 
C Jiij]^ 
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12. Page.74 « ^ ^ ^ ^ _^^ , ^ ^ -^. ^ l _ , ^ . 
beginnings . i. i . . i . .<- i i • fi K' 
13. Page-78 ^ . . , ,. . . n 
beginning? ^_ . , <'. ^  
14. Page-85 .^ ^^ ..-^  ^U^U" 
15. Page-102 „ ,, ,, . , , , « 
beginnings ^u _Tl, . j;. ,:^C ^ ^ » ^1^ ,|^  ^ iS- jU, w,U, 
1 6 . P a g e - 1 0 3 " ^ ^ 1,1. ^ : ^ oJ^ ^ U ^ l . -
b e g i n n i n g * . i. i. n -i * f 
1 7 . P a g e - i n 3 « ,1,,^^. , ^ ^ 1 ^ ^ ^  ^\,.^^ ^^ 
^ ju'-l J^. <lj (_P-> **iJ« *- » Jl-u«. -u %.- jj'^-j^y^y*'j^j 
1 9 . P a g e - 1 1 8 ^ • • i r i T i ir . . « 
b e g i n n i n g s ^^L.^ ^^j^j-.j (>>. u!;-* * *^^'-^r, j>- ^ u^'-> ^ 
2 0 . P a g 0 - 1 2 5 M ,.'.f- . . ,. . « 
b e g i n n i n g s f ^ l ^l-- l ^* . 4 . * I-*,. I . I T > 
2 1 . P a g e - 1 3 2 « • ^. 1 . 1 \ ,N I- I . " 
b e g i n n i n g s ,, Y « • 1 i 1 1 n -
2 2 . P a g e - 1 3 3 « , . 1 f j ^ . , a -^ A ^ kl J-^ • -- • k I J " 
b e g i n n i n g s ,^, ,. , .f ^ ^ . . r - .<' lu . , -^ „ f-i . • . 
2 3 . P a g e - 1 4 5 " < , . (I ,-^  l . J I T l^c. l ( M » • C" 
b e g i n n i n g s . 1 1 < t 
24. Page-148 J L T ^ ^ J ^ ^ .L, JI^JS^^M *^y ^ l ^ ' - ^ 
beginnings ^ ^ ^ ^^ ,^  0^> *L^ • A *^'iL*^^j; J ^ J I ^ ' 
beginnings 
18. Page-104 
beginning 
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26. Page-155 jj^ -uj> ^ <L, \j -j^j-.h^ ^ Jf•\ ^ l i* -i*;.. j->j^' J)«L\_;U^I-> 
beginning: ^ j ^ ^ ^^j .L^^. iL^.-* ^ j Jj^\ ^\jj,j\ ,^^. 
26. Page-172 ^ ^^^ j , \ j ^ ^ ^ .C^^l j , ^ ^ j ^ t ^ l ^ 
beginning: ^^^ ^ . ^ ,.^:=-^^Lw * J L ^ , ^ ^ . J ^ U - *£;TW...^-
27. Page-17r^ . , > , i. i . 
beginning: _ ^ ^L^ ^ ^ ^ ^ , ^ ^ ^ . . j ; j o ; . . * ^ . U ^ b j 
2 8 . Page-174 « j ^ - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^. ^  ^j 1^  j <Li ^ ^ \j^j ^ l i , >^- ^J Jui j U^-: ^^ LLU-I j " 
beginning: o v^ j ^ f. u^ "^ ^^ "—'-^  "^  "^  *-* * (J'^ -«'>: d^' ^^^*^^. *-'^ (JUA 
29. Page-190 " ^^.-•- ^Jcl ^^^^b-" 
Mginnlngt j^'^jjr-, "-'•^ ' - ^ ' - ^ * j^j^ j ' ^ -"t*-/^ d!^'^*^ 
30. Page-202 * o'"'^ '-^ * L^'j O'^- wSU>'T^ li.lS\_; L jly.i 1: 4_; j j . j ^^..j'i.'' 
befTinnings jL^iP^ *-. oP "^ c* <>*'''^  * Jl/- ' u--^ ^^liaj -u. j;:>-
beginning: y.^^ t\j -^J^j^^ ••l-* <j^^ * jtf^ j-t '-lyv^^-J *< 
32. Page-217 ^ j ^ u^~" u^* u -> -^ i> ^^^bu-lj 
beginning: ^^y wU^j l o . ^ ^ . o*-'^ * u^^'-* v^Jyv-^ *<!; j^ S 
33. Page-221 « f'==-* '^-- ' ^ T l ; b j ^ - - b ^ lyl ^-L i^ O-.--" ul^>-»" 
beginning: ^ , ^ ^ 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ J U ^ ^ • „ ^ . Ms. c ^ ^ U ^ b ; 
34. Page.227 ^ (^ j ^ (^ ^ ) ^ , ^ ^ ^.^ ^ , ^ , ^ 
beginning: ^ ^ ^ ^ l , , . ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ jt^j ^ \ j^jV^ 
35. Page-229 . ^^ ^  „^l ,^l^j u-J^.-vJ u^ i"-^  ^ j " U u-^i t;b'T* 
beginning: • ,^^ ^ j ^ ^ • L ^ l / *.. » *^t j ^ ^ l o . j^ ^ ^ U ^ j ^ 
36. Page.231 « ,^ ^_,^ '^ ^^  ^ ^ ^-_^^-^T *.^  *J,-u,^U>^-.. L^  ^ 6-i^^^LrjJ " 
beginning: ^ ^ V L ^ - ^ J ^ ^ O ^ - ->;V. * -^j- •-^^ U O--' *'^ :>l^-
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3 7 . Page -234 *i ^ -»',-. w ^--j w^ ^ ^ ^ ' ' -rj-^ -• - ^ "'^ -'*^' • ' "> ^' ^ ' "^  * 
3 8 . Paf^e-240 ^1^1 ^ .^^ .- ^Js.! ,^ . j b ^ > ^->4:» O ^ ' - ' 
3 9 . P a g e - 2 4 3 * J>j j ^ - 0 '*u-*i—^ J^" *-• u*^" ' -^" 
b e g i n n i n g J ^ t ^ l j V l ^ . - , J I J ^>;-- » 6^—>-• t>. '^Ir.-.J^'"-? u - - ^ 
4 0 . Page-24B O^^ f-*' c -* - *---?^'-' *-*^ J ^ u ^ - ' - * 
4 1 . Page -246 « l > ^ . ^ ^ t j j ^Lii;l . .^ l^^i- j" 
b e F l n n l n g : , , ,^^ * , v I j - . . J « JT-
4 2 . Pag0-2F5O ,j L ^^^ l--^. *«i; * i^i;-J I -i- U'" 'J L *-, . J j ^ L :^. 1 - ^»J^^ ^j^ i>.-^ 
bec^lnnint^: -^^-y -»*^ "^  v ;*--^ *^  ^-^--tT^j- » -^^-^ ^ ~"^*^ «>^  "^  ' ^ ^ ^ 
4 3 . Paf^e-?53 f'-'• - : -^ - j j -^ 6 " i i? ' f^ .^ w^-'-'-^ 
beginnln,^» j.L« ^ - ^ J-.^-' 6 J - -ir. ---^ • f' - , .- '-^ -^ ^"' "^^"-^ ^ « 
4 4 . Pa?:©-PB4 >jJ^ j>-=^  -> " ^ ^ <~.^'-'^-' 
b e g i n n i n g : -i/^^U o^^ '^ j -*^. ^ J " * * "t^ " ^ *"-'^  ^ ' ^ ^ o i . ! ^ 
4 5 . Page -S62 ^ l^-.: ' U ^Lu* . . ^ #jL-|^J ^ L . ^ A ^ ^ I O ^ - J S j b ^ l - i 
4 6 . P a g e - 2 7 1 ^ l^ . l u-*;l «- ^\^j^^ o - ^ ^ - ^ O ^ ' - * 
b e g i n n i n g : j | j L ^ ^ j - ^ u ^ - ^ ' - . ->^ j * •»'^"' **'^  #u;^Lw 
4 7 . Paf?e-279 " ,,!!>- J - i *< w- j - ^ ' # - > I ; A U J ; ^ : ^ ^ 0*^=--'-* 
b e g i n n i n g ; : J>,^;l*T, ^^-• ( ^ cr?^*-^ ' j * - ^ - 7 ^ 6 " 4 * - u>- ' - i ' l j j l j 
4 3 . P a g e - 2 3 3 « J L T . ^ ; ^ . U % ^ 3 JLS ^ U . . 4 J 
b e ^ i n n i n t ' x ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ , \^ ^ - . . . ^ L ~ * J ^ • ^ . > **L>- i ^ t j ^ --i 
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49, Page-SS4 
beginning* 
beginninpj 
Fl. Page-303 
beginnings 
5R. Page-331 
bo^lnnin^s 
^j^i->-Lu< j»^»->»» • LtO,?- J L, 4L> •> LLuyJ lUj J Jj JjJ>- j i * Lc* 
Lii^J rwJ w^, IU;_, jUTj « J !/•-/-• O JL.:- JLa 1^  - 4)^  ,>^ i L 
C^'-'H 'C^ J f*"^ (J "d/^ ' " ' - . J «_*ij»^ "J u -|j ^ • i ' ' * ' 
(J^ ->-v.U. 1 L^.*- ^ J JJ ( . / * * • u-
S 3 . Pap8-3^4 
bf^erlnnins^: 
ryt, 
beglnnln--t 
56 . Page-360 
beginning* 
!^. Pa::^ e-3G6 
beginntn-j 
SB. Page-3G'l 
beginnings 
5 9 . Page-373 
•• ^ s 
j p 4j l fr ( J ^ - - \j ^ J 
^ t Li^ti'^* ^ 
J / " 
«^ i^*-" 
^^^—' ^jU_«.l J *J i ;.J U J 
u'v 
" ' ^ - ' ^ ^ • j ' f» j> >JLT " ^ j - ^ -^ j • >^'*~^. o - i / b - ' ' - * j > ' " r ^ ' j - * 
J 1 1 «AUiU ' »J 
u U l ,.>^ I a; U wi«t J >-^ _/A=- J^e.1 ^u« ^ -* u 
beginnings # L ' J L ; - i i ; u^?- u'^>=**'-ur «J I v ^ ^ 4 4 . L J ^ H , ; J ; * ' 
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6 0 . Page-375 " L, -**' OjJ "^^-irj-^ j l i - , l - i " 
beginning J j^^j *^L« fjjj jus-jlt * '^jujjy '^-t^-i «^ v^-* (^^ *-. 
6 1 . Pag©-376 4_. UI*^-.» 4 ^ j ^ j«5^^^A>- ^ 1 jur--* - \ ; - * ; ^ J I^LLU,!-*" 
b e g i n n l n p : i^ L^^ ,^ .»A>ji w;---; J ^ I J *i * j L ^ - *L;, J L U ^ » ^ ^ J 
6 2 . Page-380 ^ . j j l ^;^ o ^ ^ - j .pTAii^l^l j *-
6 3 . Page-.386 " J L T ^ I <-Jl5 -;;-. *Lt WJL-^^^J ^jLL^lJ" 
beginning* j^-Ajwt*. I ^ . * Li ( *A ) *5^  • #Lw ^;^j *^.?-LAL^, ^^ ^^  .MJ 
6 4 . Page-391 " w^^.;- ^jtl t ^ o u ^ ^ ^ j J I L « I j " 
b eg inn ing : -»l^ ^ j T ^ ^JL-^Y ,^ L , « J I J A^Up W-SJ/? * 1 ; T ^ ^ JL, 
6 5 . Page-395 " ->LT^I -^^  [^ J . ^ ^ ^ - ^ J " 
beginning J ci-,.^ --' J L T ^ I J I *^_ ^ ^ , » c-..^ .*; JL' ; ^ ^ 1:^ -^ 3^ k^ Sj. 4u 
6 6 . Page-395 " ^jjA «jL.i^  .>Xj .^^ j* 
beg inn ing! J^J-^ h^a*^ *•* "^ --^  * J^>^ C J - ^ T -'•il/ *L^>-?^ 
The Ks . ends here a b r u p t l y . The l a s t l i n e i s s 
Another Ms. seems t o be a u i t e i d e n t i c a l wi th the above. The 
d i f fero i ice i s t h a t , f i r s t l y , i t does not have fieadinps or t i t l e s 
of the c o n t e n t s and secondly , t h a t i t ends -.rlth the t i t l e which 
runs a s — " wy,,-^ ,Jpl ^U.=-OL.^,_*;^ J J U ^ I J " i . e . the l a s t 
1 . Al igarh No.Sulayman 7 7 6 / 5 1 , I t i s n u i t e d e f e c t i v e and i s 
v;ater s t a i n e d and damaged by v/orms. 
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two chapters entitlecP J L ^ I jlj-i-» O^^^-JC^J" and 
of the previous Ms. are omitted in this Ms. 
The Bankipur Ms. IF somewhat different from the above-
mentioned two Kss. In arrangenent of headings etc. and seons to 
be a little abridged than these two. It has in all 42 titles ou 
of which certain are not found even in Aliparh Mss. such 
The chronological arrang«nent of events is mostly identical. 
All Ibrahim Khan Khalil while waging a selection of this 
riathnaxd. in his Khulasat-ul-Kalam has given the following headings: 
1. 
2. - ^ U U 
3. 
4. 
Of 
7. " O't-" *^ * **^  
11. " jl^- *U cr'-^^ c>- .••^>^'" 
n 
fir* 
" . - . . 13. " .^U; jl ole> *l^^^  u - ^ *n>^  " 
14. « w^-^. ol/i'.^-'-L' u>^'^ c-y-^-'j^'^ " 
1. The identity of this lady could not be ascertained. The 
description of her beauty is loose and not difnlfied. 
3 1 . 
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16» ** . J: V- . oi- ^ " 
H I * - 1 . % * 
19 , JI •;-*» "%^.-'^^ ^'**^'-** w rl/» 
?>0. * -I T ^ L J I - p j ^ l ' - I - ^. U-^l-
g l . 
2R. " ^^ **.'• *^^  ^ (3^ -V-*^ 
g 6 . " u L . T ^ j j w i i ^ " 
" ^ ' 
^ J -
^ ' • • 
u 
- *l 
* l : 
I •jj* 
M 
J L 
* > ' - ' • • 
6 j ^ 
W U M * 
c-^ *- *-. (j 
W.oi' L«-'' -LJ 
JUP 
L, . 
**»A^ >«^*i^ 
^ . j ^ 
. 1 ^ ^u 
- ^ . ^ ^ - J W 
» 
tt 
u fl 
Apart fror; t h i s -afar-tla*^ah iu*!sl hns al^o wri t ten 
a Kithn?n-;1 (dedicated to ''hahjahan) In pra ise of '^ashmlr. I t s 
1. Yide -larsmir ''n,'!r),n4M(pp,niO-.3r?f>) beRinnln!?j 
"j'.e proper pra ise of '''an^arilr In t h i s " s , begins on n,:^14 
^ ^ i i : . . l - ^ i ~ . . - . ^ J ^ ^ ^ *J * j^-^ - ' L w U - j ^ ^ s ^ - ^ U j . * 
I t 1?! the? r^ ane as I s In Ban'<lpur ^'s,Mo.634,fol,lg3 , The ca ta -
lo« .^ue saysj ""^hls sec t ion contRin? r-oens In nrols© of '^'liahj'han, 
garden? of '^a^hrdr • nd some ed i f ices of '^hahJahaA's t l : © . " Part 
of thlfj mathnawl olon-: \d.th a pralpre of "h'-hjahan Is a lso found 
In the fort?! of two fragments In riiGu(Br.'%seiBn no,323, fol.477^) 
I t corresponds vrlth India o.Tlc© Library "s.no,lB.*^g(fol.l^oM, 
1;^  e n t i t l e d s p " ^ JLJ j^ e^*-"--^  -Hz-^J**" ancllt begins a s : 
^l>/i5''^.--U * J ,^j\js\^. * J U U J L # U J L ^LL. 
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palaces and Its gardens viz. 
iet' C t...'-*M ft.'tJ ^L*." 
and ano the r rratlinawl In t h e for'" of a '-aql l^l^ah,-^ beginnings 
The for?ner''m^ithhaw^ .3f1"f^rs*'ln"^r!'!etr0*frorr't!ie' ^^far ?c«i^ Ti (but 
t h e l a t t e r I s i n tiie sa^^e w e t r e . In c o n t i n u a t i o n of t h i s mathnawi 
(^aqi iramah) t h e au thor of -fhulapot-ul- '- 'alsm^ has r i v e n headings 
of s e v e r o l o t h e r tn i sce l l aneous s h o r t e r "lathnawis •.-fhlch a re of 
f r a , ^ e n t o r y type* 9m\B o" them v i z . 
•?nd« , , a be^ in with t h e snr^e i n i t i a l ve r so «s i n "^.afar 
4 
Tlawah. All t hose head ing? , however, a res 
1 . 
be^ inn ln r s 
j^iL. *< w l^^ ^*-' 
'>~ ^ j J ! > • ^ L l ^ - j ^ l ^ . • <-^«j>.j|j ^.^«*« I w ^ l j L ^ . 
beginn ing! . . , , ^ i - . .i ^ .i . 
be£^lnnin?'8 * , ^ , * , . 
4 , 4 
beginninf^s ^7 , , • ? <' u «i '^ i 
(Tn c o n t i n u a t i o n of theoreced in^ pa^e) 
I t if?. ap;sTn the sacie as Ind ia Offlee Librriry '"'-s.^.'os.lJ^BS 
(I te- i 6),1S«=^1 and 1R56; Bodl lan Tdbrary ^ ' s . ' ! o . l i ng i t ^ Sj 
1104 and 1105; and ^ a j l i s - i - S h u » r a - i - ! ^ i l l i ^^ss ,Tos . l043, 
1045, Aceordin? t o th.e infonj ia t ions of I n d i a Off ice and BodMr^.n 
L ibra ry ca t a lon i -^ s , t^.is mathnawl vraf comoleted A,H,1044 
according to the chronograms -, 
1 , ^ee a l s o Ind l c Office L lb re ry ' • s . n o . l B P j J ^ l ' o l K k ? ^ . ' ^ " ^ 
2 . ^^ide f o l . l T g 
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6» » ! - . . « 
beginning! 
7 . 
beginning: 
J^ ^ 
Ji-* 
8 . 
,.^,>Vf «£)W f^_^ 
**ty 
beginning: 
j , j * i L —J, 6 !> * ""r^" 0 ' '-. *^ c?*^  pr c^J 
-^j c9>" J^'^ C^-f'"* * 
9 . 
beginning: , ^ . ^ . ^ ^ * , ^1 j{j^ ^ ^ * i^T U J > i . j ^ u^lo; 
10 . 
beginning: 
1 1 . 
^..^ J L T W J J J «_«i5^J *S -'^ - cr-^ b b^>> 
1 2 . 
beginning: 
beginning: 
«t; ^^ 5 *S » * li- c« -^  c^ i-^  U _/- ^jrj 
j)iST -uS ^ jj-^J cT^ --* *^  » j^^ ^JJf^ r-^j-^J ^ j 
13. 
beginning: 
Id. 
>i^ , j T ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ i ^ * - * ' - ^ *-u,r.^^i^ * i n > ^ -^ 
beginning: , ^^, ,,^. . t^ ^ C ^  ^^  l-^ ' » W -iL 
. ^ ^ 
16. 
beginning: 
16. « .1. 
^b/ ** s-ri* y«>'j i-;kj • jiU; -^jjyjp-j^ *^ ij^j 
beginning: 
^^ ,1^ . „V. ->> -'^ J'j s4i» jlj «5 * w'*-^ ** ^  '-^l^  I'* '*^* UTV" 
17. 
beginning: ^^  / ^ j *;i, c^.. , Jl *^  * U y^ ^j^ J »^ ^y, 
beginning: ^^ --Uy-^y^/ wT ^ i^ *^  • , .j^ >^b- -*-• '>^  ^- -*>-• 
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'Sm-
beginning J ^j: xU *- ijj'r-j "^ J-"^ * 3"- -'"iP>- ^^3' .^ '^•*' 
beglnningt ^ ^ j ^ ^ I;,! J . . ^ - * . W u b ^ j r c ^ O^-*! -^ 
beginnings -ul J lj-i!» 4>ij/- J;!*-: * {-^  ^^ -u-l^ .* J j , r «Sli-^fl 
2 2 . « 
beginning* ^^^^ ^ u ( ) ' ' ' ^ l ^ y . J - 3 • ->j^- = - ^ . *-. 1> c > - c -^
beginning J ^ - j • * i / ^ j - ^ ' ^ C«' "^^ ->>•. • t >" v ' J u'-*b^ wM-^  
24. 
o 
^ I I • ) # 1 1 * •• -•«« a ^ J " * 
beginnings ^ 4^ *1.. 4uj5^  s «j;l^ >-L; ti » v.;-^ .^ *^  l^ *"-/-- r-** l* c?*-^' 
beginnings ^ ^^ ^ ok^;^^--.^ * >^ ^ - f^ wLy cO- ^ ^ 
beginnings i^ u^'^'j' - * ^ M > ^ ' J T * - U ^ I A ^ ^ ~^^->;I ^ JJ O^ -^ H/', 
beginnings ^ ,^, ^  ^ j^ *S * . ^ ^ .^i, ub' J > ' --^ 
beginnings ^ _ J^AL-O,^ C ^ U U ^ • 0^-» ^ -»>f"^ ^ ^j-»j' fl^ ^ 
beginnings , T - '<^ A .< ^ . *. . • T .^...l - _i . 
beginnings ^ t^^l^jl^ 1^ 1 ^ ,^  ^:..^M^=^ • ^T^. ^ b > ^ ^ ^ ^ j ^ j ^ ^ 
beginnings j j jj^ lj«- jj^T_^ ^^ L^; * jf j ^ » |Jlc ,>y-> :^i><s*; 
32. « 
vj» «lca« 1 i ^ JU K J 
M 
beginnings ^ ^^^^ ^ T *,l^o^-^*•^>- ^ f;^0>^ «5«''Lw 
1 ^ 
In cont inuat ion and under th© head of the tnathnawi in pra ise 
of Kas te i r , i t s gardens, streams and r i v u l e t s the author of 
Khulasat-ul-Kalam enumerates also the following s t ray l ines* 
beginning a f t e r the opening l l n e j » ^ j ; . i ^ [ / j t * U J L L , " 
b e g i n n l n g ^ _ l ^ _ , ; ^ _ j , \ ^ ^ ^ \ ^ \ ^^ • o ^ l C ^ ^ J U jli*l^^,i^*-
beginning, ^ V ^ 1 ^ f,i^ <; * ^ . u , ^ „ J -=^  ^ A,\j. 
beginnings _^^^ li^ ^ ;il; w b J^la; »^>.>, *-> '^ i> , ^ ' .^- j.U ^y, 
I • ^ * "^ 
beginning; jliil jj^l >. tj^jj^ L.: » J L T ^l^. L j ^ . , -wTj^ 
beginningi I^S" wJ.-= J^ >^ 1 *4^ i.>- ^ _.Tj « f*'-'j-* c^b^ -^.^  ^j*^-/^' 
beginning* 1^  u'r •L'>-* ^^'j l-i->- » L»' ' ' 't>.'f^^j •i;-' p^'^*^ 
beginning* J L ^ , j| J _.^^ j^^ l^ J^^ • JLT^'I ^L. {.>.';I ^ U 
1. As I ennuired frrrs a Kashmiri in Srlnagar, he oronounced 
it as Achh-bal( i ) • 
2. Same as in Kajlis-i-Shuara-i-?^llli '^s.'Ios,1044(p,?>.'i4-269) 
end 1045, but according to the information of the catalorue 
in the latter (i.e. lJo#104f>) it begins as* ,, ,, , . « 
and not as* ^ 
Jl-'-- jL.lp'l J< j^j'--U 
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beglrmlngt ^^^ j ^ ^ , ^^ ^ ,^ <^ , •^l- \r->^- * ^^^ cS^ 
beginning J c.^l-i1^-'t *-. u -^l--^  -^ *^  • c-^'-'^L. -"^ *-^^^ d^j 
H© a l so enumerates another mathnawi in d i f fe ren t r e t r e which Is 
en t i t l ed* « ^^*^i^ j* ^^ 1 ^ i{^^ ^ « and begins af ter^^s^^l ^ - ^ ^ ' *^' (--'." 
^s* ^1 - ^ ^ b o ^ t l>u,^ . j j " - Another cntltle^dj^^. J U ^i^-»" 
beginsr^ ^ 1 ^ ^^J _, *, j j . r , ^ ^ % Another e n t l t l i d a s ^ J ^ ^ l y J* 
! • I t corresponds with ifo.lBlTK ( e n t i t l e d as " .•^^_y^j -iiU«^  j j " 
on fol.gOTa) in I n l i a Offlc© Library 'v>rith ^To,lin7(fol.l-5^) 
in Bodlian Library, According to the infor'natlon of the 
Bodlian Library Cat* i t ends with praise of Hhahja'nan as 
belowi 
2 , Sar-e as in In<iia Office Library ^'s.No.l5F2 on f01.21^-213^ 
According to gthe i t i s repeated a lso on f o l , 3 0 1 ^ . He a lso 
mentions tha t i t i s ac tua l ly a portion of another mathnawi 
appearing in I .C .L . *'s.Tro.l55S, on fol.208 , and i t 
b e g i n s * # • I 1 I . 
The sa^e i s found in t*re Bodlian Library TJo,ll02 fo l .45 
and ?^o.ll07 f o l . S l b , 
3 , Iden t ica l with T.O.L. ?'s.no.l.«if53 fo l .315 .^ 
4 , Same as in I .O.L. !'p.rTo.l553, fo l .316^ . 
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The s e l e c t i o n ends h e r e . 
C e r t a i n o t h e r mathnawls have a l s o been r e f e r r e d t o lay Hleu 
and Rthe . 
CHITICISy OH OTTPr!!*?. POKTHY 
In the fo l lowing l i n e s an a t t e m p t i s being made t o examine c r i t i -
c a l l y and e v a l u a t e Qudsi*s poe t ry under d i f f e r e n t heads , with a 
a view t o b r i n g out the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c t r a i t s of h i s a r t . But 
be fo re en t e r l n - ' upon such c r i t i c a l o b s e r v a t i o n i t i s proper to 
c i t e op in ions of a number of conteraporary, a s wel l as l a t e r , 
w r i t e r s and c r i t i c s , 
Taqi Auhadl, probably t h e e a r l i e s t contemporary source 
o" inforrrsation, on Quisi p r a i s e s h in as a poet wi th charming 
v e r s e s , o r i g i n a l i n concepts and novel i n i d e a s , Abd-un«fabi i n 
1 , See for I n s t a n c e , Br.?'useurr Ca t , ?fo.0r,381 fol .Sl '^ 
beg inn ing! 
j / u-^ '"^-'^ ^ ^ J - ^ *[u * -i^ <-^jJ ^^J ^ - * 4J-t> 
As i s e v i d e n t , i t i s no t i n the met re of 7,afar-SaT!ah,and i t 
cannot be s a i d wheth r i t i s a p o r t i o n of scsne mathnawi or a 
s e p a r a t e poeir. I t s e l f , floti i ng can be afflr tned a l s o about the 
c o n t e n t s r ega rd ing a s e p a r a t e mathnawi on Agra, The ca ta logue 
f u r t h e r informs—"This s e c t i o n c o n t a i n s , , , a Ions; d e s c r i p t i o n 
of Agra f o l , 4 4 a . " pe© a igo t^the ( I . O . L , > 's .No,15B3,fol .313°) 
for ano the r ttathnawi with t h e fo l lowing headlnfTi 
" W-; I o-a J 'ij t^.':.:>j^ <»- J>s-»jK y^»- *->>iJ' -b u •*»—y J"-^ ^ ^ ^ > ^ ^^^ u • •-*« '•'^ 
' in Bodl ian L i b r a r y » ' s , ' l o . l l ^ 7 f f 6 l , 7 a , 9 a and 13^) the re a r e 
given t h r e e s e p a r a t e s h o r t mathnawis bu t i n f a c t they a r e 
p o r t i o n s of r^afar-frgmah and i e a l v;ith the e x p l o i t s of Titnur 
and Babar . 
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h i s ^faykhanah has ti-ade a b e t t e r statement l a t h i s connection. He 
'»5?rltes: 
I'alting a general ststentent the author of ria555-1-Qussidab, another 
contemnporary v^riter on Qudsl, cons-iders him ss the most pro?nln<mt 
poet In the whole of Khurasan. Tnaynt ''han Ashna In h i s Phahjaliaa 
Narah gives the following es t imate , -Jlth pa r t i cu la r empliasls 
on ou<3si*s expression of novel Ideas : 
'"•;,e author of Tabaqat-l-S'hahjahanl make?? a reference to his 
special qua l i ty of u t i l i s i n g poet ica l devices as below: 
A very favour-ible judgement h-TS been passed nlso by A n^lna 
'\'3.srAdni about oudpi 's poetry , le has r e fe r r ed , in n f^eneral 
way, to tl e ref ln^^cnt of h i s lan«>uag©, hei fh t of imapl.nation, 
fore© of £?enlus an?l other d u a l i t i e s . He spea'ts of h i s odes as 
well Qs nathnawl but considers the l a t t e r form as s«af?rlor 
and higher In exce l lence , ^'uha'tmad ^'allh '^ar^bu's ot>lnion I s 
more elaborately/ and ornafrjntrtlly presented and i s In no v/ise 
l e s s than sn exaggersted speech. I t , however, goes in t h i s 
1 . As -noted by Prof . fhaf l in his »^''nykh'm?ih«, 
appendix p.92 
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wayt 
m 
4;^jj -u-UjI o "-" •^ *^ c!»>^'^£^-'- *^ -^^=v< ^ '^ tr-" -'U' *•*'-* sj-^ '^ -^ j 
^^^ 4^ 1; j,T^^ *; 5^"* t ^ ^ j J^L ^~^)\ *i J-i^ . c^  ^ L-- jTl^ #jLil L v. 
« • • « • • * • • 
'/hile commending )udsl in general terms "^uhaimad -allh particularly 
extols his roathnawi for the use o" different figures of speech, 
Accordin ' to hirr his poams are serene, terse,stylish and 
exnulslt© • He further adds that oudsl is vv'ell-versed in 
presentlHi^ In a delif-htfully poetical garb ordinary and ecnmon 
ideas and themes, '-lilla Abd-ul-^ Tanld Lahauri refers wrdnly to 
the loveliness o" oudsl's diction and to the novelty of ideas. 
He sums up his opinion as follows* 
- j^UU ^ U ^ jj^J cfL-. o ^ ^ *J^J -^' cr^^ *-• " 
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Jalal-tjddin T^hammacl Tabi tabal ,^ oi idsl 's conte-porary fellow-
countryman has wr i t ten on ' ^ds l*? ilwan a preface^ in prose 
which was c(»npleted, according to h i s own statement in the pre -
face , on 11th Habi 1, A.H. 1048. In t h i s preface he e^^tiiBates 
Qudsi 's poetry to have reached the pinnacle of excel lence. I t i s 
in r e a l i t y not a preface bat a prope enconiura of the poet in a 
lanj5;uap,e fu l l of rhetoric?*, ornamental r i chness , verbosity of 
d ic t ion nnd laboured e p i t h e t s . He represents Qudsl as having been 
endowed with a l l noble q u a l i t i e s tha t a l i t e r a r y mm can possess* 
3 
The follov'inf e x t r a c t from i t can give an idea about i t s s t y l e 
and the way in which Qudsi has been praiseds 
^. l ^ : . i ; K,,j JuTjJ ^\i.\ u^_yj V^l^j '^L^J J X.-, ^k\jli Cr-.l* * • • ' " 
^ UP j\ji^ j\r ^ -it^j-i * > ^ ' ^j^ -*--'^ ^^'' 'i^ 
1. Cof^ f-only known as J a l a l a - i -Taba t aba l , was a nat ive of, and hnd 
come from Isfahan to India in 4. 1.1044 (A.-)»1634-5) and becsne 
a cour t -chronic le r of Shahjshan. 
2 . A«? far as we know apar t frorn his preface 6e al5?o wrote - ' 
« r.i .a h i s t o r i c a l t r e a t i s e on Shahi-.han's mi l i ta ry e x p l o i t s . 
3 . This p re face i s access ib le in ^ d s i » s diwan, Ra'^pur ?^s.Tlo.343S 
in Fanthurat-1-Tar.anna (according to t luas i r , v, p.l6S) and in a 
Bayad in Banklpur Library :o.in83(fol,109) bes^inningi 
Sthe(Bodlian4iibrary Cats par t 1, Persian ^'ss.p.636,under 
Ks.no.1102) is gravely mistaken to have a t t r i bu t ed t h i s preface 
to '*ulla ?u hra of !^ashhad. 
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*^ '-ij • ^JJ* J-l>-j) tr""*^ .^ "'' ^ -"L i j i ^ j c;-'^ ' J k ^ , L-U-i 
» 
Among l a t e r a u t h o r i t i e s , views of ce r t a in notable wr i te r s l i k e that 
of 'sralli?^r;t-tish-^huara, Mirat-iil-*^hayal, Mlrat- i -Aftab ?luma, ffa|rorf-iin 
rJafals, "^^arw-i-Azad, ^'a•<:hzan-ul--ha^alb, and Haineshah-Bahar are 
a l so quoted belowi Vtr Afdal ?arkhush in h is Kaliraat-ush-^huara 
wr i t e s : j ^ ^ ^^ t , j ^ ^ j ^ j . j ^ _ (^_^-i;) W J^L> W.^L _^ J >^>->*U 
Sher Khan Lodl in his Mirat-ul-^hayal s t a t e s i 
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nhahnawaz ^han In h i s Klrat-1-Aftab trurna opines as belows 
^an - i -Arzu*s view in h i s l^ajma-un-Nafals runs In ttie following 
way I ^ 
^fl si-jj^ uv"* •***:?- U/-*^ L • '-^^ *^^J J-^^b' *-^ "^J^"^ ** <iiLi '->• 
Azad Bllgraml In his Farw-1-Azad wrltess 
, . - f . 1 . . i " * 
Jl» 4 U^^J 
Ahroad All HashiniiT, the author of T'akhzan-ul-Gharalb s t a t e s : 
•»L.' I -» *-; J L. y ;^ 
Klshan Ghand In h is Ha'neshah l^ahar remar'^s as follov/*^ 
* * - > l -J , * L , LTi ^ - * J O 
As i s qisite obvious, the Oasldah and t r e matlinawi h-iVe been 
general ly held as superior to h i s odes (ghazals) and, as already 
quoted, Assad Bllgrami has rade an exnress and emph-itlcal reference 
to t h i s point , but upon a c lose and impart ia l sts^dy of a l l forms 
of Oudsi 's poetry, spec ia l ly the gha e \d.ll conie to a 
d i f fe ren t conclusion. I . e . the ehazals wi l l be found to occupy 
a superior p lace . 
Let us now exaTnine the various forms of Q\*ifti*s poetry 
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?TA^T, ThG poe t has w r i t t e n panegyr i c s I n p r a i s e o" the prophet 
and one which i s o u i t e DrcxElnsnt beg in s as» 
The following: v e r s e s a r e a l s o a t t r i b u t e d to have heon the work of 
Quf l s l - l - ' ' a shhad l , bist t h i s I s no t t he f a c t . They a r e of another 
poe t \;ho happened t o be a r e s i d e n t of ^)elhl sad was 'mown as 
*''aualana ""uhamnnd J&n, p o e t i c a l l y n^j'^ed Xidsl , ' ' '^his analogy of 
nar.e rnd p o e t i c t i t l e has l e d to a wron?: view, ' The^e v e r s e s , 
hoviever are* 
•• i 
c 
K.^ ._-«.:»ji «•* >i-t la* J L j l > j J-J • c%^^ c ' " ^ «--^ ''*-'" -J* 
c: —»-. 
._jJJ^ 6^-i-. -^^-^U *->- •liJ «l5J * r ^ i / i * -^ ,>.-tjM j U •- J j ^ . j>» 
ci^^ wk; ^. wT*^  -a^T-..-,^ ,..,., u !^  * ^>'c'^ '-^^ '"V* --^ v^i>-> ^^- - ' "^ 
j ^ 4^':2 jjf ,^ ->^ ' ; > k^^f^ * —^-^ -t-'^'el^^ r^ ' ^ *^^ **-' ** 
1 , T'hese -verser or© not "''oun<^ i n "any "of the iftvmf/j^ '^ 'crF Si(l'*?i a t the 
L i b r n r l e p of Al lgar i i , ab ibRan j (d i ? ! t r l c t Alltr-rh) Rampur and 
Bankipiir» 
P . !ta.11 Sa^Tld "har^sher ftli h i ? !"ahlfo-l-^Xidsl(a*". -^.t oloey of poe-^ ^ 
in p r a i s e of the Prophet copiolled in .•I!«lf?^3) -.-jrltess 
Talf^^oT\ lfr^feMf^l-7adsl)"^was a^Stuafty tro ' tel led ano^K^rth'^r 
Irnnrove*-! on a nrev lous antholOr^y e n t t t l a d la-Jlth-l-iuclsT 
co?npiled by one f'uha^road TTtnar In ' • T»lg7g a t '"Selhl, 
3 , """l e au thor of Ar-^^ughan-i-Pak (p .210) Uas a lno wrongly a t t r i b u t e d 
t h i s poern t o ' \ i d s l - l - M a s h h a d l , 
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A good nu-rber of qu in te t s have been cotnposed (mostly in Urdu) 
by various poets as Insert!onsfTadnlns) on t h i s frnioas Haat. 
Among those poets who vn*ote such qu in te t s Bahadur-""'a'n Zafor, 
Apa(!-ullah K-han Ghaltb of Delhi , n^irn ''u-tln ''han " m t n , F i r 
T'ahdi poe t i ca l ly naned Ma,1ruh, and Irarr? Ba'^hsh Sahbai are 
Trie p ra i se '^ rhlcS "^udsi has '/rrltten i s devoid of any c^ <a^ T5 
or fo rce . F'uch s t r e s s has been l a i d on embelllshr'^ent of rneaning 
ra the r than on pathos and warmth of devotion. To i l l u s t r a t e i t 
sane l i n e s are t-iven belowj-
* • '^  * i f 
1, Vide the r a r e an thologies , • »ad!th-l-oudst* and »nahifa- l -
'^ds l* Alisarh printed cooies ?Jos,39l,431, s ^ ^ and 
r* 391.431 (pr inted a t the >'ustafat press Tanpur, 
and "ahmud-ul-l^atabl, Delhi , r e s p e c t i v e l y ) . 
2 . Vide ' I sd i th - i -ouds i , pp .RF, i i4 , 9 1 , <12 and 113 respect ively 
Ghalib and '"ahbai hove wr i t t en in Pers ian . 
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PANEGYRICS 
» - 1 
About tho Qasldas of Qudsl Shlbli wrltesx 
To pass a general remark, It was the age of the decline of Qasldah 
Moreover, after Urfi and Fay4i there was left very little or no 
scope of any further improvement in this form of poetry* Most 
of Qudsi's Qasidahs are of religious character and mostly follow 
one particular strain (viz. the praise of the Imam) and, therefore 
lack variety of theme or expression. They are not as sublime as 
those of Urfi and Paydi* He tries to enrich his panegyrics with 
novel ideas, queer expressions, use of different terms, lively 
similes and metaphors. The most successful portion of his Qasidas 
are the opening verses of the exordium( v^?^ ) which he 
occasionally renders more charming by utilising themes of a spring 
1. Vide Shir-ul-Ajair, v, p.12. In this very continuation Shibli 
has made certain misleading remarks. Instead of writing A.H. 
1042 as the date of the poet's arrival in India, he writes 
A.F,1142, a difference of full hundred years. As for A.H.1045 
and 1054 the two important dates of Qudsi's stay in India, he 
has, again, wrongly inserted as A.H.1145 and 1154. Above all, 
he is not correct againviten hei^  most authoritatively,declares 
that a number of Qudsi's panegyrics were writlien in praise of 
Emperor Jahangir also and that he (Qudsi) was the first, at the 
Court of Shahjahan, on whom the title of Malik-ush-Shuara was 
conferred, obviously meaning thereby that after Qudsi the said 
title was bestowed upon some other poet-obviously Kalim. In fact, 
Qudsi does not appear to have written a single panegytic in praise 
of aaperor Jahangir nor was he ever made the poet-laureate. 
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poon or a wine poomC HJ^^-j *v^-'. ) • '^^^ following verses fop 
ins tance are an apt I l l u s t r a t i o n s t 
»«-«<kA • »,* # •> l j U JLJ • -•'-•- J *• J-;- * •>.->-««: 4 ^ ' " ^ j t - ^ ' -Tv - " i - - *^ C'-V 
* 
As is quite evident, the apparent beauties of these verses are 
originality of concept( JL ~ ^ j . . ) beauty of expresj^ lon 
( >«>i 0-"-^  ) ^^^ poetical aetiology ( J-.-LA; J-^*- )• Bo?netl!T?es 
in his exordiums he talies up the form of a ghazal by exoresslng 
disconnected ideas in separate verses. The author of Khizana-1« 
!• In this very Qasldah wi^  ose verses have Just been quoted 
tJils feature is to be easily discernible in the following 
linest 
( ) 
ISO 
Amirah has referred to this point In this wayt 
>^— 
This variety of themes as in the verses of ghazal is again 
discernible in the opening verses of another Qasiflah in the 
following wayt 
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In a Qasldah the exordluro is in the form of a beautiful wine 
poem as expressed belowi-
The main feature of Qudsi's panegyrics is, however, novelty 
of ideas occasionally coupled with intricacy of expression, but 
there are also original ideas which do not lack charm and are 
0wbellished with his characteristic poetical aetiology(J<-L* o-*-^  
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and charm of comparisonC ^i^ __,,^ ) . The poet mainly concen-
trates on saying scmethlng new in a twisted and abstruse manner. 
While praising his lord, Hadrat Imam Ali Rida, he maintains the 
same complexity of ideas in the following verses: 
>-" 
j ^ 
a;: 
j^.l/-: «JL»- Lt_^ lyfc.* ' j I -L i *J (_ w y« * iij>L4»r t.Ji^^ ^ *,ij5^', ija*' 4 ,^ JLi 
Xj,?- * tiS L i l i - A ^ J c - J j l a-L; 4^  
> > - ' ^ ^ U - i ; ^ - ^ «-i=>y- J J A4.* .>. jJ • u " * < ' - r j ^ -Hj " >'=^>" <L4*UjJ 
To illustrate the point under discussion the following verses 
2 
of another Qasidah are hereby quoted, 
jt^j (j Ub^l J;' *ji3 41 Jj J J • J-^ ~>^  *-> u 4 / < ^ •" L>* *^ *' •^ -*j 
-^'?«; U ^  ^. "^-"-'. i>« *i^ fJ« J * y ?• '-^-^  ' -^' 0 "di O VJ ** >-" ^ ' ./-f«-^  
Another pecu l i a r i t y of Qudsi 's panegyrics i s t ha t most of them 
are imbued with the element of ' s u b j e c t i v i t y ' which thus strength-
ens the notion of e s sen t i a l r e l a t i o n s h i p between l i f e and a r t , 
1 . \ride Diwan-i-Qudsi, Aligarh Ms. fo l .37^ , 38a, 
2 . Ib id , f o l , 3 8 ^ . 
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As already cited on niunerous previous occasions, most of the 
personal as well as biographical references are derived from 
his panegyrics. 
Another characteristic feature is that in his frenzy of 
devotion to and love for the Imam and his shrine he occasionally 
reaches the height of hyperbolic expression in a way as to render 
inferior in sanctity even the sacred place of Macca and the 
elevated paradise* The following verses are quoted to illustrate 
this point. 
1 It-i, *->-j ^ *»»—«>J> <^-^M, I »--» L*4»>- *->• J J w > ^ . . ^ * 51 •JJi «i ( j UJ Lu> jjxti 1 J * j jj-t—" 
> I U» wi,*». \j ^ ^  tC- *» fiJ--'*' ^ _/* Jij *^ * -li<>-U}jJ / ) Uij Lu< ^ii j ,* *^ Ci< I ^^ijj 
j\s- J^ l J ^ *j3>2i J* {^"^y^ j C!V * » ^ - ^ -*^•^^-^•-^-5 * ^ iJ» ^—--M-*" ^ ^ - " ^ *-£ 
The following short extracts of various panegyrics of Qudsi 
are being given to furnish a general idea about the style and 
salient features of 'originality of ideas', beauty of expression 
and poetical aetiology.^ 
Then coming to praise his spiritual lord he says: 
ii_«,5 J *i< u $ w *«{ (^ _j^ *». * w^-o, I J L vc;»-^ ..>. (^  ..*»J j^' I—«• •_ 'j^j^ 
1, Vide Diwan-i-Qudsi, Aligarh Ms. fol.22^,23* 
2. Ibid fol.4*. 
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In another panegyric he writesj 
«>« ij'^^ * -^^ f^^ O**-. CKJ **^ >^y-. ^ 'Ai—. 
The following verses belong to another panegyric.^ 
I ^  t >—»_<"i yrf 1^ Jj^ «1>- *^y> A ^ • U^oxv^ >«-* O* (jr ^ ^ .>•*' V** J 
'•^ '^ ^ '^  l^i^'-'' J ^ ^ c^-i^»' * -'•iA *-• *J^ ' H** tl"^  i* ^^ ^1 
He begins the exordiimi of another panegyric with the following 
3 
charming verses . 
While eulogizing the Imsm he thus wr i tes with force of expression, 
1. Vide Diwan-i-Qudsi, Aligarh Ms. f o l . 9 \ 
2. Ibid, fol.l4j 
3 . Ib id , f01.19* 
4 . Ib id , f01.29* 
15S 
In the opening verses of another panegyric he gives expression 
to very fine and forceful ideas.-^ 
Then criticising the selfish people of his time he says by way 
of a similet 
u 
Then in praise of the ^ od people of the good olden days he 
thus sayst 
And ttien in the same continuation he writes: 
j^jm L" c-flaa >i* I •L •^.j^ y^j « L*r jp ^'j 6* c^J^ *^  '"V-^^ *^ 
In the exordium of that panegyric which begins as an elegy 
of his son's death and which ultimately takes up the form 
of praise of Hadrat Imam Ali Rida, the pathos and the depth 
1, Vide Diwan-1-Qudsi, Aligarh Ms. fol.33^. 
J 
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of wuotions is well expressed In the following linesi 
j - ^ J Aii^*-- ^>;jt ^>lw' v^ -u j - i *S * i;}j>^ (j^>^ •^-' k -^> J - * j - ' * « / * ' 
jja>- y . , - ' J * «-. p^ n-^ :' ^ • ^ l « l » w . * • * ^ * J U J * •-»-i^j J-^ # j L ^ j j ^ J * c«5L»^L^. 
And then wlt^ his usual device v i z , beauty of comparison 
( AjJU u-"--*- ) he goes on to says 
And then in the s ty le of Khacianl he say si 
To sum up, Qudsl 's panegyrics abound in novelty of ideas and 
expressions! usual i n t r i c acy of thought and d i c t i on , bea*ty of 
comparison and metaphors and poet ica l ae t io logy . They ce r t a in ly 
lack what i s known as sublimity and grandeur* 
OPgS OH LYRICAL PO^MPCGH^ZALS). 
Altrough, cur ious ly , a number of biographers have held 
h i s odes to be of a low standard (espec ia l ly in cwnparison \ ^ t h 
h is panegyrics and Mathnawis), ye t the ghazal seens to be 
Qudsi 's inain sphere of ac t ion in poetry. The l y r i c a l portion 
i n h is dlwanp i s not of grea t bulk but whatever i s the re , i t 
i s subs t an t i a l ly good and charming, 
1 . ?ide Diwan-l-Qudsl, Aligarh Ms, fol.S.sa, 
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OUPg'l RSPRSSSffTIfTO THE LATSR OROtJP OF POKTS 
Judging from the point of view of the h i s tory of Persian 
» 
l i t e r a t u r e Qudsl belongs to the l a t e r group of poets( t>i/>-U tl^ 
and possesses! roughly speaking, a l l those q u a l i t i e s which are> 
s a l i e n t fea tures of the poetry of l a t e r t imes. In f a c t , i t v.'as 
the age of the ascendency of the ghazal . f?hlbll has , a t seme 
length , discussed the p i t t e r n and s t y l e of poetry under '^Imurlds, 
and which was, according to hlfs or ig ina ted by Fughanl of Shlraz. 
From h i " time and onwards, there had been Introduced In Persian 
poetry a s t y l e i^ lch was cjulte d i f fe ren t from old c l a s s i c a l 
s ty l e of poetry of raedleval t t e e s ( v>j-^ a^ >» JL?-" ) w? ose special 
(Quality was sln?pllclty and d i rec tness of Idess nnC c l a r t t y of 
expression. But vdth the change in the conditions of l i f e and 
soc ie ty , in general , n i ce ty and elegance beca'se the hall-mark 
of cu l tu ra l atmosphere and they grea t ly influenced l i t e r a t u r e 
knd a r t . P l s ln l lnes s of thought gave way to in t r i cacy of !??»,'?glna-
t lon and luc id s ty l e ofexpression was replaced by indi rec tness 
and complexity of expression, introducing an a l toge ther new 
2 
trend In Persian poetry . The poets were chief ly In te res ted 
In u t i l i s i n g the device of •equivocation' ( f'r^' ) and in 
1. Slilr-ul-AjaT!, ill, pp.3-23 
2. The period of Qudsl andhig contemporaries can be termed. 
In a way. as a transitional period when such subtleties and 
intricacies had not still reached the climax. Later Persian 
poetry specially the ^hazal was virtually aade an enigma 
or riddle by poets like Haslr All and Bedil. 
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concentrating upon subtlety of metaphors( wj^ l-*:^ ! ^\y ) and 
novelty of similes ( *i-v^  ^rj"^ )• I*^  ^^^^ direction, however, 
India ledthe vaa* Those poets who were dissatisfied with 
literary conditions in Persia, came to India and, following the 
model set up by Pughani, gave a fresh glamour to it. In the words 
of Ghalib this style was rendered perfect and charming by 
Zuhuri, Naziri, Urfi and NaUi, who introduced charm of variety 
in it, Qhalib thus comments: 
* O'--^ <>• '/•J V. ' <i*^ " f*^ ^ u*""^ ^ 
In this way we find that the scope of the style of Pughlnl was 
further enlarged by the class of poets, named above, in vrtiich 
Qudsi has also been included. As a rule, therefore, a© adheres 
to this track as a devout follower, and sometimes lays stress 
on saying something new with force,of imagination and ccmsplexity 
of thought,*^  but on occasions when he has deviated from the 
normal course he has produced great chorm in his lyrical poems. 
The greatness of Qudsi's gjiazals lies in the fact that mostly 
in than he has beautifully blended the element of 'novelty of 
1, Adabi Khutut-i-Ghalib, ed, Askari pp,37-8 
2, In this connection Shibli (Shir-ul-Ajam, ill, p,20) quotes 
the following couplet of qudsis 
1 ^ 
Ideas* with •simpllcitqr of expresslonJ Such verses are full of 
force and effect , l ike 'tti© following ones: 
. i jU" ^js ^j^^ «->. V '^ "-^  ^ ••^' * "^^"^^ j^^ ^^ "^ ^ "* ^>- «>'''^ *^  fir 
J j l ^ j u - ^ ; a^' AS-JL, O<J-* J ^ ^ - - * c»-^ ^ "^  *i-SH»» ^ . ^jtjf-^ u>'>*-
Another striking quality of his odes is that he has 
generally expressed real emotions and feelings which is an 
essentially integral and inseparable part of the ghazal. See, 
for instance, the following verses vhich are ejitrefely lucid 
and simple, yet are full of p?.trely lyrlcsl strain ( Ui-^ -^ '*^  ) 
and possess a unioue harmony of thought and diction*^ 
The beauty of comparison and simile (««^-^ *«J^ u--^ ) is 
1, Vide Dtwan-i-Qudsi, Aligarh ?'s.fol»97^ 
2. Ibid fol.lSO^ 
3« In fact this particular quality pervades the whole of his 
poetry* In the following quatrain while comparing the heart 
of an Arif with a mirror and the world xd.th a mountain, he 
presents and exquisite comparison. 'Te writes thus» 
another prcK!ilnent aspect of h i s ghazals . I t I s presented in the 
foXIofvring versosi 
or f 
U-?Tt^U^ a;.>-^ s>-Lfi ^^--i- (jLji*« • -w" Ul^ t."--^-''' *^-^ "^ -^  j»>>^  j ^ 
or t 
\j ji.^*T-^j^^ «-. X - - ^ j w ^ - ^ j " " * t "''j ^jL"*"' -u3 ^^ i_^  • J Ai^ i.-* »4i i>-j 
or , 
or 
w^J jl^j 4^^ u^-i/j^ c» V *^ -r>9% * u^' *^ 'y Jj~~ *^  -' ^. t>' ^'^y 
To be brief, there are various elements which are harmoniously 
blended and fused together in his ghazals. There is» simulta-
neously, originality of concepts or flirht of imagination, 
purity of lyrical beauty, sweetness of style and expression, 
beauty of comparison and novelty of metaphors. Sane selected 
verses of his various ghazals are quoted belowi 
or,^ 
«ji u 
!• Diwan-i-Qudsl, Aligarh Ms, fol.93® 
2, Ibid, fol.83^ 
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or, 
2 c- ^ . 
or, 
'iiilumen' w-»-«J>- (^^wu^'.-' ^ ULCV* • J U - - * ' ! J Lt»y Lj • '•'•i-i.Miimi w-Vil l i" '* U *irf mLtt.*i , 4 4 j ^ v..j<c^ I * 3 > A 
c_ 
4 
or, <' 
1. T)iwan»l»Qudsl, Aliftarh Ms, fol.'^ S^ -b 
2. Ibid, fol,93^-b 
3. Ibid 
A* Ibid 
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2 
o r , 
c-v-M^L. iJxAyj} Cf-J^'' j *^ o- 'L- j • j ^ J j]j ^ . Js-^«^ •^««l ^.US 
3 
or 9 
o r . 
*>... u* >- JLSTJ . t «i;-i5 
• •>*- U* <J *•*• J y* * " * - : ; - ' • - ? • * > • « M ^ C/* ^ *—>«^ S (J! 
»-j-« ( j ; / ->01 w ~ j » ^ .J w ^ X - » i _^i» «> .—^*A- s >-U * 
or,'^ 
jti jji , ! . - ^ « - i j T j b i l j ^ U «- ••^ ^^ ••-t?' • • i ' - ^ f^"^ *-rv-^ u L ? ^ *^ .-t»Jj»«j-j 
! • Dlwan-l»!^dsi, All<?arh Ks. fol.93^»94^ 
2» Ibid fol ,94a. 
3. Ibid, fol.96j 
4. Ibid, fol.98^ 
5. Ibid, f01.119a 
\jr.' 
or 
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1 
« 
or, 2 
or ) 
or,* 
• 5 ^ 
or, 
«L(£' 
1. Diwan-l-Qudsl, Aligarh Ms. fol,114j 
S, Ibid fol,122^ 
3. Ibid fol,126a 
4. Ibid fol.l27f 
5. Ibid f01.188* 
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KATHMWIS(COtJPLEf^  PO^S) As already pointed out , besides the 
%afar»NfflBah which I s purely of a h i s t o r i c a l nature Oudsl»s 
isathnawls deal with other topics a l so such as descr ip t ions of 
various p laces , bui ld ings and e d i f i c e s , pa laces , and gardens. 
About the content and form of these raa^nawis a good deal of 
information has been supplied in the beginning of t h i s chapter . 
What remains now i s to determine t h e i r l i t e r a r y va lue . Such poems 
are general ly luc id in expression, simple and c lea r in ideas . 
The poet occasional ly embellishes h i s mattinawis with poet ical 
aet iology and '^ii 'tle metaphors, s imi les and comparisons. In 
pra ise of iTashiair, i t s gardens, verdure and springs the poet 
p 
writes! 
jf^.:!^ *^ 
>«^»J*lj i 
(j l-<«i^  
l j « -
. ; ^ - ^ i -
• u 
w 
j^-
^T^_^^*^ jp> -J o....,t^^. 
<CL^ i'L* J ^jS .J^) 
*^-"j -^j* j -^jb" 
t Jjy- Jj*) •--• > _ / ^ 
^ 1 \X •« 1 -
J , / J, [^ ^.Jk^ 
* 
• 
« 
• 
• 
• 
* 
jff^:^ u iL -^i^-jj^jiS L t ^ 
si,i.«, 1 J L^_ *u.'t>- *^J^ < .' J •>-"' 
01*.**-. J *yj "^  V*— • >^v 
t-^*^ J «J^^4 * ; *>* - ' ^J •-! 
. ' i t «^1»- .Jj-I-*. *-. J«u -^J-. 
r j i UV-^ -»s^ c t r - ' ? "'--?^  
^ U s s ^ ^ ^ jijj^. ,^j^ 
! • DlwSn-i-Qudsi, Aligarh Ms, fol ,14S^ 
8 , See Badshah-^gRah of Llhaurl vo l , 1 p t , i i , p,21i 
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While praliing a partieular spring of Kashnlr named Magbhi 
Bhawani he renders the following beautiful versesi-^ 
jj' 
4 «^>iw 
• - ^ • * ] ^ i l ; ^ ^ I'f^ u'^jr* j-r * '-^---^  -*-*•• c T ^ ^ **"''-^  ti4^-
The descr ip t ion \rfilch Qudsl gives of the mountain range of 
Pl r Panjal (or Panchal) and i t s d i f f i c u l t and almost unpassable 
r o u t 0 | i s fin© and has been made a l l the more charming with an 
iJnpresslve poet ica l e f fec t of hyperbole. The following verses 
are an Illustrationi"*" 
The sane s t y l e I s t o be found in h is another pooraCln the same 
raetre) which he wrote on the completl t lon of the Peacock throne.^ 
1 . Lahaur l ' s Badshah«!lamah, vol»l Pt# 1 1 , p,19 
2 , Ahd-ul-Hamld Lahauri in his Badshah :Tamah ( 1 , P t « i l , p«80) 
quotes twenty verses and informs tt>at these aere Inscribed 
In enaisel t ^ order of Shahjahan* The l a s t h^nls t leh I s the 
chronogram and gives A«'U1044 as the year of the ccrapletlon 
of the i l l u s t r i o u s th rone . 
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He thus praises iti 
On occasions when the poet praises his waster he freely Indulges 
t . — . 
in exaggeration, as is found in the following verses of/ 
Zafar-Na?nah#^ 
^j^^ J,\S ^JLJ\ ^^<J u**a • JKf^"^ ^ V " -V»^  c^ ^ 
But as It is characteristic wli^ Zafar-TTatnah, while dealing with 
historical events and incidents, the poet has, on the whole, 
restricted himself fear a factual description. Yet, entering 
upon themes which demand and suit a poetic expression he lets 
loose the reins of his thoughts, While praising the rainy season 
of Daulat-Abad in the Deccan, he eyprecses it '.dth spontaneity 
1. Vide Zafar-Nama-i-Qudsi, Allgarh ?'s# Bo.P.A,81, p,19-20. 
X67 
1 
and charm of exaggeration in the follo^dng lines* 
i-w^-^ JI ^J ^Lj^^jJ JJj « ^_,L^^ J»«i>'j ^\J^JJi- - l i l j J 
In his p ra i se for the l o f t y f o r t of Daulat»Abad he wr i tes i 
Qudsl 's Tarklb and Tarj i Bands a r e , according to t h e i r 
theses , mostly e r o t i c or amatory poems* Nevertheless» they a re 
on other subjects a lso such as the p ra i se of the Imam, or e legies 
3 
on h is son IfUhamnad Baqir and other persons. The e l eg ie s \rtiieh 
he has wr i t t en on h is son»s death are f ine pieces of poetry . 
Those are thoroughly subjec t ive , f u l l of pathos and, qu i te 
n a t u r a l l y , abound in s i n c e r i t y of emotions. In those two 
feanous Tarkib Bands which he wrote, f i r s t l y , a t the time of h i s 
1. Vide Zafar-Hara-i-Qudsi, Allgarh Ks, No.s^A.Sl, p.366 
2 . !5afar~Namah, p.3<B 
3. Among such persons we have been able to ascertain only about 
one and that is Qarchuqai Khan, governor of Mashhad and, 
apparently, oudsi*s patron and benefactor. Rieu, (ii,p.6S4, 
under no.323,vii) Inforas as undert 
"''arsiabs on the deatti of ttie poet's son and other persons 
in the form of Tarkib Bands". 
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departure for Iraq» and secondly, a t the time of leaving for 
Ind ia , he d e a l s , mainly, with the pra i se of h is s p i r i t u a l lord 
and a l so expresses and explains h i s circumstances in vrfiich he 
had to leave h i s na t ive place* 
There i s the famous Saqi Namah (a wine-poem with an 
invocation to the Saqi) i n the form of a Tarj i Band vHiich he 
begins as followst 
RUBAyn(QU4TR|^ pg) 
T! e qua t ra ins of Qudsi a re not very s t r i k i n g , ffowever, i n thero 
he has t r i e d to develope ce r t a in forcal themes* These are r e l i -
gious, e t h i c a l , mystical as well as e r o t i c in t he i r content* Some 
of them are ouoted below: 
or , 
^ jj J% jbsj * ; . ^ l - * ^-ijS pit.J ^ . ^-. '^y ^jj-^j^ 
o r , ^ 
1^. *-^!;u'-t-"*^*-^' ^ '^* ' " ^ ^^' * O^T^^ *-. C ^ J C**-"^ . "^ -^V^ 
or , ^ 
\j Jj^ v>v *-^ cA '^-^-^ uyr * I cdK O ^ ^ '"^J- j ' " ^ -
l Cr>-^ ' ^ ^ * '^*''- « ^ ^ -J'>*^ * l u i . ^^l->^ w>*>-^>'j/* W.i/« 
1, Yide Diwan-i-0udsi,Ali8arh Ms, fo l .69^ 
2 , In the end of the nl^^an-i-Qudsl, Ali^arh Vs,0^o^^,'^^afQ/86) 
there i s a very l a rge se lec t ion of h i s Rubals. They are 
mostly ambiguous andabstruse and possess no charm. Probably 
they are t*ie product of the e a r l i e r pa r t of Qudsi*s poetic 
ca ree r . 
3 . Vide Diwan-i-gudsi, Hampur Ms.?lo.3484 p.B50 
4 . Ibid p.557 
5« Ibid p.568 
6 . Ib id p.669 
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1 
or, 
In praise of Love, he saysi 
u «--^  /^'"^  J*^ L? ^L^ij u--j^ * ^ *r4/* f ^ j ' •*"* uii? (i-i*'-. 
or 
l»^J U -J- i^y^j i3-<i* *-'!;'• • l«y-j«-A-; J *\jj K^.j-^ ^:uJ^ Jui* 
About the unstabllity and transitorlness of life and this 
world he thus writes» 
4 
He renders the doctrine of pantheism in the following Ruabi, 
Cv.wj I *«A (jy>- <j-» •*>-?• ^  "^ M CJJ^ (J< * JLs<w O ^  ^ ..^  **,>*?" -/ M^' 
THE QITA5 (FRAGMENTARY P0BM5) 
Qudsi has written several fragmentary poems^ but those are 
mainly on contwnporary events which took place in India during 
his own days* They lack prcrainent literary beauty. Those were 
vnritten, as a matter of fact, as a part of the duty of a court 
poet. But their historical value cannot be denied as they are 
1, Vide Diwan-i-Qudsi, Hampur Ks.No*3434 p.612 
2, Vide Diwan-i-qudsi, Aligarh Ms. fol.l43a 
3, Ibid, f01.149a 
4, Ibid, f01.150^ 
5, Ibid, f01.154* 
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chronograms giving some dat© or the other about certain 
happenings* Oudsi wrotet for instancef a fragment on the 
flight and defect of Jujhar Jilngh 6undela« The last hemistich, 
however, gives A•11,1045 as the year of this occurrance. On the 
erection of soiae building in Agra he wrote another fragment 
which gives k»'lml04S* To celebrate the capture of the Deccan 
by Shahjahan h© wrote a fragment whose last heiDlstich f»lves 
A."U1045 as the date of tbe victory. On the occasion of the 
ir.arrlage of prince Sultan J>huja in A.H,104S, he co-loosed a 
sl'^ ilar fragment. In addition to these, he also wrote other 
similar poems as chronograms rl^ rlnr; dates nnd years of events 
which took place even before his arrival in India, e.g. birth 
of Bhahjahan, birth of prince Aurangzeb, etc. etc. 
1, See Diwan-l-)udsi, Banklpur Hs. ?lo.684, ff. 232-7. 
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